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1 C B A nui SOULES: The minut e s stand

2 approved, but we will leave that open in case

3 somebody sees a problem later in the d Ne:¡;t,

4 the red lines are the changes that were made at

5 the July 15th meeting or the Rule changes that

6 were voted by this Committee to recommend to the

,.,
I Supreme Court that these changes be adop d

8 They are pages 6 to 35, Does anybo see any
9 corrections or changes to those that need to be

10 made to make them conform to the action of the

11 comm~ttee on July 15th?

12 PROF # DORSANEO Mr Chairman. on

13 page 30.

14 CHAIRlV1AN SOUl.JES: Page 30 All

15 right.
16 PROF'. DORSANEO: This is a :minor

17 clerical thing, that 5-4 in the last underlined

18 1 pertaining to the Ruie needs to be closed

19 up to be 54 That also appears one other place,
20 on page 32 in TR 53(a).

PROF DOR

Okay. I see that.21 CHl~,IRMAN

22 EO I had ¡ also f a

23 au.estion " Thi s is th only one that I had a

24 question on in this p2ckage. as to language

25 in 51 (b). especially he-- somebody called on

i
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1 "however the failure. ¡¡ I t looked to me like it
2 wasn't a "however" situation en I read it this

3 morning. "Failure to timely make the

4 des i 9 n a t i 0 np r 0 v i de d for in this paragraph shall

5 not be grounds for refusing to file a

6 transcript. . ." blah blah... "however, the

7 failure of the clerk to include... will not be

8 grounds for complaint on appeal"" That doesn't

9 look like both of them were addressing-- if I'm

10 understanding it-- things that II not be

11 grounds, And I didn't understand why it was

12 "however. "

13 CHAIRíYfl'.N SOULES i! I f the

14 designation specified in such a matter is not

15 timely made. n I..et's see. ":l~ailure to make the

16 designation shall not be grounds for refusal of

17 the transcript; however 1 the failure of the

18 clerk to include the matter will not be of

19 complaint if the designation is not timly

20 filed Okay.

21 So the second part says that if

22 the-- if the clerk doesn1 t include the matter in

23 the transcript, you can t complain unless you

24 have made a timely request. Is that \A1hat it

2 i-.:: says? The first part says that he's supposed to
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1 file it-- you're suggesting it ought to just be

2 two independent sentences?

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PROF. DORSANEO: I'm just raising

the question ,. I'm not sure I understand ~qhat it
is meant to mean, frankly; so I'm just raising a

question as to whether is meant to be worded

this way. It confuses me. what I am reading.

CHAIRMAN SOULES Bill # do you think

it would be better grammar if it--

PROF. DORSANEO: I think it would be

better as two independent sentences 0

CHAIRNAN SOULES: Does anyone feel
contrary to that?

111R. l:l c 1'1 A I 1\ S : Yeah. I think f

actually, the reason it is a "however is

because it's to show that there is some penalty

for no t In a kin g the de s i g n a ti 0 n ear 1 y . 'I'he

penalty ain't the loss of the right of appeal,

but there is some penalty; and that is, you

can' t complain on appeal if there s failure to

include a matter that you didn ¡ t designate

timely. I think that is why the "however" is

there" That is why they are quasi-connected in

though t . It does deal with the consequence of a

failure to timely designate.
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1 CHAIRl.LA.N SOULES Righ t ø We 'II just

2 take a concensus here on how the Committee

3 feels, ether it ought to be one sentence

4. divided by a semi-colon as it is in these

materials f or that we should make it two

sentences, the new material just one independent

sentence and leave the other one independent

5

6

'7

8

9

10

11

12

13

like it was, How about this, if we just

reversed the words in the last sentence of the

present rUle where it would sayi "However, if

the designation specifying such matter is not

timely filed, the failure of the clerk to

include the designated matter will not be

14 grounds for complaint on a eal."
15 MR. K. FULLER: d you are just
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

i

reversing those clauses?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Right.

better.
. K PU

I like that"

PROF.. DORSA1\TEO:

R That makes it

I like that

CHAIRMAN SOULES: ~7e like that one

sentence 1 but reverse those clauses?

MR. K. FULLER I like that better.

CHAI SOULES: All right.
PROF. DORS EO at that reallY
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1 a chi € V e s is that every time I read this san ten c a

2 f rom no on. I will not continue to confused

3

4

5

by wh a t i sma ant tom e .

ClL?lI SOULES Now you! va got me

confused by what you said.
6 NR" K. FULl,¡ER d you 'lAd LL knoi:1i

7 that you contributed to any confusion to that

8

9

10

11

sentence"

PROF. DORSANEO: That's right. If
there is any confusion. I want to be at least

partially responsible"

12 lYIR" K" FULJ..ER: That's riç:ht.
13 You've got it,

14 lYIR. lYicl'IAI

blanket claim statement?

rll' don 't tJ\e adopt a

15

16 CHAI SOULES: Does an31'One have

1'7 any other assistance to give me to make these

18 conform to the action taken at the last meeting?

19

20

21

22

They seemtQ conform, then, except for the o

typos pointed out in 53 and 51 and what we just

talked about in TRAP 51 Okay. They will stand

approved as reflected in these materials at

23

24

25

page s 6 to 3 5 wi t h tho see h a n gas.

It seems tome that the-- of course.

eve r y t h i n g 0 n her e is i mp or tan t but the m 0 s t- -
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1 probably e most di f f icult in terms of really
2 working through and resolving what we need to do

3 today would be Agenda Items 7, 8 and 18, 7 b og

4 the part on pe ection of error in the charge, 8

5 being th~ part on cross appeals; and 18 being

6 the effect of a judgment in the Court of Appeals

8

that is contrary to the judgment of the trial

court and how that may affect or not affect

supersedeas.

7

9

10

11

12

13

JUDGE PEEP1,ES: J..u , before you 90

to that, can we go back to page 34? On the

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

publishing of opinions, as I read (h), as

amended, no matter how irrelevant or wrong the

Court of Appeals opinion is that the Supreme

Court grants and reviews it, it has got to be

1 £l

published?
CHAIRMAN SOUJ..ES: rrhat's right.

JUDGE PEEPLES: But right now, a lot
of times tbey don't order them published.

CHAIRliAN SOULES 'l'ha t' s r i.gh t .

JUDGE PEEPLES What is the reason

24

for this change? Why should a case that's going

to be reversed probably and is just utterly

irrelevant be publiShed unless the Supreme Court

wants it published?

23

25
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1

2

3

4

5

CHAIRM.AN SOULES t'lell, the Court
asked the consensus of this Committee on that.

The Committee debated it and I believe-- well,
it debated it. And the feel w'as that there

6

is enough information in the Court of Appeals

opinion, even when it is followed by a Supreme

Court opinion, that often reading the Court of

Appeals opinion helps an understanding of the

final decision by that court.

There was other discussion about L

Supreme Court wanting to know what this

Committee felt, preferred, in these

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

circumstances, whether to require a positive

decision by the Supreme Court to publish or not.

And this Committee voted that th preferred to

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

have them all published and felt that those

granted and refused were actually a small number

of the total opinions of the Court of Appeals

and that itwouldn' t overburden the

books e lling-- book-purchas ing probl em ~

16

JUDGE PEEPl..ES: I realize it has

been decided; but based upon my, I guess, eight

months at the job, I think an awful lot of Court

of Appeals judges, if they know they're not

going to publish the opinion, don' t take as much
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1 care in researching it because they know it is

2 not going to be published.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES 'l~his is only ant

4 and outright refusal.
5 JUDGE PEEPLES ~ITell, by outri t
6 refusal, obviously. that ought to be published.

7 But if the Supreme Court is got going to grant

8 wri t and reverse, a lot of things are going to
9 be published that haven i t really been

10 researched; and it's going to be embarrassing to

11 the appellate judge that wrote it.
12 CHAI SOULES: I understand that.

13 JUDGE PEEP:LES: And I think that is

14 one of the points that Austin McCloud was making

15 last time, although he was saying more than

16 that. But it has been signed. I guess that is

17 all there * ~. *;.
is .(0 ic,.

18 CHAI SOU:LES: So maybe 'fil'hat V,re

19 ought to do then is get right into these harder

20 problems and try to get them resolved and then

21 get to - - all of them, a i 1 of the que s t ion s are

22 important. 1'm not saying anything is more

23 important than the next; but sometimes some of

24 the out-of-town people have airplanes to catch
25 mid-afternoon and are not able to stay And
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1 since these i to me, seem to be the most

substantive questions we have. I would propose2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1 ~L

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

to take them out of order and early in the day

to get the maximum amount of discus on based on

those. Does anyone object to that, to

proceeding along those lines? Well, don't

we start with-- maybe this-- X guess the charge

rules on page 56.

lYl R, 1'1 c 1\8 : Is Hadley here or

coming?

CHl1.IRMAN' SOULES No .. Badley had

surgery.
surgery.

It came out fine I t was kidney stone
They tried several methods of bursting

those stones up and finally got it done without

having to do abdominal, invasive surgery, Bu t

he is still unable to travel and

uncomfortable.

is somer,qhat

He did, however, write me a letter,

and that appears on page-- back in the back. He

wrote a longhand letter, page 97, responsive to

these suggestions. And Holly retyped it at page

95 or typed it at page 95 maybe for ease of

reading; although, his handwriting is perfectly

readable.
25 ~eo explain at this is, to just
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1 des c rib e \'~ hat i tis 1 t.h e les; and then weJll

2 get into Hadley i s remarks, too. Last time 1 .one

3 of the struggles we had was Judge Casseb and

4 others-- I think it was the consensus of the

5 Co mm i t tee t hat 1 a w y e r s s h 0 ul d he 1 p the Co '\, r t do

6 the charge for e reasons that were then

'7 stated
8 lot of times a judge doesn i t have

9 a whole lot of resources to use to do his

10 charge t and he needs written input to form the

11 charge. And that was a part of the

12 perfection-ai-error process; but, as we

13 discussed it, there wasn i t a lot of sentiment

14 that that had to be a part of the

15 perfection-of-error process, but there was

16 strong sentiment that it needed to be a part .of
17 the trial precess to help the judge.

18 So the approach of these is--
i

a,t

19 is on the tablehere-- to cause lawyers at a

20 point in time to submit written questions and

21 instructions for the judge to use in th~ judge's

22 cha:cge" But doing that or not doing that has

23 nothing to do with perfection .of err.or. So we

24 have separated .out helping the judge and

25 perfection of error. That is the first problem
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'-i.",

0 f a ny .,- hing 1: h a t ne e d s t 0 be 0;' a i d :Nor¡¡ how do'" ;; 1

(:; do ,~ ha t '? Loo k b a c k a t 2 6 5 ( a ) and i c So € t s up'- , )

1

,5 ho tne parties will oceed to put on eir
4 case.

5 K. FULLER: What page, Luke?

6 CHAIRíxïAN SOU:LES 'lhi s is on page
56 And the other thing that was a problem wi

8 trying to do this before was that the Rules are

9 just a mess the way they are right now I f you

10 start looking at objection to the charge, it is

11 spread allover the Rules from 271 to 279. And

12 it is-- what is supposed to be in the ar is
13 spre allover. 274 has got information that

14 seems to effect perfection of appeal, but there

15 are hardly any cases on it~ ~(,heyai,:iHI.YS ride

16 o v ,e r 0 n 2 7 9

1 .~,_'- I K. LLER: ti)ell ¡ do I

18 understand at is to be proposed here is that

19 if I am the moving party, when I close in

20 evidence, rest my case-in-chief. at that point

:2 1 in time I am to submit my proposed jury charge?

2.2 CHAI sou S Exactly.

23 l'1R" K f"ULLER: And then the other

.2 4, side goes and when they close their evidence,

r) t;
'" :. they submi t th r pr osed ju.ry cha and then
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1

2

3

4:

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

the intervenors in turn?

C IRl"lAN SOULES;. Right. Ä t the

conclusion of their evidence

MR. K. FULJ..ER That. s different.

C i SOU:LES At some pain t, the

judge has got to be given information about his

charge. It seemed to me that-- and this is my

idea. I mean ¡ it is, maybe, a bad idea. It is
just an idea. Where does the jUdgè get help in

putting his charge together? Well it seemed to

me that a party who has res ted hi s evidenc e at
that point should know what his jury qUèstions

and instructions should be.

MR. K. ¡'~ULLER: Well, Luke, it seems

to me that it is hard to come up with a jury

c h a r g e - - pro p os j u rye h ar g e - - w hen you h a v e

only heard part of the case.

CHAIRMAN SOULES:: No, no, The j ud

doesn ¡ t come up with his charge at that point.

MR. K. FUI-iLER:: No. I mean for me,

Customarily,as, let's say, the moving party.

we have a charge conference. 'I'hat's i-\'here 1fJe

come up with the charge, at the close of all of

'th.e evidence.

25 CHAIRl.:lAN SOULES: Let me lay t.Ì'e
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1 scheme out here, and then we'll go back and

').. debate it. If ! can just lay it out, and then

3 we'll get to it. Then at the end of all of the

4 evidence, the judge takes these suggestions and

5 forms a charge and files it. So this would put

6 in the record the charge that we' re all
7 objecting to and trying to get changed which is

8 not even a part of the record today.

9 If you read a charge conference, it

10 gets sometimes confusing cause you don i t even

11 know what the parties are objecting to because

12 that has never been made a part of the record in

13 the case. But this would require that that be

14 made a part of the record. e judge w'ou form

15 his charge and file it. Then there would be a

16 charge conference objections would be m e
17 to the charge that the judge filed

18 . K.o FULL Is it at e charge

19 conference, then, if you change your mind, you

20 discover something else about the evidence

21 that-- and you can say, " i right. I submitted

22 a proposed instruction, but now! want to change

.2 3 it"?
24 CHåIRlvI.AN SOULES Yes. Now i the

25

~

submission of the questions and instructions
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1 that you do at the close of evidence has

absolutely no effect aD appeal or other se It2

.3

4,

doesn 1 t foreclose doing something completely

5

con t r a r y to it 1 ate r on.

assistance to the Court.

It is just aD

6

7

Okay ~ Then most of the rest of 271

is a collection from 277 and 278 of the criteria

8

9

10

11

and the rules for making the charge and, for

instance, rebuttal You can do disjunctives.

You don't do various phases, this old carry-over

and trespass to try title. The Court should not

12 comment in its charge. It collects things that

13

14

'r¡;!ere not in one place and says i "rrhis is the

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

form of the charge

So the parties submit the

suggestions. The Court draws its charge under

the Rules that exist today and then files it.

Under 272, then the judge files it and holds a

charge confe~ence. Then each party caD object,
and then the form of these objections, you can't

conceal them or obscure them, voluminous. You

can't adopt another one. the rules that are now

over in 274. What this is now doing is putti

things in time sequence that are just scattered

through the Rules.
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1 'lhen it said, "'I'he Court may modify

2 the charge of the court at any time fore it is

3 read to the jury"-- which, 1S. of course.

4 presently the way it is now-- or as provided in
5 2 8 6 w hi ch i s the add i t ion a 1 sup p i em en tal charge

6 that is made after the charge is read to the

7 Jury. Pu r s u an t to a j u r y que s t i on 0 ram 0 t ion

8 of a party or the Court s own motion or

a:: whatever, whenever they send in additional

10 instructions,
11 So now you have got-- and then here

12 are the rules for preservation of error. You

13 just object. You have to Ject in a form

14 either in writ or dictated to the court

15 reporter. which is out of old 272. .e'va got

16 the pres i on that unless it is otherwi se

17 noted in the record that objections are made at

18 the proper time. That is in the rule. l\.nd the

19 Court will announce its rulings or endorse the

20 rul iugs on wr i tten papers if they are made in
21 wr i t i jections are made in writing.

Then here is a jun~ture atvJe get

23 back to, There are two ways that-- there are

24 two controversies pretty mu in s l\lo. 5 on

') ~"- -' page 62. he first is-- this says that if you
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

object and the judge wants a written submission

that would cure your objection that he can order

you on a specific item to submit a curative

question or instruction in SUbstantially correct

form to the Court. And if the judge gives you

that orderi then if you fail to submit, to

comply wi th that order, then you waive your

objection.
So question No.1 is: Should the

judge have that power, to say, you know', "i;AJait a

minute. That obje c tion is s tr icken on. I think

it is serious I think I! m inclined to sustain

it and adjust the charge. But you, I'm ordering

you to submit something in substantially correct

form for my consideration, It

And then you-- if for whatever

reason you don't do it, do you waive your

18 objection? And should a judge have the power to

19 put you in that position in order to get a
20

21

22

23

24

25

responsive, written suggestive cure? That is
the firs t que s t ion ~

Then if you say tha t the judge

should have that power, then the next question

is, can he order the objecting party to cure any

objection to a question or instruction or a
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1 finition; or should he be limited to ordering

2 the party wi th the bur n of proof to f a

3 question? In other words, Pat has got the
4 burden on a question. Ken is objecting to the

5 way Pat has got his question set up, and it is--

6 in the Court's charge. Well, it is in the

7

8

Court's charge now, but it is Pat's burden.

Should the judge-- and Ken objected. Sho'l.ld the

9 judge be able to say, "If you want to sustain

that objection, I'm orde ng you to submit

something to me in substantially correct form

that !frill cure your objection"? But it's Pat's

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

ques t ion.

MR. K. FULLER That sucks. I mean,

tha t 's bad. You're making me do-- you're making

me do his i¡,¡ork. I think the burden ought to be

over there to draft it.

CHAIRMAN SOULES I'm just tr ng to

lay 0 u t th e que s t i on .

MR. K. FULLER: Okay, I'm glad you

explained it that way. I though tit was in

favor up until you explained it.
CHAIRìY1AN SOULES: Should the judge

24 have the power to put us in a position to submit

25 in writing? And if-- now, Alternate 5 says that
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1

2

on a question, the judge may only order the

party with the burden to f the qiiestion;

3

4

5

however, on instructions and definitions, he can

order the Objecting party, oever is making the

objection, which is what the rule snow is

6 required, a wri tteD submiss ion for ins truc tion

7 or definition.
8 Then it goes on to say-- this is. of
9

10

course. perfection of appeal-- in paragraph 6,

11

that compliance wi t h Rule 2 7 1 ( 1) , where you give

your questions and instructions to the trial

judge as your evidence closss, is not a

requisite for appeal" It has nothing to do with

12

13

14 the appellate ocess. "They essl:?i say that,

15 and that failure to conform to 271i1) shall

16 never constitute waiver of any error. Th sa;,

1'7

18

19

20

21

22

it both ways, that it is not a requisite and you

can't waive. Trying to make it as clear as

possible.
l'iR. K. FULLER: Are we going to

take that one up first?

CHAIR SOULES: Then the charge--

23 when all of that is done, the objections have

all been made i then the charge is read to the

jury and then i of course, goes to the jury. And

24

25

~
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

en the last rule is this one on deemed

elements that you get to after the jury because

there were omissions from the charge

The prOCess now runs timewise-- if

these were adopted, would run timewise with the

flow of the trial; and the rules are collective

as I have indicated Now, Hadley says that

regardless of whether we make changes-- you will

see on page 95-- well i there' s too much of it.
But it says even if-- his feeling is, even if

none of those proposed changes are adopted, the

reorganization should be. Judge Rivera_

JUDGE RIVERA: I like the approach,

and I like the way they are set out and put

15 together. And my interesti of course, is in the

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

trial court 271. I think all of you need to

look at both of those together. I think we are

saying that the trial court has to do his and

then in the other rules for preservation of

error r we said some things that-- if they are

not required in the trial court, they are making

them there even though they didn' t have to do it

in the trial court or they have to it different

than in the trial court.

Anyway, my observation for Rule 271,
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1

2

3

the first one is, I see no reason why we need

two rules, 271 and 272, if the f t one is

4

charged- - the way it is worded now i

the court and objections thereto,,"

" arges of

Again, ~..e

5

6

7

8

9

10

II
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

are separating the rules, and that's what we're

trying to eliminate" People look at one rule

and they don i t look at the other and we are

trying to correct that problem and we i re s till
having it separated. I think we can put them

together and eliminate that, Then if i;ve are

really trying to help the trial judges, the

first sentence at the conclusion-- lawyers wiii

get the idea it doesn't have to be before,

Sometimesi especially in a complex case, we like

to look at the questions even before we start a

trial" Maybe even a week or two before trial

CIH.IRMAi\r SOULES: ç\is t ve got a la.st

sentence, here, Judge. that says. "The Court may

order that any party i s jury questions,
instructions, and definitions must be submitted

at any other time for the convenience of the

Court, II That is there. 'lhat last sentence

of this 271(1).

JUDGE RIVERA: I saw that, but the

lawyers only read the first sentence.
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1

2

3

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, okay.

JUDGE RIVERA: The rest of it, I

have no real problem w~th it. It looks real

4 good I wish we could put the paragraph 3 that

5

6

7

8

is in Rule 272 in bold, capi tal letters,

underlined, flashing or somehow. You know som€:

Ie. ers, still object to every word in the

charge" I'm not talking about every question or

9 every sentence. I'm talking about every word in

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

the charge r which is the same thingi just in

case they catch something 1 you know.

Then what I said about the appellate

for preservation of error, if we prepare a

charge and it is filed and then we hear

objections, some are sustained, some are not, or

we come up with a corrected or an amended

charge, do we need to file it or just file it

after we get an answer as to verdict? And if we

file it. do we need to hear objections again?

It is left open

I see no problem with it the way it

is except for what you say in the preservation

of error things. Preservation, you say you've

24 got to object: and if you object, you have got

25 to submit or you have to tell them. But if the
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1

2

3

,4

charge that is fi 1 ed is not the one re ad to the
jury, you don't answer that question.

CHAIR1"íAN SOlJLES: Well, that's
intended in 274. "Before th.e a.rgument is begun,

5 the tr~al judge shall read the entire charge to

the jury in the precise words in which it is

completed." The use of those words, "is
completed," was to try to say, "Now we have got

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

a different animal than that one that was filed

at the conclusion of all of the evidence that

the parties objected to." That is filed and you

maKe your objections and then the charge goes

through some sort of process and then it is

completed That is on page 65, Judge; and I

don ¡ t know whether I got it done adequately, but

that was-~

,JUDGE RIVERA: I think I see it here

except for the (inaudible) in the other rule.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: In 274. Let's

see. There's nothing on page 65, Judge; but I

may not be looking where you want me to look.

J'UDGE RIVERA In other words I

25

think 271 and 272 are okay except that in the

other, for the preservation of error f you are

making comments and affecting 271 and 272.

23

24
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

C IRMAN SOULES: Righ t. And do y'ou

see a problem with that. Judge?

JUDGE RIVER.l\.: Not really. I am

calling it to your--I 'm only concerned with the

trial court, what I have to do and don't have to

do. Really, I have been following that

procedure that we have here either at the

beg inn in g 0 f 'l: h e t ria lor .a t the end of the - -

during the trial, I have the questions a

instructions. And two minutes after we close,

I've got them ready. And I like to go ahead and

look at them, and then we hold our conference

and then we object. If I hold a conference

before i they start objecting before they know

what I'm going to give them; and they start

arguing back and forth and they really don 't
have anything to argue about

So if I tell them, ur.f.his is what I

think based on what you gave me," that

conference is reduced to, you know, 10 15

minutes instead of two hours It works real

good. And I have been following that and it

moves right along. So this rule is the way we

24

25

have got it now, 271 and 272.

C H AI R 1'1 J;" N SOU L E S : l? at, I be Ii eve you
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1 had your hand up.
MR. BEARD Well, my auestion is,2

3

4,

I m representing the defendant. 'l'h e p 1 n t iff

submits-- it has got plaintiff i s issues in there
5

6

7

8

and I object and I have that objection. The

Court says, "You write it. n So I liÎrite it
wrong. too; but for different reasons. The

Court turns me down. Now he can go to-- I have

9 got no standing to-- he submitted it wrong, but

I have no standing to appeal when I have made a

valid objection just because I can't write it

10

11

12

13

14

either?
CHAIRMAN SOULES: That gets us to

271 or 27--

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PROF. DORSANEO: Three.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- 2731 paragraph

5, which is certainly the most substantive part

of this-- basically 1 it is just a reorganization

except for 5 on page 62. That is getting right

to the substantive issue that we're at.

Let's talk about the first issue

first Do weieel that the trial judge should

have the power to order a party who has made an

obj ection to the charges-- to the charge that
the Court put together at the charge conference?
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1

2

He has made his objection. Does the judge at

that charge conf erence have the power then to

3 direct that party? Let's first call it an

5

instruction so we don i t get the question

probl em.

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

He objects to an instruction.

Should the judge have the power to order that

par t y 0 b j e c tin g tot h e ins t rue t ion to sub m i tin

substantially correct form a proposed cure for

the objection being made; andi failing

compliance with that, put the party maKing the

objection in a waiver position as far as

preservation of error? In other words, the

objection just doesn't get there if the judge

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

orders you to fix it and you fail tof

Bill Dorsaneo

it?15

PROF. DORSANEO I think the judge

ought to be able to make a request to counselor
order counsel-- however you want to put it-- to

master the same thing, to provide assistance to

the court in preparing the charge.

The difficulty that I have is in

going beyond that and saying that i1 you don't

respond, you have waived your complaint.

don't respond with something that's

If yo

l
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1

2

3

sUbstantially correct, you waive your complaint.

If you don't respond and it's not perfect, ich

may be what "substantially correct" can mean you

4 have waived your complaint. I have difficulty

5 with the waiver part of it and when that will
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

come into play, if at all.

trouble spot really is.
CHAIRKAN SOULES:

And that is where my

liet me say this
I didn't write this to advocate it. I 1,qrote it

in hopes tha t we could get our work done today.

And it occurred to me that the Committee might

say, H We don' t th ink t hat j us t 0 b j e c ti n g is

enough" That is not enough help to the Court."

And I tried to think through-- assuming that

15 debate might start, how would we then approach--
16 what more would we suggest to the Supreme Court

17 is not unfair?
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

And I thought, well, one is to get

the judge to order anybody objecting to try to

fix it. And then talking to Hadley he said

"What about a question where you don i t have the

burden?" And that's when I put this in.

This is not here as something that I

am advocating. Again, it is just text that if

25 we feel that something more than aD objection
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1

2

3

4

5

could be required by the triai court and the

trial court should have the power to require

that in order to try to get a proper charge,

here it is

There, I think, is some risk. I

6 think there is a lot of risk. That if the judge

7

8

9

10

11

doesn i t have this power, that people-- skilled

people, skilled complainers about the charge,

are going to be able to build error into the

charge, preserve error in the charge, and the

12

trial judge never really realizes that he has

got error in the charge because all he gets is

an earful, and what the appellate court gets is

a written transcript to study~

And to me, to give the Court this

extra power probably increases the likelihood

that the first trial will be a correct trial and

the first charge will be a correct charge and

probably will reduce reversals due to error

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the charge. That was-- you know, whether it is

right or wrong, that is one way to look at it.

Ken Fuller.

MR. K. FULLER I have got a basic

question to ask about this whole theory. First
of all, I question seriously in my mind if this
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1

:2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

thing is broken enough to fix

w 0 r s t enemy 0 f good i s be t t e r .

You know, the

I see the street

lawyers getting caught in a trap with this kind

of wor ng. You know, we have talked fore--
at least I have, and I h.ave heard other people

say the same thing. We are subject to a lot of

criticism year-in and year-out by the practicing

Bar. Why are you guys alwa changing the

Rules? " If there is something really oke,

th can understand why we do it. But I think

as we are getting into the area of fine-tuning--

personally f I don' t see this as that big a

problem. I think it has been working. :au t I am

adamantly opposed, just conceptual , to putting
the burden on the party .to do it correct tha tis

defending against it. That just doesn't--

CHAIRì:1AN SOULES: Tha t is not the

question. That is goi to be Question 2.

1:1R. K. F'ULLER: 'Niat is one of the

questions here, and I m speaking to the whole

thing. Secondly, I would like to go way back to

what we are talking about in the trial itself of

requiring the submission of a proposed charge by

the moving party upon closa of the evidence.

Now, let's remember--
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

CHAI SOULES: Ken iI 'm going

to-- I don't mean-- Pat has started debate on 5,

and that is where I would like to st

IvlR K. F'ULLER: rim sorry. I

thought you were trying to consider them all at

one time All right. I'll save my remarks on

that one for a later time.

CHAIRl.1AN SOUI..ES: I T!iPQ.nt to get

through and work through first how much power

should a trial judge have at the charge

conference.

12 Ï'IR .13 BARD: Let me ask-- everyone--

13 if I mak~ a valid objection but I can't do it

14 right without someone telling me what is wrong

15 with my proposal and it just gets overruled and
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

yet it i s submitted on a defective charge that
I'va obj ected to, tha t shouldn't be"

CHAIRJ:lAN SOULES

completely following you,

I'm not-- I'm not

¡VIR. BEARD: In Federal court i we try
to admit our charges in advance, you know. 'I'he

Court gives the charge t and we object. But

matter what our submitted charges tour

objections are what controls in the Federal

no

25 court. And we always ought to be able to object
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1

2

3

4

5

to a defective charge.

CHAIRJtlAN SOULES; And that is all?

MR. ,i\RD: You know, like Ken, I'm

not sure ~ you know-- I don't have any trouble

with the present system; but I'm not saying that

6 the la ers don't need guidance at all. But I
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1/J,

15

16

17

18

19

20

don't want to ever get where if I can't do it

right and I' m objecting to what the Court is

doing that I can't take that up.

CHAIRI'iAN SOULES: 'Nell, that is the

state law now.

lYiR. BEARD No, not plaintiffs-- I

don't have to submit charges for the plaintiff

I'm representing. I would object. If I've got

to submit, somebody needs to tell me what is

wrong with it r if I have got a valid objection

to what the Court has done.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: If you are a

defendant and you object to the plaintiff's

questions i that is all you have to do. Is that

21 what: you're saying?

22

23

24

.25

liIR. BEARD: Under the present

systerlL

CHAIRi'1AN SOULES: Under the present

system.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR. BEARD: Righ t. But if I have

got to co rr e c tit my s elf be c a use I --

MR K" FULLER: He's going to keep

doing it until he gets it right.

MR * BEARD -- I want to know.what

is wrong with what I submitted. There's many an

instruction that people have asked for that they

t,Jent beyond, and the Court just says, "That
instruction is defective. You don. t have any

standing. "

cHAIRJ.lAN SOULES But if you

object to his instruction, then you have got to

submit it.
i'1R BEARD: I have to submi tit

15 then

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES: That is this

l:.lterna'te 5" It just goes about it the same

wa:it.

~,1R. BEARD I object to his

instructions that are defective. I mSj¡1' not get

mine if there is no instruction there at all,

and if I submi tit as wrong, I don i t have any

standing. But if it is his ins true tions and
it's defective--

CHlì.IRMAN SOULES: That isn i t right.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

The only way you can preserve error on

instruction is to submit it in substantially

correct form--

JUDGE PEEPLES Even if it's in the

charge already?

MR BEARD: In the charge?

JUDGE PEEPLES: I'm not sure about

tha t .

CHAIRMAN SOUI.lES tlle11 , v.ïe'll look

at the Rules. Bill, did you have your hand up?

12

13

Go ahead and talk.
PROF. DORSANEO: I guess my first

preference would be to ave Objections simply be

sufficient and leave the charge-- responsibiiity

for getting a charge together on the trial

11

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

j udg e . Tha t would be my-- I could be convinced

otherwise about that i but that is probably my

first preference. That would mean no paragraph

5 of any shape or form.

My second preference, after

listening to Pat, I think somebody ought to be

able to draft the part of the charge that

they' re placing reliance on.
MR. BEARD: That's what lawyers do

25 PROF. DORSANEO: I think that is not
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1

2

3

.4

probably too much to ask i even though I do think

under current practice that an objection is

probably, under the better cases f sufficient if

the judge wants to submit your affirmative

5 defense or whatever and you just object to it

6 because it is wrong.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1'7

18

19

But I do think, probably, the second

alternate is the next preference that I would

have because it seems to me that that is

getting-- or the alternate, because that seems

to me to be saying, basically, that if the judge

asks, the part of the charge that you're really

placing reliance on is the part that you have to

provide to the judge. That doesn i t seem like a

lot to ash:. It may be that it is asking too

much about instructions and definitions there;
and, perhaps I would be inclined to want to

soften that by saying in (a), "party object::.ng

to the omission of an instruction or definition"

21

22

23

24

25

rather than just objecting to-- well, like a

word, you know, or two, and ins truc t ion or
definition.

20

And the reason I say that is, you

just basically see where I am coming from I
don't like the idea of putting all of these
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1 burdens on counsel because I do think this is

2 broken. The system is broken. I don't think

3 when I go to a charge conference or engage in

4 this process under the current Rules that I can

5 ever do better than a B because it is just too

6 hard to make objections and get all of your

7 r e que s .t s don e . I just think it is really too

8 hard. And if I can't do it myself. I don't want

9 to really be e ec ting anybody e1 s e to do it

10 either.
11 It just strikes me as an unfair

12 situation that the parties are in If they' are

13 not going to get the charge they want from the

14 judge in order to preserve their complaintsi

15 that it is just a tough situation to be in

16 d that ,Ken, I think J is the f I think

17 that is what is the broken part of it. I t is
18 too hard.

19 CHAIRMAN SOaLES: Rusty?

20 l'1R. MAINS I think that actually

21 a lot of what is broken even though I inlc it

22 probably already is the case lawi is assisted by

23 your descr tion of how clear the objection has

24 to i"',,,iiícii
necissi'cy of

to me obviates, really, the

25 requesting, too f because you're
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1 objection rule says that you have got to object

2 specific enQugh to support the conclusion that

3 the trial court was fully aware of the ground of

4 complaint a chose to overrule the objection.

1-:: It seems to me that the insertion o£

6 that standard really does fix most of the

7 problems that we currently have. And I thi

8 that adding to those problems with a requesting

9 process resurrec the waiver principles as well

10 as maybe puts the burden on you to do something

11 for the other side.
12 The real thing we are trying to do
13 is cut this hiding behind the law. You don't
14 know what exactly is going on. same thing
15 with a trial judge. They don' t want to be

16 deceived into not knowing exactly what is going
17 on until they get to the formal Objecting
18 process, and then they have to listen real
19 close.
20 I think the combination of the

21 unfounded ~bjections constituting a waiver and
22 explaining what a good objection means is

23 probably good enough without imposing any burden

24 to request, per se; although, I think that we
25 might amplify, even here, by adopting the whole
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3

standard that the objection can be amplified by'
demonstrating to the Court the request-- you

know 1 by request, so that you have eliminated--

as I read these rules-- the prohibi ti on agains t
it being in the same document, for instance.

If they were in written form, you

have taken that little trap out, which I think

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

is a good thing as well. \lJhich is another

reason it is hard to do because what you-- the

way that the format is now, you have a vast-- it

has a correlation that is the seminal

requisite i and you also have to request w An.d if

the reauestisn' t in "substantially correct

form," ¡.rhich is where ~ile get into a lot of

15 waiver problems, then you waive the objection
16 which is actually your initial credit.
17 If the objection is specific enough,
18 surely the lawyers aren i t-- and the judges--
19 they aren't dumb enough that they can't fix it
20

21

22

if they choose to fix it. So applying tha t

23

24

25

standard 1 I really think that the amplification

of the objection standard and the elimination of

the requirement that they be in separate

documents is probably enough of a f And I

have problems \,dth this whole "substantially
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1 correct burden to submit" stuff.
2 JUDGE HECHT You say leave 5 out

3 altogether; is that right?

£1 CHAIRM1\N SOULES Except for the

5 last clause which says failure of any party to

submi t a ques ti on and so for th sha! I never be a

waiver.

6

7

8 JUDGE HECH'l: If you don't say it.

9 it's not going to be perceived to be changed.

10

11

12

13

14

ïVIR. BEARD: Let me ask again, now--

C IRlXlAN SOULES: Rusty, Justice
Hecht had asked for a clarification of your

position. e you suggesting, then, that
neither 5 nor 5 alternate be used; that the Rule

15 is simply set up for the objectioni the seminal

16 predicatei and then state categorically,
ll
18

19

20

21

"The failure to submit a question, instruction,

or definition in writing shall never be a waiver

of any objection to the Court's charge"?

MR. BEARD: Okay

I N' SOU S : Whi ch is the last
22 clause--

25 here.

MR. K. FULLER: Say that slower.

CHAIR SOULES It is written
It is the last--

23

24
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1

:2

3

4

5

MR. K. FULLER: Wha t page are you

on or

C IRMAN SOULES If you look on

page 62--

Ï1iR. K. FDLI.iER: 6:2 . Tha.t 's my

6 probl em.

7

8

CH SOULES: I'm sorryi Ken.

MR. Mcl11\INS I might qualify that a

9 little bit by saying. any objection that

10 complies with 272 or whatever.
11

12

13

CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right. We J re

focusing now on--

MR. MclYiAINS: Resurrect objections

14 that are somehow different than what the--

15 J'UDGE BEeR'!,: That's what I was

16

17

18

19

20

having a--
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah. Right.

MR. MclvïAINS: I think tha t is the

Deemed Findings Rule and Waive Ground Rule.

Nobody that has the burden of proof is going to

21 go there without the charge because the other
2 2 par t y i s no t going to - - they wi i 1 say, " We 1 i ,

23 wai t a minute. Why should I obj ee t to their
24 failure to have any issues? They' re the ones
25 with the defense who are suing me, and it is
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1 waived if there are n' t any." So there is going

2 to be something there. I don't know we really

3 have to tell them that because we have got the

4 Waive Grounds Rule and Deemed Findings Rule that

r~ is going to wOrk on that. Nobody is that silly,

6 I don t think.

7 JUDGE RIVERA: That is what I had

8 reference to, that there might be some

9 inconsistency or some amending of the ruling in

10 the trial courts You set out the procedure for

11 asking-- for questions i a then you charge the
12 Court th the duty to prepare the charge.

13 MR McMAINS This really is closer

14 to the Federal system of saying, you ow, as

15 long as the trial court knows a t your prOblem

16 wi th the charge is and it ain 't f d in the

17 charge. then you i re going to be able to complain

18 about it. That is really what, in fairness,

19 ought to be the situation. You ought to be able

20 to look at the record and say, "Here is the

21 problem they talk about, and it wasn' t fixed."
22 So if it ain't fixed a the problem was v

23 well, amply discussed, then you ought to be able

24 to complain about it without having to jump

25 through any other hoops
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

CH.AIRì\1j).N SOU:LES: Judge 1 can I get

back-- I think we can fix your concern in 274

here. That is, how do you-- but we'll do that

in a moment How do you differentiate between

this charge that the judge does at the close of

evidence and filesi and the charge that

ultimately goes to the jury? Those are going to

be two different things in nearly every case.

9 And I think I can work that in 274 in a moment

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

because it is at that point that we now have all

of the obj ec t ions and we have got a revi sed
charge.

JUDGE RIVERA That is the final

one; the one they i re going to rule on or pass on
later.

CH.AIRMAN SOULES: Tha.t is the one

you're going to read to the jury. l~nd I will

not lose that thought, and I i m marking it right

now.

But getting back to where we were on

5-- okay. In the center of the page on page 62,

here is where we say, you know, uWe have changed

the law. We told you obj ect, and at we mean

by giving you that pos i tive duty is that that is

all you have to do. If So we have this sentence--
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

well, it's a clause. II Fa i 1 u r e to sub m ita

question, instruction or definition in writing

shall never be a waiver of any objection to the

Court i s charge." And I have got some suggested
changes already to that language but if

everybody has got that-- does everybody see that

on page 62?

MR. K. FULLER: I s'till can' t f

it. I'm sorry,
CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right. I'm

sorry. It' s right in the center of the page

!YR K. FULLER: And it is-- I' Ve got

it now.

C.H.AIRMAN SOULES What I am h

15 is this-- and it should be amplif ied a 1i t t

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

hi t. It should be "Fai lure of any rty"--
insert those words ~ "Failure of any p ty,n

then "to submit a question, ins t rUe t i 0 no r

definition in writing sha never be a ver of

any objection. n and insert "made pursuant to

Rule 272," Which sets up the rules for making an

objection
rules.

So YDU have to comp2y with those

If you make that objection, an

objection that complies with the requisites of
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1

2

.3

4:

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1.3

14

i 5

27,2, you don * t-- no wai ver. And I will read

that now as I have got it in my notes. "Failure
of any party to submit a question, instruction

or definition in writing shall never be a waiver

of any objection made pursuant to Rules 272 to

the Cour t · s charge."

MR. K "FULLER: It i s still a part of
that same sentence?

CHAIRl"IAN SOULES: That would be al 1

there is to 5. Every other word in 5 would come

out so that the judge would not have any power

to-- as an appellate predicate.

whole lot of power.

He's got a.

lYJR. K. FULLER: I've noticed that
from time to time.

16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: He 1 S go tal ot 0 f

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

levers.
MR. K. FULLER: Somewha t . Theys ay"

"If you want to play games, we'll play games."

CHAIRlvIAN SOULES: But he can't
increase your duty-- your requirements for

a p pel 1 ate pre d i ca t e by m a kin g an y r e que s tat

trial. If you make an objection that is good

under 272 , you have preserved your error in the

charge.
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1

2

3

4:

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

JUDGE RIVERA:: If you complied with

it, we can't change it here now.

CHAI SOULES :: Is that the

consensus of the Committee on how 5 ought to be

treated, that the judge not have any power, as

far as additional appellate requisites are

concerned, to require more than a mere

obj.ection?

JUDGE PEEPLES

questions about that

I have some

l~lR. BEARD:: On omi ss ions of

instructions, Now, we're not-- you know, as the

law stands now, if you object because your

auestion is omitted, you must submit it in

15 substantially correct form.

that rule by thisi have we?

We haven i t changed

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHì\.IRlYIAN SOUr..ES:: We have not. liT ow i

hoWever, you can preserve error-- well, maybe I

MR. BEARD::

If there is something--

Failure to submit a

didn' t hear Pat right.

definition in writing shall never"-- you don't

mean that---

CI1AIRJYIAN SOULES:: If there is an

instruction there and it is defective and you

object, that preserves error now and it will
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1

2

preserve error in the future under this rule.

Now, what we have changed is this: A total

3 omission of an instruction can now be preserved

by mere objection.4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR. BEARD: I don i t think we ought

to do that.
cHAIRlVIAN SOULES: flhat is the way

this is written. That is the way this is

w'ritten.

lVIR. BEARD:

to change tha t rul e .

CHAIRlvlAN SOULES:

I don't think we ough t

A 11 r i gh t . Let i S

debate that because that 's-- Judge Peeples?

JUDGE PEEPLES: In support of what

15 Pat Beard says, it bothers me that we say in

Rule 271 you have to make your requests when you

rest, and there are utterly no consequences to

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

tha t .

CHAIRMAN SOULES: That i s right ß

JUDGE PEEPLES: And you're proposing

now to say to the person with the burden of

proof. not only are there no consequences when

you don i t come to court with your request, but

you preserve error by simply objecting when

there is a total omission.
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1 Now f Rusty sa there are

'),,, consequences in the Deemed Finding Rule; but if

3 it's 1 e s s than a complete ground of recovery or
4 defense, the Court can, after a hearing, find

5 it. 80 I think that the person without the

6 burden of proof still is at risk here. I jl.\st--

7 why in the world can't we require someone with

8 the burden of proof to at some point come up

9 with a substantially correct tendering? I me an,

10 there is nothing un£air about that.

11 CHA SOULES B i i 1 , and then

12 Rusty i then any other hands.

13 PROlt'. DORSANEO: I think if there is

an instruction situation or a definition

15 situation and somebody objects to it, there

16 ought to be a definition of negligence here. Of

17 course. I'm taking an easy one.

18 All right. definition of

19 negligence will come from somewhereJ and I do

20 not believe that that will be the end of it.
21 There will be a def~nition of negligence. It
22 migh t the worst definition of negligence

23 anybody ever thought of devising. l.\nd then at

24 that point, the objection process comes into

25 play, My mind can't conceive of--

I.
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1 H:R. K. FULLER: Total ga.p.

:2 PROF. DORS 0: it coming to a

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

full stop or of 18 ers telling the judge.

U Judge, I don't have to do anything. I · m not

going to do it."

"Well, that's fine.
d then the j udg e sayi ng .

I'll just overrule the good

obj action and have reversible error."

conceive of it happening like that.

I can't

CHAIRl"1.Al'l S OU:L E S : Rus ty i you' re next

and then Pat s his hand up.

MR. fIclvIAINS The other thing is

that in-- we were trying to isolate awhile 0,

20

21

where is the system broke? And the truth-- in

my view, the one place the system falls down a

one place that you will never get an agreement

between two lawyers regardless of

sophistication except on what you better do to

protect your ass, is when an instruction or

definition, or question e n, but particularly

instruction or definition is de~ective by virtue

of an omission of something in it: that is,

where it could-- where what your complaint is

could be fiXed in large measure by putting

something additional in.

Now, the concept is in, but it

22

23

24

25
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1

:&

3

doesn't have all of the components that it might

ha ve . You simply do not know under the existing

4

case law i in my view i that you are for sure

protected by an obj ection or a reques t And you

5 be'tter do both. And you might have to do both#

6 And there is even the one Corpus Christi Court

of Appeals opinion saying, you do have to do

both, which I find to be bizarre because the

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

current rules contemplate that it is one or the

other, but never both.

And I just don i t see that that is i
perse, a problem because there are consequences

to omissions if, for instance, you have left out

an element of your cause of action or of your

15 defense There are consequences that

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

automatically attach to that, including the

power of the trial judge to find it.

Now, the trial jUdge has plenty of

power if he says, "vJell, now that is fine

Don't give me the instruction. Somebody has

pointed out that it' s missing something. Fl~h at

is fine because I will decide. You not having

25

decided to give me any heip in this area, I will

just make the decision on that question that you

haven't given me any' help on.lI
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1 I don' t want to be the one that

2 denied the judge the right to submit that

3 question to the jury and then is going to decide

4 the question that I have not left to the jury
5 There are plenty of inherent powers with the

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

court. Anything of any great consequence there,

in my view, 1S whati pragmaticallY, is going to

be happening. Everybody is going to be

tendering the papers that they need to be

tendering.
MR. BEARD: We can' t write a rule as

to what is an omission. The courts have got it

where I don't know what an omission is in a lot

of cases. But if you change the rul e where the

judge no longer can rely on the fact that you

1 6 have j us t 0 b j ec t e d to an 0 m is s ion iit wi II be

17 many a years go by before thejudges realize
18

19

20

21

22

23

that and get it reversed. I don' t know wha tis

wrong with the present law that says if it is

omitted, you must submit it in substantiated and

correct form if you want that instruction

is wrong with the system we have today?

What

JUDGE HECHT: at is wrong with it

24 is, it mayor may not result in a waiver. If
25 you' re not sure and you are in a position where
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1

2

3

it may be practically difficult to su.bmit it in
writing and you're sitting there scribbling it

out and you're not su.re it is right and it's

just-- but what is at stake is not really the4

5

6

7

8

problem in the charge. Bee au s e if it is jus t a

9

question of a problem in the charge, I never saw

a case where an objection came up, while I was

trying cases, that yoU say "Judge f there is a

problem here," and the other side starts

scratching his head and saying, "Well, there may10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

.2 0

21

22

23

24

.2 5

be a problem here." So he is going to start

thinking of ways to fix it or say i "Well, Your

Honor, I think it is good enough, II or wha tever

his response is. But by the time that process

is over with, the judge and the lawyers have a

pretty good idea of what they have done and what

was at stake i and now they are ready to go to

the jury and let the chips fall where they may

as opposed to some technical requirement that

you find out on appeal you should have requested

it this way or you should have filed it

separately or you should have done this and now

you can't complain about it anymore.

l':R. MclvlAINS: And further, Pat,

franklyi historically, the system worked better
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1

2

3

4

5

6

because we knew-- there were a lot more

questions and they were a lot more focused.

When you go to the general charge, the office of

instructions and definitions has broadened

conspicuousiy. And there is an awful lot of

things that look Ii independent defense or

7 theory of recovery concepts that ain' t in the
8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

question. They are in something else.

And all of a sudden, you are sitting

there-- and when it is in something else, as the

Court clearly has the discretion to do under the

general charge rules now, then all of a sudden

you do have this burden to be fixing another

par ty' s probl em wi th regards to what they' re

supposed to be proving just because we have

converted the concepts in the question into

concepts in the instruction. And that is the

reason the system is getting more broken on a

daily basis is because of the move to the

general charge. And that is the unfairness, in

my view, of using the old language on

substantially correct form that has cost a lot

of people a complaint that otherwise looks

pretty close to legitmate. Because it ain't

perfect. Because the "substantially correct"
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1 simply, in my es timation of the cases, means

something different when you get an instruction

than as opposed to when you don' t get it. And t

think Judge Peeples will agree with me on that.
You have got lots of ways in which

you can say, "Well, it was close, but it was far

2

3

4

5

6

'7

8

enough off that the Court didn't have to do it."

And if they didn't have to do it, then you can't

9 make the complaint. That simply is one of the

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

i 9

20

21

22

23

24

25

unfair aspects, I think, of the requirement to

tender it in substantially correct form.

CHAIRlYIAl\f SOULES: I 1i~'ant to get a

consensus on a small issue, maybe just a part of

an issue here. The question is: HO'iJ many feel

that an objection should be adequate to preserve

error from a completely omitted instruction of

definition? Do you see what I'm saying? If we

pass that, then Objection is going to be-- we i re
going to feel an objection is good enough for

anything. An objection under 272. An objection

that meets the requis i te s of 272

J;lR" BEARD: On omissions?

CHAIRMJlLN SOULES: On complete

omissions. How many feel that an objection

should be the sole required appellate predicate
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1

2

3

4:

in that circumstance?

All of those who feel differently?

Okay. So that vote, then, is that in the total

omissioni the objection should be all that is

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

required. I guess it followsi then, that an

objection is all that's going to be required to

preserve error in any circumstances because that

is the most difficult to conceive of an

objection preserving completely. How' many feel

then that an objection should be the only

appeiiate-- requisite appellate predicate in

objecting to-- in a charge error 1 a 272

objection? Show by hands. Nine. Those

opposed? Okay. That is now unanimous. Of

course, SUbject to the earlier vote that had

some descent

Then to fix this draftingi what I

would propose to do is to leave the No 5 on

page 62 where it is right here, where my finger

is, going down the age, and then strike all of

the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth,

s eve nth and e i g h t h 1 in e s . A.l1 d then t he n i nth

line, strike the words "not make such order, n

comma. Capitalize uP, it for "Failure" and use
the language that I gave awhile ago for-- this
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1 would be the total text of part 5. "F'ailure of

2 any party to submit a question, instruction or

3 definition in writing shall never be a waiver of
4 any objection made pursuant to Rule 272.-

5 JUDGE PEEPLES oll? about "That

6 complies with Rule .272."

7 MR K. FULLER: "In compliance

8 with."
9

10

ClLAIR1YIAN SOULES: "In compliance

with Rule 272"? "Made according to Rule 272 "

11 How is that?
12 JUDGE PEEPLES: It is very

13 important, as Rusty said, that n fully aware, n
1 4 " s p ec:i f i c , " the judge, nevertheless, chose to
15 overrule it. That is good language that ou t

16

17

to be--

C :tRMAN SOULES: That is really

18 comes out of case law, which we-

19 JUDGE PEEPLES: I know. That is
20 good to have it in the Rule.
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- we put the

22 cases back there that that case rule was found
23

24

at. Okay. So "Me in compliance with Rule
272,U and then strike "to the Court's char tf

25 So paragraph 5 would read as follows: "Fai re
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

of any party to submit a question, instruction

or definition in writing shall never be a waiver

of any objection made in compliance with Rule

272. " All of Alternate 5, then, would be

deleted.
MR 0 LOrI/: Waiving your objection, or

deferrance in preserving?

considering them--

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

Maybe you're

Buddy f the part
r,'ihere it tells you how to preserve error is in

272.

MR. LO'fiJ: What I'm saying is that we

say that it cannot be that your objection is not

waived but the rule-- really what you're saying,

then, is that you don' t have to do that. You

don't have to do it. I mean-- and you i re not

talking about waiving your objection. You're

just really meaning to say "In order to

complain, you don't have to submit one."

any rate--

Bu t at

CH,AIRMAN SOULES: you're right. The

problem is that the old rule is written in the

negative instead of the positive, and itis in

272.

Iv.IR. LOW: What we 'r e really saying,
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1 it is not necessary anymore.

2 CHAI SOULBS: Articuiate again

3 for me.
4 MR. LOW I'm saying-- we say here,

5 "Shall not be a waiver of objection U Okay~

6 Maybe that does it, but what we i re really

7 wanting to say is that t¡ge're doing a.W' wi th the

8 requirement of having to submit it in proper

9 form.
10 MR McMAINS: Wha t you wan t to s

11 is, it shall be sufficient to preserve your

12 right to complain on--
13 lVR" LOiq: That's what the rule
14 should say. I think we ought to tell people in

15 clear language we're doing away with it Let i S

16 tell them we are.

17 . McMAINS: tually, from a

18 border standpoint, if you just kind of basically
19 delete all 01 5 and put this notion back in (1)
20 be c a us e it folIo t'¡ s .27 2 - - its a y s " No f ail u r e to

2~ submit a questioni instruction or definition nor
22 any defect therein, shall be grounds for
23 reversal. .. unless the party. made a proper

24 objection pursuant to Rule 272," and then say,
25 "Howeveri an objection in compliance with Rule

~
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

272 shall be, in all cases, sufficient to

preserve any complaint on the field."

you?

CHAIRîtH1.N SOUl.iES

I can't find you.

RU.sty f ere are

rviR. l.lcMAINS Back on 61. I'm just
say i n g fin t his p a rag r ap h 1 i I e a vet hat s e n ten C e

there and then follow that with your thought

that was going in 5, but just quit there and

say, "In all cases, an appellate complaint to

the charge may be presented-- shall be

sufficient if objection is made in compliance

ï"!ith Rule 272." Then, you know, those seem to
me to be really both halves of the same thought.

And puts you right up front in 273, right

following 272 where it talks about how it is

that you do this objection, and then the rest of

it talks about preserving the record of the

Objection and the Court's ruling.

CHAIRlvlAN SOULES: We'll work on that
in a second here, and maybe I can get at it.

MR. H.1Ì1TCHELL: Luke i while you' re

working, can I get a point of clarification from

Buddy or Rusty? Are we moving towards the

situation where making a request will not

preserve error?
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1

2

PROF. DORSANEO: Yes.

MR. HATCHELL: We have a bunch of

3 provisions in here about judges denying

4 reauests, then; so r guess they have to come

5

6

7 Mike?

out. r don't know.

CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Where is that,

8 lV1R. LO¡ir: One of the things youre

9 talking about is on (3) of 272 where that will

10 have to come out where yoU have par ties'
11 obj ec tioDs to ques tions--
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Before we move on,
13 let me see if r can get to this. What:i would

14 do is add-- I don't like the way (1) is written,
15

16

but it is the way the Rule is written. It
starts out negative. Failure doesn't waive

17 error, but it doesn' t tell you what perfects
18 error. It is not in the 270 series right now.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

So I would start~-

JUDGE RIVBRA I thought that was

the tight r~le, preservation of error.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t 's r igh t . r

would start (1) with tbis sentence: "Proper

objections made pursuant to Rule 272 s 11

preserve error in the Court's charg . n eriod
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1 And t "No failuren-- then that sentence that

2 is there, "No tai lure U and then move-- and the

3 way the language in the cases is not

4: "compliance. " It's "proper objection pursuant

5 to rule" is the way we use it. W.'ve--
6 MR. HATCHELL: Of course, we i ve

7 added a standard now at this point l is the

8 thing.
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

CHAIRMAN' SOULES: Proper objection.
That's what a proper objection is.

ltJ.R HATCHELL: I can see where you

can do it at the time the rule says you should

do it, but not necessarily in compliance wi

the standard-- that meets the standards. I

don' I t is certainly not a big
n think I raised this po t.

CHAIRMAN SOUL Welll but we

a concept of proper obj eetion. Those words ki

c i:

don'

of-- that is now-- that h a legal s fie
in case law, proper objection The aIw.a do

say "Pursuant to 272." that's-- t

reason I'm raising it is, that is the

r

( 1 )

23 was written to begin with, to be "proper
24 objection." If we are going to put (5) into
25 (1), which is fine with me, we 0 t to be
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

consistent in either calling it proper objection

pursuant to Rule 272 or objection made in

compliance with Rule 272. It ought to read the

same in every place f and I don't care which

I'm saying-.-

MR. H):..'lCHE1,L: I don't think it is a

probl em.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: So

objection pursuant to Rule 272-?

wi th everybod:v.?

.. Proper

Is that okay

MR. HATCHELi'J: Tha t 's good.

CHAIRHAN SOULES: Okay. No. 1-- the

language in (5), then, would be "Failure of any

party to submit a questioni instruction or

definition in writing shall never be a waiver

any proper objection-- of any objection."

No. I tell you, that has a different meaning.

I think we ought to leave it "objection that

complies with 272, II even though it's a little

of

different. I think it has a different meaning.

So we'll just move (5) the way we

have presently got it written to be sentence No.

3, the unnumbered third sentence of (i). And

(1) would then read in its entire "Proper

objections made pursuant to Rule 272 shall
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1

2

3

1&

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

preserve error in the Court l s charge. No

failure by the Court to subm~t a question,

instruction or definition or any defect therein

shall be ground for reversal of a judgment

unless the party complaining on appeal made a

proper objection pusuant to Rule 272. Failure
of any party to submit a question, instruction

or definition in writing shall never be a waiver

of any Objection made in compliance with Rule

272. " Those in favor say aye. Opposed?

PROF. DORSANEO: I'm going to say

"aye, If but-- I'm in favor, but I just ')!ant to

move a verb.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Let l S move

15 a verb.

16

17

18

PROF. DORSANEO: J: don' t knor'l i):

this is-- just tell me to be quiet if this does

not make any sense.

19 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I'i 0 . tArhat should

20

21

22

23

24

25

Ï'¡e do?

PROF. DORSANEO: The second

sentence, could i t-- it bothered me, it begins

with "No." Are you saying "The failure shall
not be a ground f or reversal"? O:i maybe ll no II

should be-- no. E'orget it. It's too
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1 complicated to fix it. Just let J.t be. Just

2 let it-- I'll take it back.
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ If it comes to you

4 later, let me know.

5

6

7

8

9

10

PROF. DORSANEO: I understand what

it means. It's not as artful i as you said i as

it could be; but it's fine.

JUDGE RIVERA: Just leave out the

word "no." Just start "Failure. H

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, that changes

11 it, Judge, because it saysi "No failure shall be

12 a ground for reversal unless.." I guess we
13 could say "Failure shall not be a groundH--

14 PROl;"'. DORSANEO: cause you'

15 going to warrant a defect in there--
16 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: This is-- well,
17 it's already a defect
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

PROF. nORSANKO: "It t.qould be the

failure of the Court to submit a question

instruction or definition or a defective"-- you

would have to add more words i you know.

lY!R. l'lcMAINS: Or the submission of

any defective--

PROF. DORANEO: "Submit a question,

instruction or definition shall not be a ground
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1 :tor reversal ii
"
¿. CHhI SOUL lifell, do ""re need

3 to change this to make it understood?

4 JUD RIVERA: It's okay like it is

5 PROF'" DORS EO Agreed" ay,

6 l"iR, BE.aRD: Now, do I understand

7 this to mean that our present praccice of

8 submitting all of these issues and instructions,

9 the judge writes it, reviews Lti signs iti

10 at's oll t? That doesn i t preserve any error

11 anymor e , Now you must object specifically and

12 then reincorporate all of these matters that you

13 previous-- that you submit? "lhe practice of

14 submitt g it to him and having him sign off on

15 it is out? You have to object?

16 PROF, DORSANEO: You have to make a

17 clear and ecific objectioni and at's all you

18 need to do" And you can i t make a little quiet

19 objection and then slide something in either at
20 the end.

, B EJl~RD Okay. T lleteffect of

22 it. the practice of hav~ng a judge endorse it,

23 is immaterial now, unless it is inco orated in
24 your objection to the charge?

25 PROF. DORS EO Ri t .
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR. BEA.RD: That may make a really

long objection to a charge if we start

incorporating, you know$

CHAIRiVlAN SOULES: NOitr let's go to

Ken Fuller's question which was, I believe, at

what point in the trial process should a party--

we're done with appellate. We have fixed how

you preserve error in a charge.

:MR. LOiq: I still have one question.

Every time we change these, somebody-- there is

case law and so forth, and they wonder what we

changed. Again, I come back to the same thing I

raised before, "shall not be a waiver. II No",:,
are they-- would some Court say, "Okay. No'l? ,

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

there are certain things that you-- you know,

o b j e c ti 0 n i s s u f f i c i e n 't . " Are ~tl e put tin gin the

rule now-- but that now if you didn i t go ahead

and have "that's not a waiver D are we saying

that the waiver appl ies to everything? I 'm
saying, is it clear to them that we are just

going to have an objection only?

15

JUDGE HECHT: You would change the

waiver to "shall not be required to preserve. II
lvIR. LOW: Well, now Rusty suggested

language because I can see where you have a case
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1 that says-- it still doesn i t tell us when you

2 have to object when you have to submit in

3 proper form d they say, "Well, what i£ this

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

is one of those things that you have to object

to; and now are they telling us, lli if we

don i t go ahead and al so put it in proper form,

it is not a waiver'"? I mean, we are just doing

something here, and we. re not telling clearly

what we are doing

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Help me get it

said better. at do YOU--

ltlR. LOW: ~qell, I'm just saying-- I

13 don't know

14

15

16

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Gi ve me some

language.

MR LOW: Welli the language w~uld

17 be that after proper objection is made pursuant
18 to that rule, nothing further requested in the
19 proper form ~hould be required to preserve error

20 or something. ¡ just think we ought to-- when

21 you talk about waiving objection and waiving
22 that i I think we just ought to clearly come out

23 and say that no longer dO you have to submit it
24 in proper form in order to complain on the de

25

~

C IRIVlAN SOUL.. I i m going to wri te



1 this out right now.

it done.

Gi ve me a chance.

68

I'll get

2

3

4

MR McMAINS If you started one
with the mere statement that "an objection

5 pursuant to a proper objection pursuant to Rule

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

272 shall, in all cases, be sufficient to

preserve the right of the party making the

Objection to complain of the Court s charge on

appeal" --

iYJ.R. K" FULLER ~ Then you could add

there to say "without the necessity of."

HR. iYlcl'1AINS: Yeah. And then you

could have the second sentence which says--

CHAIRNAN SOULES Let me get at it
right here, Let me just amplify that first

sentence that we just wrote. "Proper objections
made pursuant to Rule 272 shall preserve error

in the Court i s charge i and no party mus t submi t

any que s t i on, ins t rue t i on or de fin i t i on in

writing in order to"-- huh? "And no party is

required to submit any question, instruction or

definition to the Court in order to preserve

error in the Court's charge."

MR. LOW: It might be longer and so

forth; but f to me, it is just clearer of what
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1 we've done. I think if we change the rule f it

2 ought to be made real clear what you change when

3

4

you make a rule.

CHAIRMAN SOULES Let me get this

5 down, though. When we get back f we have to type

6 these things up" n Proper obj ectionsmade

7 pursuant to Rule 272 shall preserve error in the

8 Court l s charge, and no party is required to

9 submit in writing any question, instruction or

10 definition in order to preserve error in a
11 Court i s charge."
12 MR. LOW: That is ciear.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Followed then by

14 the present sentence typed after No. 1 t and then

15 followed by the fifth sentence in No.5.
16

17

MR. K FULLER: Luke t I have a

question on one word Ins tead of "pursuant," I
18 thought you said "in compliance with Rule 272 .,
19 "In compliance." 272 is one sentence that ought
20 to be cleared and all of that-- I thought it was

21

22

23

24

25

"in compliaAce with Rule 272" rather than

"pursuant to."
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. The best

way to ~o that is to change it everywhere.

"Objections made in compliance with." 'lhen a
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1 change 'wi II al so be made in the las t t'iNO lines
;2 of the typed No.1. "Unless the party
3 complaining on appeal made a proper obj ection in

4 compliance with the Rule."

5 MR. K. FULLER; I really thi that
6 is clearer.
7 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Okay. Does anyone

8 else have any suggestions on that? Mike

9 Hatchell.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. HATCHELL: Maybe this is not on

that, but I just want to get you to look at

272(3) and 273.

CH:AIRlVIAN SOULES: Okay. I see where

you are headed. We have got some action on

request, don ft we, that We need to go back d
clean up?

because--
Okay. But let i s get this down

MR. HATCHELL: Oh, I'm sorry.

CHAIRlYIAN SOUL Let me nail t s

down Does anybody have any other comments on

language whi~h will be the standard now for

preservation of error in the Court i s charOe

under .2 7 3 ?

MR. McMAINS: Ye s

CH RMì\N SOULES: Is that on this
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1 point '?
2 MR. McMA.INS: t'?ell ,yes. It do.es

3 not meet the modification of that language

4 It's just one additional concept. The

5 conjunction of this is that there is still the
6 threa t of wai ver by not submi t ting any ground of

7 recovery or defense that has to be preserved in

8 Rule 275.

': CHAIRMAN SOULES Yeah Well, that
10 gets over to 275, which is--
11 MR. McMAINS: We don't want to
12 mislead people into saying that you never have
13 to request anything or else don i t suffer any
14 jeopardy because you do suf f er j eopar It is

15 not enough to preserve the failure to submit
16 your own-- your entire theory of defense or
17 recovery. You can't rely on that to happen.
18

19

And I thi

CHAIRMAN SOU1E~: It think it is

20 good to have in the history of this rul.. We
21 are talking ~ere about error in the Court' s
22 charge. We i re not talking about error in jus t

23 failing to go to trial on the ground of
24 recovery.
25 MR. McMAINS I unders tand. All I'm
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

saying is, I think if you are going to make it

this broad and say "This is how you preserve

error or the right to make an appellate

complaint," that still in this rule. it needs to

be subject to the waiver that is explicit in

Rule 275.

MR. K. FULLER: Why don

Elsay "except as provided to the cont

275"'(

JilR. McMAINS: Yeah. "Except as

provided in Rule 275." Maybe

s tuf f, n except as provided in

MR. K FULLER:

over there to look at it.

MR. McMAINS:

aren't trying to Change

and I th at it is

those that ensure

continue as it is in term.

ability to require someth

simplifying the objection process.

t

JUDGE HECHT:

grounds for appeal. It is waiver

MR. McMAINS: That s ri

problem is, when we say you can preserve error
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1

2

3

in the Court's charge by making an objection

under Rule 272 in all cases and you don't have

to request, ever. that looks to be in conflict

4 with 275 which has appellate consequences.

is the Deemed Findings Rule and the Waive

That

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1'7

18

19

20

21

22

23

2 Ll

25

Grounds Rule And it is a waiver. It is a

!4aiver of error ,',

If I go to trial on a tory of
negligence and I don't submit iti it is a waiver

of error. I can't take that complaint under

Rule 272 that he didn't submit my theory of

negligence.
lYJR. LOW: In order to object under

272, don't you have to request?

l"R, l'lcl'1AINS: We haven't gotten to

that now, have ~,;e?

lYiR. LOvJ: Your objection is that--

"í/lell, Judge, you know, this is not inclusive. ii
CHAIRl'lAN SOULES Can we hold that?

Because I think some of that is probably going

to get fixed with this requesting business.

lvIR. 1'1 c INS: I' m s imply saying, by

overbroadly stating the waiver issue and what

the focus of preserving appellate error is, you

are understating or de-emphazing the effect of
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1

2

3

not tendering anything on your own theory of

recovery or defense.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Subject to getting

Rusty's problem fixed, do we otherwise-- does

everybody pretty much agreee with this language?

4,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

JUDGE HECH'l~:

Subparagraph 6.

CHAIRlYlli.N SOULES:

One more.

Okay.

JUDGE HECHT: It is more and more

duplicative of what was already written in

subparagraph 1.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Really not, Judge.

JUDGE HECHT: It's not?

CHAIRlVIAN SOULES Because my concern

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

was that the judge would go back and saYJ ÐHey,

look over here at 271. You have got to submit,

and if Tiie don't say "expressly," then the duty
under 271 has no appel 1 ate consequences. Some

felt the court say it does That's why I wanted

it done that way. It is somewhat redundant, but

it adds a specific--

MR. lVlcMAINS: We haven' t voted on

24

t hat asp e c t 0 fit anyway yet , on the 2 7 1 pa r t
anyway,

25 CHAIR1\1AN SOULES: No We haven t
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1 done 271 yet Then let's go on. J.\,nd we haven't

2 really voted on anything, I suppose, yet. Back

3

4

5

to trying to work through this whole request

concept which is now nothing more than the 271

6

requirement-- if it should be

under 271.

e requirement

7

8

9

10

1l

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

What is the rationale for the

conclusion of evidence? I tried to think of the

latest point in a trial where a party should be

responsive as a matter of standard to the Court

for putting jury auestions up. And we have the

rule that-- in order to have a question or

instruction submitted, you have got to have

pleadings and evidence. That is all you have

got to have if it is a fact issue So that is

24

the point where you have rested, and it seemed

to me like people ought to have a pretty good

focus of what their question is going to be and

their instruction is going to be before they

rest their case at trial.

And if we are going to set a uniform

standard subject to this sentence that says a

judge can ask for them anytime he wants to to

suit his convenience, then that is a place where

25 maybe it is appr opri ate. Maybe that's not the
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1 right place. But Ken may have some feelings

2 about that. I don't know where you are with

3 that.
4 MR K. FULLER: Let me speak to that

5 just a moment here, and I won't go on too long

6 It has been my experiencei when you are in the

7 throes of a jury trial-- I mean, the whole world

8 is coming to an end about this point,

9 particularly when you get to the charge

10 conference. And to impose another procedural

11 "shall submi tHin thi s process, the compl aiat
12 you hear from juries most of the time is, n
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

God, we sit and wait and lawyers and j e re

talking and We hear evidence three hours a

and then we wai t in the hall for s hours d

while they are .ll doing lawyer sf. n

At the close of your evi ce,

require at that point the submission invit t
me, another delay in the ptoceeding "Wait,

Judge. You know, we thought tha t we were

21 to be callin9 some more witnesses, but we'

22

23

24

going to rest our case-in-chief at this ti

Now then, 271 requires us to submit in wri

our proposed instruction and our questions.

"

g

It
25 looks to me like you are inviting a recess at
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1 that time for the lawyers to scurry rapidly back

2 to their office or do whatever they have to do

3 to submit this.
4 Now, since the judge can require

5 this at any time they want to, my suggestion is,

6 we don't need this, number one; and number two,

7 if we do, let's not make it mandatory with

8 "shall" language. I don't see the need for it,

9 personally, as long as the judge can require the

10 submission of these at any time to begin with.
11 And to r e qui rea s top in the j u r y pro cess a t
12 that time for the lawyers to put together more
13 wri tings, more ngs for the judge. doesn It
14 maks good s en se

15

16

17

18

19

CHAIRMAN SOULES: If you agree with

Ken i this can be fixed by st deleting all of

this except for the last sentenCe doi

litt bit of a language c angs in the las

sentence "The Court may order that par ty's

20 jury questions, instructions and definitions he
21 submitted at. any time to the convenie.nce of the
22 Court." In other words, it's easy to fix here
23

24

i anguagewi s e I've got it two ways.

JODGERIVERA That is why it is

25 better if you submit them before you start the
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

evidence You have no problem when you rest.

lvIR. K. FULLER: The thing is,
whenever--

JUDGE RIVERA: And, you know, we

have a pretrial rule that we are going to look

at; and that has-- also, to look at the

ques t ions. And I know in all of the big cases

we do, if you have a pretrial and that' s a day

9 before or a week beforei we already have the

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

questions. And to me, that would be better.

JUDGE HECHT: And it depends on the

case ~lhen I was trying cases. I never asked

the parties to submit a comp charge unless it

was a particularly complicated comp case.

JUDGE RIVERA: Or a conservatorship.

JUDGE CRT Or an ordinary

automobile accident when it' s
and contributory negligence.

just negligence

MR. BI SHOP: Can we put in, though--

add to the end of the sentence that the parties

may supplement their proposed questions at the

end of the evidence? Because the evidence,

obviously, may change what you proposed at the

beginning. It may not--

CHll.IRl'1AN SOULES: I think the
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1 suggestion now is that we not have a point in

the trial1 where we just have this last sentence2

3 where the Court may order tha t any party's

4 questions, instructions and definitions be

5 submitted anytime to the--

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

ivUL BISHOP: I undersand that. But

if the Court says you will submit your proposals

at the beginning of the trial, and then the

evidence changes what you thought was going to
be your instructions l you need to have the right
to say--

JUDGE RIVERA You can withdraw at

any time.

CHAIRI'1AN SOULES: Policy on that
comes to my mind. We-- you know, in deral

16 pretrial orders, you have to put the jury

17

18

19

20

21

22

questions up. Then there is a body of case law

that says that the judge is supposed to be

lenient in giving a party a good and proper

charge even though the question is not in the

pretrial order because the parties haven't seen

the case tried yet. So there is where you get

23 relief from the fact that you maybe have not

24 done a very good job of pretrial order and so
25 you get help.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

What I i m wondering is, if we write

this into the rule, are we going to have parties

essentially trifling with the trial court when

he asks them to give him an issue because they

feel like it's not really too important because

they have got an obvious safety valve, and it i s
right there on the face of the rule. And all I

want to do is raise that so that we think about

it and then deal--

i'iR K FULLER: And we can do it

that way--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Hold on ø Just

raising that so that we don' t-- not look at that

in making whatever decision we do make.

15 l'1R. K FULLER: You can make a

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

proviso that any such charges submitted made

with the leave of Court be amended.

CHAIR1'lAN SOULES: You don't-- that's

not the standard in Federal court; and it would

be a horrible standard, I think ,to have.

MR. K. FULLER If the judge says

"Two ~leeks before trial, everybody show up here

wi th their propos ed charge," and everybody shows

up with a proposed charge and they give it to

the judge, you spend three weeks in trial ter
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1 tha t i I don' t want to be bound r,iQi th what took

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

p lac e t h r e e we e k s ago aft er 1 4 wit n e sse s have

been called and my star witness just got his

guts cut out. And so the only way I know to do

it i then, is to say you can change those

proposals with leave of court or some kind of

kick out

out of

You have got to have a window to jump

MR. MclVIAINS: But you don i t want the

Court being able to bind you by just not giving

you leave either. So I don i t--
MR. K FULLER: True Before you

hear a word of evidence to say you have got o

have your request set in concrete doean 1 t

good sense to me.

m e

JUDGE HECHT B the same t if
fthe a f or the and p

'lRalks in says "Judgei the only question e
19 have is. did the negligenc~ of the defend
20 cause these damages?" And the defendant sa

21 u We 11, the oply ques tion I have go t i i
22 limitations." And I'm going to say, n re is
23 your confound charge? Give me the charge." And

24 I assume that at that point, somebody is going

25 to whip it out of their briefcase and give it to
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

you. And, of course, if they don't,

there's going to be plenty of repercussions to

that. 50 as far as the trifling with the Court

is concerned i a skillful trial judge is not

going to have too much difficulty with that

And then as far as leave of Court, I agree, that

is a bad standard. If some judge decides he is

really going to hang you up, he just-- he says,

"I deny leave. To late for trial ~"

MR. l"lcl'1AIN5 I do think, however,

speci f ical ly stat ing the abil i ty of the judge to
require the parties to tender their proposed

issues-- and I do think they should be qualified

as proposed-- needs to be in some way modified

subsequently by saying that you' renot-- you

have the right to supplement those; and that the

submission of the proposed question shall not

bind you on the final process of preserving any

complaint to the charge.

The thing that has started kicking

in a lot, of course, in these cases is arguments

about invited error from-- well, I i ve-- this was
requested by the-- you know, by-- much like the

other side So even though he' s objecting to

it, he has really invited the error because he
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1 is the one who proposed it in the first place.

2 Tha t is another thing tha t probably wouldn 't

3 hurt to be fixed in saying that you ought to be

4 entitled to basically see all of the evidence
5 come in and kind of change your mind as to what

6 it is you are really going to bind yourself to

7 and when you i re going to do it. And it ought to

8 be done under 272. And when you get there, tha t

9 is what they ought to look at and not worry

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

about what went before. It can be mentioned by

the Court. It can be taken into the overall

context. "Well, you started out with that.
are you changing your mind? ft

And you would s "Well, Judge, !
didn't think about this at that time" And it
ought to be what you i re thinking about at the

time ou re supposed to be doing it that 0 t

to concerning ou.

. K . FULLER It's what is rs
wha t migh t have been or wha t you hoped for.

LOW: You're right. I f'í4e wan t

to go back to ODe place ,back to 272, we need to

make it that way rather than sing you can also

have error here and here.

CliAIRMAN SOULES: Let me see if this
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

language-- just put it up for vote. Again, I'm

not advocating it. I'm just trying to write

something If we change 271 just to say that

the Court may order that any party's jury

questions, instructions and definitions be

submitted at any time for the convenience of the

Court," should that be followed by a sentence

that says "The Court shaii permit parties

additional and modified questions, instructions

and definitions after the close of the

evidence" ?

J:lR. BISHOP: To submit additional

questions at the close of the evidence?

JUDGE RIVERA: Put that in the

objection part. When we hear objections, we can

16

17

18

19

hear objections, requests, withdrawals or

deletions.
CHAIRI.vlAl'\l SOULES: Well, Judge, the

scheme of this is that we're going to put in 272

20 the helpful-- the help-the-Court rules Then

21

22

we're going to put over there--
JUDGE RIVERA: It isn't going to

23 help us if they i re going to take it back.
24 CHAIRl'l1\.N SOULES: Well,

25 we don't want--
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1 JUDGE RIV A I guess at I! m

2 saying r if we don't let them in at the beginning

3 of a trial or a definite daY, it doesn! t help

4 us .
5 C IR!Y1AN SOULES Okay. Now there,
6 see, is one view that when the judge says it 1

7 that s it; and then just hopefully, I gUess 1 the

8 parties can go out and get the Federal cases and

9 show what the Federal courts have done to get

10 parties out of a trap whenever they havenlt done

11 their questions and answers-- questions and

12 instructions very well in advance of trial
13 JUDGE RIVE From the practical

14 side, if you tell a lawyer six months ahead of

15 time, "I like the proposed charges at the
16 beginning of trial or two weeks before." you
17 know. that's fine. They have time to go look it
18

19

20

21

22

23

up and prepare it. But in the large counties

where ou see the 1 ers for the first time

when you s.tart piCking a jury and the rules say,

"Well T it ~ s at the end of the evidence.

have my charge r.ady. ß

I don' t

JUDGE PEEPLES: Can I ask this? I

24 don't understand what kind of trap a lawyer is
25 in if he does or does not submit good, bad--
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I CHAIRMAN SOULES: Nothing. There is

2 no penalty for doing it wrong or not doing it at
3 all.
4 MR. BISHOP: Yeah there is. Sur e ,

5 there is. If the judge-- if he doesn J t submit

6 something and the jUdge doesn't submit anything

7 to the jury and he doesn't object, with-- and,

8 of course, the judge doesn't have to submit

9 something, I suppose, if he doesn't have
,

10 any thin submitted to him.

11 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: That's right.

12 What ou have got, you have got the 275
13 penal ti which we 'xegoing to t to in a

14 minute, which is Rusty's-- we got you to 1

15 with that. And, really, I guess th is the

16 only penal ty if there is an obj t of

17 kind made. au i fyou d ' tobject f

18 course. that is a waiver as a result of
19 objection.
20 What I want to focus on now is, do

21 we write la~guage that says that the j ge s I
22 permit additional or modified instructions at
23 the close of evidence, or do We leave that
24 silent and let the practice take care of itself?
25 MR. LOW: Don't most trial judges--
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2

3
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8

9
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14
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

say, if you submit them earlyi they look

through-- I mean, mos t of them have other things

to do f not just their own case. They i re not

going to go through this thing with a fine-tooth

comb. They are interested in mainly what the

issues are and kind of be sure that the pa y

shas got some idea on how he ought to s

case. And if the I awyer knows how to a

case like that. 'I'hen t f

you want to have this charge and that char

then it come s down to one charge,

charge that is submitted to the

parties object to it, and

So why do you nee.d some ing

suggestion of the Cour t ?

want it a week early
need more than tha t?

CHAIRMAN S

had the thought that brou

you think, noak? I think

yeah, but if. you tell the j

it any time, then you get

concrete and you have

that you find yourself in later on

write on that or not is really kind of what we
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2

3
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

are talking about. Tom Da'vi s?

lVlR. Dl~VIS: If the judge says i

"Look, I want the issues here when this case

starts, H what lawyer is going to say~ "No,

Judge, I ain't going to do it"? Or what 1 er

is going to go in there and give him a bunch of

trash and then come in after trial and throw in

the real charge? I don i t think you need
anything like that.

If you tell him he can require it,

then you tend to set him in concrete. Then if

you say you can amend it, then you retract from

the requirement of making them put it in before

trial. So I would say that we don't Deed

anything in there and back to the same old idea

Let's don't put anymore changes or anymore

language in the rules than we absolutely have

to.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Poak, counter that

and then we · IL go on.

l1R. BISHOP Yeah. :i disagree with

that I think that any lawyer certainly is

going to do a good faith effort to give the

Court his proposed charge up front if the Court

25 orders it. But what happens when the evidence
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

changes and your case changes somewhat wi th it?
If you don't have the right to come back at the

end of the evidence and present some

supplements or amendments, you might be--

MR. DAVIS It never entered my mind

that you wouldn't have that right. Are you

going to say, "No, that' s what you gave 1 and I'm

not go~ng to give this charge when the evidence

raised it and you object"? There is error right

there.
rlIR HATCHELL: ! think this a point

that needs clarification i Luke. Is ~¡,ha.t you are

working on now a set-in-concrete request that

satisfies Rule 275? !n other words, the judge

caD say two weeks in advance of trial, day of

16 trial? That is your only opportunity to comply

17 with Rule 2751 I jus twant to make sure--
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

JUDGE PEEPLES

IvlR. HATCHELL:

I hope not.

Tom assumes that it

isn't. Doak is worried that it is. That is the

point of debate t ! think.

CHAIRlYIAl\ SOULES: ~(,hat i s exactly the

point of debat:e. Very crisply put.
JUDGE RIVER1\: F'rom a practical

25 side, anytime we have objection or comments or
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1 something to the charge, we listen" And we

2 change the word, we'll change a sentence, we'll

3 change the instruction, we'll change the

4 definition if it is a good challenge to the

5

6

7

8

9

10

charge. Or if we forgot somethingi we'll add it

in. So that will never end. But it is a good

idea to have some proposed charges at least in

the beginning and get rid of a lot of argument

and debate bett,;een the lawyers before a problem

exists, and it will help the Court in making

11 some rulings on objections that would tie it up
12 later, that this is an issue or not an issue.
13 We need some guidelines to help the judge get
14 started..
15 CHAIRMAN SOULES: How about if we

16 made this sent ce a little bit different in
17 tone and say "The Court may order that any party
18 submit proposed questions and instructions."
19 And we just get kind of totally away from
20 "requested" and then we just talk about
21

22

23

"proposed" sp it is really a softer concept in

this 271.

JUDGE HECHT: Since you-- I assume

24 you would impose the burden equally on all
25 parties. we might just take out any party" and
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i

2

3

4

5

6

say, "proposed jury instructions"-- "jury

questions f instructions and definitions 11 be

submitted/" any I would say "reasonable time."

And! assume that no trial judge is going to ask

for it a year before trial.

covei: that base.

Perhaps we ough t to

7 MR. LOW: I'm not so sure-- if I'm

8

9

10

11

12

representing the plaintiff f I'm not real sure I

would want him-- I would want to submit both of

them. In other words f each party ought to just
submit his own. The judge may say, "WeIli you

draw a complete charge, and you draw one. il I

13 don't know that it is intended ever to do that.

I think it is the parties' own ones that you do14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

that. And I wouldn l t want the trial judge to

h a vet h e ide a and say, 110 k a y, Bud d Y. you d raw a

complete charge for everybo John, you
draw"-- I think each one ought to concentrate on

his-- that party's request and not the whole;

and maybe the Court wouldD' t consider that. But

I think that is the reason they have it about

parties.
CHAIRMAN SOULES Then "'lhe Court

may order that any parties that"-- wait a

second. "The Cour t may order any par ty to
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1 submit proposed jury questions, instructions and

:2 definitions at any reasonable time for the

3 convenience of the Court"?

4 MR. DAVIS: I don't want to beat
5 this thing again f but doesn i t the judge haVe

6 that power? Are We going to put in the rule.

7 every power the judge has?

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

CHAIRMAN SOULIS: Well, no, I dOD' t

think so.
MR. DAVIS: Well, he S got that

d ¡ thi itpower from a practical matter

is unnecessary to reestablish in t rules
try to put it in the language beea e

you do that, you detract .from the t
15 bi t
16

17

18

i 9

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULBS: 1, th

district judges that were here las

wanted-- er or not i was

preservation of error, want

said that tells the parti.. that t

supposed to ~elp the jUdge draft a c

is all this does

MR. DAVIS: We do that in

That's what they do there.
272.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay I f we do
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2
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8
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10

11

12

13

this this way, is this enough? Or do we go on

and talk about some point in the trial where the

jUdge has to express leniency? Let me just put

the question this way: If one-- the qUest~on

is, should (1) read as follows and have no more

letters? "The Court may order any party to

submi t proposed jury questions fins truct ions and

definitions at any reasonable time for the

con v en i en c e of the Co u r t . " How many are in

favor of that? Raise your hands.

r,1R. K. F'ULLER: Did :!tou have the

word "proposed" in there?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Y'es. Proposed,

14 Proposed. Six. Those opposed to that? Three.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Ol~ay . 'lhat carries. Oltay. So that is what

we're going to do about the assistance to the

charge, to the judge, is going to be contained

in that language. Now, we have got to go

throug'h these and look for this 1jTord" r eaues t II

and talk--

MR. DAVIS: Don't we have to go in

and put something about him letting you

supplement now that we have put it in?

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES: 1\1'0, was the vo'te

PROF., CARLSON: Can we go to 2757
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1 C,HAIRMAN SOULES: I'm sorry i I can' t

2 understand what the-- aii right. Elaine

3 Carlson. What is your proposition?

4 PROF. CARLSON: I unders tand wha t

5 your concern is. I think if we kind of look at
6 275(£) you will see how this sets.

7 MR. HATCHBLL: Yea. 275 does

8 require "request." That needs to be dealt with.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

CHAIRMAN SOULES i That' s exactly

where I want to go to, but what I want to do

kind of wash through the trial rules and clean

it out of these first; and en when we lo at
27 5, we' II k now w hat i tis we h av e don e 0 r t

done. It's an order that I'm ying to t it
in. Let's just tUrn through these rules

paragraph by paragraph and see if 0

any "request" problems in there

s

18 JUDGE BBCB~: Do I und sand t
19 the vote was to put this sentence in and no
20 other?
21

22

23

24

25

ÇSAIRMANSOULBS: That' 8 right.

MR. MeMAINS1 I d~dn't underst

tha t .

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, it was said

MR. BISHOP: It was said.
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1

2

3

4

5

CHAIRlYIAN SQULd:ïS: It was said.

IVlIL BISHOP: That's why I voted

against it.
MR. McMAINS: In terms of the one

section. I mean 1 that doesn i t say that you are

6 eliminating the concept of the right to freely
7 amend or something?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Rusty, the

9 proposi tioD was this: Does No. 1 read as

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

follows with nothing more, and the vote was six

to three in favor of that. DQes anYbo care to

change their vote? It stands.

MR. BEARD: Let me ask you f if you

call it "proposed preliminary," would that help

to solve the worries somebody has got?

HR. HATCHBLL: Not serious

CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Okay. Now let i s

wash through these now and try to find whe

this request concept come up in these rules

because Mike has pointed up that it is the

and, of COU~se, it doesn't work now. So ,onp
22 56 ~ paragraph two. does anybody see anything

23 there? No? I don't see anything. Three? I
24 don' t see anything there. FOUr? Five? Six?
25 Seven?
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

J.R~ CHELL: It's 272(3) and--
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, I'm looking

at 271. I'm going paragraph by paragraph

through all of these rules to see where we have

a problem. We'll get there. Eight, nina, ten
MR. McMAINS: You're talking about

only this problem, Luke?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Jus t ere we are

9 trying to piCk up this "request" problem. Okay.

lO Now ,27 2, No. 1 doasn' t have any problem in it.
11 Olt:ay. How about No. 21 Okay. l\lowi (3) does.
12 "When the complaining party's objection to a
13 question"-- strike "or requested" and put in "to
14 an? Would that fix that, Mike?
15 MR~ HATCHELL~ Well, again, I'm

16 still having a prOblem with not t ing up the

17 275 issue Elaine does, too 275 talks about
18 requests. So I' m-- this language may be t
19 if 275 stays the same. an it may be like you

20

21

say--

~HA¡RMAN SOULES: Okay. Then we

22 need to turn to 275 to answer the 272 question?
23

24

Is that right? How so?

MR. K. FULLER: What page is that

.2 5 on?
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1 CHAIRlvIAN SOULES: 275 is on. 67. On

2 p.age 67. How so, Mike? How do we--

3 MR. HATCHELL: Elaine was--

CHAIRMAN SOULES Or Elaine.

PROF. CARLSON I think it depends

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

upon what our position is going to be on whether

or not you have to-- if you can merely object to

preserve your position that you have not waived

an independent ground of recovery without

actually tendering the question.

l'R. LO'(e;: Let me make a suggestion

1 Ll

on that and just-- where we come down and we

have here on the third line, it says "which is

submitted or requested," just leave out "or

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

reques'ted. If And you come dow'n and then you add

to tha't "unless. II Going down, objection to

No. 272. What I would do is go through this J
and again, be consistent with proper objection

ratherthsn submission in proper form and try to

make obj ection-- you know i use the word

"objection" under 272 and tie it into 272.

PROF. DORSANEO: i"¡ell, I ould
change the first sentence in 275 to saYJ "Upon

appeal all independent grounds of recovery or of

defense" et cetera-- I v.10uld say take out or
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2
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

reques ted or waived r" but I wouldn J t go back and

refer to 272 because I don i t want somebody to be

able to object only that you didn i t submit my

conversion claim or my contributory negligence

defense. I do want some type of "requestfl

there I'm hitting myself back betwBen the

eye s 0

J:1R. LOtII: But, again f we're trying
to be consistent that we're going away from

tha t f and we want to go to the idea of making an

Objection and properly pointing it out e

still come back to the idea that most people are

going to come with, you know, the proper ones.

Again, if you make obj ection, here. you are

coming back now and putting "request" back in.

But it you make a proper Objection and point out

that this is totally omitted and you Object to

it and so forth, then it causes the trial

judges--
PROF. DORSANEO: You've convinced

me.

MR. LOv.r: -- and then you come back

to it again and you could put-- you know, if

tha t is the concept we're going to.

CHA.IRJ:1AN SOULES: Elaine and then
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1 Ken.
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

PROF. Cl~RLSON So are we saying

that you should be able to say to the judge real

clearly, "Well, I didn" t submit any issues or
any questions on my conversion claim; but that

is how the evidence has panned out and I want to

be real clear that I want conversion questions

in the charge"?

C IRMAN SOULES That's right.
PROF. CARLSON: Is that enough?

PROF. DORSANEO: I'll bite that

bullet at this point because that's not going to

happen.

MR. K. FULLER: I i m really havi
trouble h this entire first systemi but I--

sen nce-- I got j probl em, wi

one ~1ord in it. And where did this come f:i;om?

"Conciusively established." It bothers me

CHAIRMAN SOULES This is 279. This

20 is 279, unchanged.

21

22

l~R.. K FULLER: Im e ant - ~. se me.

I realize it comes from 279, but t word

23 " c one i u si vel y ft rea 11 y bo the r s me.

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, that's the

appeallate standard. S~mething that is
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1

2

3

conclusively established doesn't have to be

submitted to the jury.

about it.
There is not a question

4 ivIR. BEARD The ultimate fact is

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

2.3

24

25

undJ.sputed.

MR. K FULLER I bave no problem

with that, but-- okay. .A.II righ.t. But it looks

almos tlike we have a double negative in the

sentence. "Upon appeal all independent grounds

for recovery or defense not conclusively

established under the evidence and no e1 ement of

which is submitted or requested are waived. U

Okay. .åll right I think I understand now

I'm sorry. I didn't realize what you meant by

" con c 1 u s i vel yes tab lis h e d . U

uncontroverted fact.
It's virtually an.

CHAIRlvIAN SOULES: 'lhat.'s right.
JUDGE HECHT: You're just taking out

"requested," aren't you?

CHAIRrt1.U\i SOULES: Yes i I think so.

All right. I'm going to propose now that we

just go through here and take out "or requested"

in places and we eliminate this and we get 275

straightened out and then go back and fix 272.

PROF. CARLSON: Does "submitted"
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1 then mean you object? Is that what that means?

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES Submitted by the
3 Court in the charge.

4 MR. LOw But still, if it is dons,
5 you still need to object, you know

6 CHAIRlYIAN SOULES: Okay. I need

7 somebody suggesting a specific fix. Who has got

8

9

10

1 :I

12

13

14

15

it? Okay. Elaine has got it What is it?

PROF. CARL, SON: ow about if it says

Uno element of which is submitted or proper

obj ec t ion to its non-inc Ius ion is made in
compliance with Rule 272"1

MR. LOW: "Unless a proper objection

is made under Rule 272."

PROF. OORS 0: Yes" uUnless

16 proper objection is made in compliance with Rule
17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

272 "

C IRMAN SOULBS: Ye re

are. "Upon appeal ,all independent grounds of

recovery or of defense not conclusively

established under the evidence and no element of

which is submitted or waived un1ess"--

¡VIR. K. FULLBR: "Properly 0 ected

to"--
CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- "obj ected toU_-
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1 MR. K. FULLER: in compliance

2 ~qith"--
3

4

CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- "in compliance

v.7ith"--

5 MR. K. FULLER: -- "Rule 272."

CHAIRlY1AN SOULES: -- "with Rule6

'7 272."
8 PROF. DORSANEO: Mr. Chairman, one
9 other 1 i ttle small point--
10 MR~ LOW: You're going to have to
11 come down here again to line eight and take out
12 the word "without request or objection," if
13 you're going to put "without objection."
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Take out

15 "request or"--
16 MR. LOW: Yeah. And just put
17 "without objection."
18 CHAIRl'lAN SOULES We'll change that
19 inside the commas from "without request or

20 objection" and delete "request or" and say
21

22

23

24

"without objection in compliance th l~ule 272"

and so forth. Okay. Have we got any other

requests? Okay. "There is factually sufficient

25

evidence to support a finding thereon, the trial

court, at the request of either party"-- this is
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1 a new "request."

2 MR. K. FULLER: Yeah. That's a

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

different kind of Hreqtiest."

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "May af ter notice

and hearing and at any time before the judgment

is rendered, make and file writt f1 on

such omi t ted elemen t or el ements in SUpport

the jUdgement. If no such written findi s re

are made. . de emed. . . "- - and that So es

the problem in 215 a way-- one

let'. go back to 212

JUDGE PBBPLBS: Before we 1

y. now

tha t-- I was OU t of the room f a

it the sense of the Committee that "

and Dot "requesta preserves total

CHAI SOU
J PEE

the c

s

those t cha.rge and s

that breach of contract and

charge; but I obj ec t to your

clusters on negligence, bad fa thi e

in

fiduciary duty. conspiracy,"
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1 preserves--
2 CHAIRlY(AN SOULES No, that wouldn't

3

4:

5

preserve it because it doesn i t meet 272' s

requirements of specif i ci ty.

JUDGE PEEPLES So would he have to

6 spell out the elements of each one of those?

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHl'~IRlYIJl..N SOULES: He would have to

be very specific You have got to meet the

requirements of 2 7 2 that ob j e c t io n sa r e

attached
MR.. LOW': You might have to have

your proposed there written so you can read it

and object to it.

JUDGE PEEPLES: If he has got to be

that specific in his objection, why not make him

tender on something that's totally omitted when

you i re talking Rule 2757 When the Committee

voted earlieri I thought it was with the

understanding that what Rusty said about 275,

you know, that was going' to stay the way it is"

CHAIRltLAN SOULES: We're fixing 275

now to permit an objection to preserve error on

a wholly omitted ground. Is that the consensus

of the Committee? Those in favor of that

position, show by hand.
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1 PROF' 0 CARLSON i:'m sorr'5l. Could

:2 :vou repeat that?

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2"4

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES: íile i re going to

have to pay attention. We have a lot of real

hard ~qork to do. We) re going to lose some of

our Committee people before we get to cross

appeals. We have go t to ge t throu this so ~ve

have got to concentrate and move. Noi:r1, we can

table it, but we' re getting-- we may be getting

along.

Judge Peeples has raised e

question, have we taken a vote that objection is

all it takes to preserve error to omitting a

ground.

JUDGE PEEPLES: A total, complete,

independent ground of recovery of defense ~

CHAIRl4AN SOULES: And I though t we

had taken a vote but I don't know so we i re going

to take it again.

objection--
How manw feel that the

JUDGE RIVE That complies with

:2 72?

C i R J.l AN S OüL E S If the objection

complies with 272 t is that all it takes to

preserve even on wholly-omitted ound? 'rhos e
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10 273(7).

that say yes J show by hands. 'rlhose opposed?

Okay. Then the answer is, it does.

Okay. So we h a v e fixe d 2 7 5 to d 0

that, and we now need to fix-- go back to 272(3)

on page 60. "When the complaining party' s

objection to a question is ob$curedu and so

forth. Is that the only place we need to make a

fix, Mike?

MR. HATCHELL: 272(3) and 272(6)--

11 CHAIRMAN SOULES 273(7) which will
12 now been (6) because 1i\ie did away' í.aith (5).
13 R. K. FULLER: Luke, is that

14 necessary in the light of 272, which says you
15 have to do it with specificity?
16

17

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is what necessary?

MR. K. FULLER: Well, we are on (3)

18 of-- we are on paragraph (3), are we not, of 272

19 on page 60?

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well. we just

21 passed that
22 ï,1R.~ K. FULLER Oh, I'm sorry. I

23 thought that was up for discussion.
24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES I'le already-- all
Ïf1e're doing is eliminating "or requested"
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1 because there is no "request" function anymore.

2 MR. K. FULLER: Okay. Got you.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: So (3) will read

"When the complaining party's objection to a

question"-- and so forth.
Now we are over to-- on page 63,

where the (6) is, that is going to be changed to

(5); and where the (7) is, that is going to be

changed to (6). Okay? So we are looking at
that now as presently numbered paragraph-- is it

6, Mike, the last paragraph?

MR HATCHELL: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "For purposes

appeal, objections shall be deemed

We wi II s trike ii and requests shall be de

refused" and then pick up with "if
by the Court." Does that t c

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Let' s leave

"request"-- mentions of "reques

inappropriate in the rule as you

Mike?

MR HATCHELL:

able to find.
CHAIRMAN SOULES:

It's all I've

open in case someone sees this and ei r

or-- of course, we' II send red-line versions out
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1 to everybody at the conclusion, after this

2 meeting. And if you see them at that time,

3 please call it to my attention and I will
4 consider that to be an editorial change and

5 proceed to fix it as it comes to my attention.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Comment~-the comment., "To pla

a single rule all requisites and predicat

appellate review of error in the charge.

eliminate any necessity to requeltn-- " e

instructions or"-- "or definitions

i

f

for purposes of appeal." Okay

there because that is altogether t
Okay Now, we have go

and ar w

Any obj ti

Okay.

to consider t s

t ons

e as a

17 Comments?

18

19

20

21

22

MR. McMAIl\lS: at is
CHAIRMAN SOULEß:

through 275 as we have gone thr t

rule and ch.nged them out. Oh i 2
I have promised Judge Rivera to go ba

u

a

2 3 at Rule 274. What I would change

24 it clear that there are two different charges--

25 there is a charge that gets filed under 271 and
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1

2

then there is a charge that goes to the jury I

would put here in 274-- begin with this: II Af ter

3 rUling on all objections and before the argument

4 is begun. the trial court.hall complete the

5 charge and read the entire charge to the jury."

6

7 Yeah
8

JUDGE RIV : I think at is good.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: So it would read

9 this-- write in before the-- at the beginning of

10 the sentence these words: "After ruling on all
11 obj ec tions ~ and-- II make the "Bn a small "b
12 "before the argument is begun, the trial court
13 shall--" insert "cómplete the char n

14 read the entire charge to the jury in the
15 prec i sa words in whi ch it is complete ,
16 including all questions, definitions a
17 instructions."
18 MR. K. FULLER: How about n re t
19 completed charge"?

20

21

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, t Be

kind of cam~ from the old rules, the p

2 2 W 0 r d sll in w hi chi t is com pIe t e d " - -

23 MR. K FULLER: Okay. All right

24 That's enough. Precise words, in which it is
25 completed"?
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes

JUDGE RIVERA: That is okay. 'rhat's

the one that will contain the verdict

'Ierdict.
CHAIRlV!AN RIVERA:

That's the verdict.
That. s the

MR K.. FULLER: It's the only one

the jury ever sees.

CHAIRlvlAN SOULES: rfha t 's the only

one the jury is supposed to

they have seen some others ~

see. I have heard

MR K. FULLER I i ve heard of them

hearinçr them. I ha'len' t heard of them seeing
many.

CHAIRMl~N SOULES The court rep~rter

gets something in there i and the judge says,
"What is this?" You know. in Federal court, it

happens that-- they don't read the charge to the

jury before argument. Sometimes you don't

19 realize that there i s something in that charge

until it is over with.20

21

22

23

24

25

Okay. Now, the package is on the

table as amended rule by rule for discussion.

Tom Davis.

¡VIR. DAVIS: If you are going to read

the entire charge, I assume that would include
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1

2

3

questions, definitions and instructions.

l.1R. K., FULLER: l'e says in the
precise w'ords. I don' t know how--

4: JUDGE RIVERA: It is verbatim.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

CHAIRJ.IAN SOULES: 'lhese are the
words that are in the present rule. I didn' t

change them except to talk about the completed

charge.

MR DAVIS It doesn't make any

difference. Just extra words. It doesn't

include something else because they' IL argue

that that didn i t need to be read.

CHAIRl"lAN SOULES: Well, I think the

14 courts are now reading them completely. I'm

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

afraid if we delete that, is that telling the

judges they don f t have to do it anymore?

This is the way it is written out, Tom.

MR. DAVI S : No big deal c'

CHAIRMAN SOULES Okay. Nor!l, the

Chair considers a package of rules from page 56

through page 72 to be on the table for action as

indicated in the markup on the record here

today' . And we're open for discussion on the

24 en t :t r e pack age ..~ Rusty.

25 MR § I'1cIvIAINS: I don't recall that we
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1

2

3

.4

5

actually discussed in any details of the

pro vis i on son par a gr h - - p rim a r il y, par a g r a ph 6

i DR u 1 e 2 7 3 - -

CHAIR:lHì.N SOULES:

l'.!R McMAINS:

273'(

which is the

6 thing about compliance with Rule 271 is not a

requisite for appeal7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah 'lhat is
( 5 )

MR NcJ:fAINS: "Shall never

constitute waiver of any error."
CHl'"IRliIAN SOULES: Righ t. T hat was - -

Justice Hecht raised that, too. 'Ehe reason that

19

in trying to write this that I felt it was it

added to the text is that when yo up uta

requirement up here in 271 (1), some trial judge

or Court of Appeals or somebody may believe that

a failure to meet that, to comply with that, has

appellate consequences even though some later

20 rule says all you have to do is object. And it

21 added to the work product to just flat say, "It
22 does not ef fec t your appeal if you don i t do what
23 271(1) says you're supposed to do."
24

25

11R. Nci'lAINS: I und,erstand. I'm not

complaining about the fix that has occurred so
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1 far. It is not a complete fix is altogether

2

3

4

5

6

7

what I i m trying to get at.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay

it fixed right

MR. McMAINS: The concept-- this

Help me get

says that-- the fix is "is not a requisite r
appeal of any objection H Then it s f ai re

8 to comply doesn l t constitute a waiver of t

9 error. Now, the ques tion is i what about

10 compliance as constituting an invitation of
11 error?
12

13

14

In other words, suppose t is
something wrong with the charge

submitted and you catch it at

t you

15 charge is prepared. Under the
16 that is ample authority for the
17 you invited that errOr when YOU

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

rule doesn i tsay that the appellat
consider that.

CHAXRMAN SOULES: How

it should? I think it should. I

c t

a

you in
advanced trial. The jUdge is asking ou 0 c

in your issuesi and you haven't hady r 1
yet.

MR. McMAINS: But you don i t have-- I
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1

2

3

mean, the evidence--

CHA SOULES: You haven't tried

~tour case"
4. MR, IvlcMA.INS: Well, this is the

5

6

7

8

9

10

1l

12

whole question of the time in which you do, in

fact, preserve error. Why should you-- if the

13

notion is that you shouldn't be bound by what

you did the first time in terms of making your

bottom-line complaints on appeal, and if you i re

trying to eliminate the effect of that, you

haven i t completed the elimination of that effect

unless you say that that is not going to

prejudice your right to make an objection even

if you are the one-- even if the error that you

complain about originated in your request.

14

15

16

17

CRAIRlVIAN SOULES: So what we need to

do is --
18

19

20

21

22

.23

l\1R. Me INS: So long as your

objection is sufficient

C i SOULES: Gi ve me language.

I need express language on how you fix this so

you cannot deem some compliance with 271(1) to

be invited error.
24 MR lYlcMl\.INS: I think all you really

25 have to do is say "and complianceH when you say
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1 "compliance with Rule 271 is not a requisite for

2 a p peal 0 f any 0 b j e c t i on be for e the c h a r ge , and

3 compl i ance or failure to comply with Rule 271

4 shall never constitute waiver of any error in

5

6

7

8

the Court's charge or of any objection to the

Court's charge made pursuant to Rule 272 and

273," because that's whère the waiver argum

is made as to invited error context. So as lo

9 as you put "compliance or failure to co ly, n
10 then you should t ¡ think, cover tha t. Do you
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

agree, Ivlike?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I think we 0 t

to do it this way: I think we ought to u

say-- we ough t to add to the end of tha

sentence-- and I'LL have to go

the language a little bit-- s

invited error. H That is--

c and loo at
" 0 e em

JUDGE RIVERA: Let me e

observation. I just noticèd-- if
272 there, it says to disregard

to

first paragraph says you must in c

th

li e

wi th 272 when you preserve error You Ire ng

to have a bad conflict. See? See 1,

jus t fixed it to where its ays that if YDU make

an objection pursuant to Rule 272 to preserve
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1

'2

3

error, it mus t be tha t way. Then later on you

say to disregard any objection pursuant to 272.

4

We did that in a couple of other places.

saying it must be in compliance with 272.

~ve ' re

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

JUDGE HECHT: That constitutes a

waiver.

C IRMAN SOULES: Rusty, my reaction

to your language is that it-- it is not-- it

doesn't just say that-- to me, it doesn't quite

say-- articulate directly what we're trying to

fix. I f you read it and think abou t how it

operates, it operates that way; but it doesn't

articulate how it operates. And I i m suggesting

that we might think of artiCUlating how it

operates a little more clearly"

Ï/IR. IVlcMAINS: Let me give you this

and just see what you think. I'm actually
cutting down the rule. "Compliance with Rule

271(1) or failure to comply with RUle 271(1)

shall never constitute waiver of any objection

to the Court's charge made pursuant to Rules 272

and '2 73 . II

CHAIRIVjAN SOULES: Read it again,

please.
MR. J.lcMA,INS: "Compliance with Rule
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1 271 (1) or failure to comply with Rule 271 (1) --"
I

2 there is "nor" right there-- you've got
3 "neither, nor" right there. Let's leave tha.t to
4 the grammarians-- "shall never con.titu~e waiver

5 of any obj ee tion to the Court's charge made

6 pursuant to Rules 272 aDd 273" In other wor

7 I' m just saying--
8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I IS nd.

9 That is right.
10 MR.. l'lcl"îAINS: compliance wi th.

11 Rule 271 shal 1 not waive the 272 obj ection
12 c R.MAN SOULBS: Let's j

13 tha t way "Compliance or non i

14 Rule 271 ) 1

15 what?
16 INS: .. Of

17 You just eliminate that or

18 char "of any 0 ion

19 charge made in compliance

20 that language--- "with 2

21 .CHAIRMANSOUL.ES:

22 think through the. tnow. Is everYbo at
23 that if ~.;e do it that way that a hing y

24 in 271(1) can't be-- whatever you do er

25 271(1) will not effect you on appeal? In ot 1"
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

words, it won't be deemed some kind of invited

error because you do it wrong or waive an

obj ection because you later make an obj ection

inconsistent with what you submitted under

271(1). Just whatever you do in 271 (1) is just

no probl em. Nobody can hold it against you

forever afterwards.

MR. BEARD: Whenever you say tha tit

can' t be error-- by failure to comply, it is not

error; but if one of them is observing error and

the other creating error by inviting error-- so

271. compliance or not compliance is not error?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay" So we'll

say "Compliance or noncompliance with Rule

271 (1) is not a requisite for appeal. H No

JUDGE RIVERA: "Shall never

constitute waiver. U

CHAI RlVll.\N SOUL E S : "Shall never

constitute waiver of any objection to the

Court i s charge made in compliance with Rules 272
and 273." Does everybody agree that that is

what I just said? We are trying to do that So

for purposes of history i this rule, that is what

it is intended to do and we think it does

Okay. Those in favor of the rewrite
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1

2

3

.4

5

that I have just given on-- let me read it

again 0 This will be what is printed No 6 but
wha t we have changed to No 0 5 paragraph on page

63 to read as follows: "Compliance or

6

noncompliance with Rule 271 (1) shall never

constitute waiver of any objection to the

Court's charge made in compliance with Rules 2727

8

9

:to

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

and 273." Those in fav'or, say aye. Opposed?

Okay. Further discussion on the

package of rules from 56 to 72 Seeing that
there is no further discussion, the Chair calls

for a vote of those in favor of the passage as

amended here today by vote of Committee, say

aye. Opposed? It will be unanimously

recommended to the Supreme Court

Now I would like to go to the cross

appeals rules and work on those.

i\¡'lR l1ciYiAINS: Luke, I would ask you,

19 if you will-- because we had been working on

this last night, and I need to get some

photocopying o~ it done which I can do over

20

21

22

23

24

25

lunch Can we go to the other one?

CHAIRMJ\.l\ SOU):"ES: I'To i we can't

because Bill has got to go, and I want him here

for this. I mean, we've got to do this. ~1Ïhat
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1 time is your plane, Bill?
2

3

PROF. DORSAl\BO: 1: 00.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right. The

4 Chair will turn to pages 101 and proceed there

5 PROF. DORSANEO: Mr. Chairman, I' 1 I

6 stay if that would facilitate the businea.

7 the Committe .

8

9

i!RMAN SOULES: Ii,
vitaii important that think you be here

10 this, so why don't we take it up.

11 Rusty, how long before your
12 materials are here?
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Oh,

to

MR~

got it here. ! just De

photocopies. ! i m saying I can
CHAIRMAN SOULES:

go do t.ha t n.ow, d we'll 9

and lay them down here. B

rules-- I wrote a letter t.

it does is-- there are two ki

course. Lim~ted appeals and

call general appeals. And the f

general appeal for purposes of i

other than a Rule 48 (4) appeal. y
t hat i s not a :a u 1 e 4 8 ( 4) i i m i t e d a pp e a 125 s
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1 general appeal i but that is not the way the rule

2 is written because I caD' t find any use of the

3 terms "general appeal" or "unlimited appeal" or

4 II com pIe tea p pea i" 0 r lIa p pea i 0 f the caS e a s a

5 whole." You know, you just aonlt find them out

6 there. So I have defined it in the rule as

7 appeal other than pursuant to Rule 48l4), b

8 that is awkward to say. An appeal oth th a

9 48 (4) is a general appeal for this pre..nta on.
10 This is cross-- this is perfeat
11 of appeal by parties not the first appellant
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

If the first appellant rfects a 48(4) 1 d

appeal, no one gets any excuse from rf
by virtue of that. And as longa.

perfecting appellants rfect to--

a 4. 8 ( 4: ) 1 i mite d p e , no ODe

off of that limited appellant

t

t momen t fi
per

oper

al
a fOllows - th proposal ss

follows: Seçond predi-- stop "as f f~

That is the first predica The s

23 predicate to all of this discussion s
24 every item filed in an appellate court has t
25 served on every party to the trial court i s
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1 jUdgment. Even the motion for rehearing at the

2

3

4

Supreme Court of Texas, if there were 50 people

at trial court judgment, there are only two

left. they have to serve everybody. d every

5 time that the clerk does something, gives notice

6 of a jUdgment, sends a copy of an opinion or

7 whatever, it goes to ever party to the tr 1
8 court's judgment. So every part of the tria

9 court l s jUdgment is given-- either se

other parties or given notice by t

everything that happens on appeal.

Now, when the first-- when an

10

11

12

13

1,4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

appellant first perfect~

is the only perfection of

cl on

general appe

al t
necessary for all other parti.s.

MR. K . FULLER: G e

General appeal?

CHAIRMAN SOUL One

a p pea 1 has b e en per f e c t e d . Nob 0 dy

perfect an appeal, period.

How do they get before

court? They get there by any par

start at the Court of Appeals. On p
perfected an appeal.

brief, any other par

en that party f a

can file an ope ng

is

1
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

br i e f . There are three types of briefs in here.

There ~s an opening brief, there is a

supplemental opening brief and a reply brief.

In a chain that rolls forward! any

party can file aD opening brief raising points,

cross points, or counterpoints within 30 days of

the f il ing of any prior brief. So maybe the

fourth brie~ has now been filed, and that is the

first party who has affected me in the trial

court's judgment And I have got 30 days, and I

have notice because I have got to be given

notice.
But as long as I am in there 30

14 days, within 30 days of another party's opening
15 brief, I am in the court without regard to

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

whether I am responding to that brief. I could

really have just now realized that I was in

jeopardy in the first brief, but I don' t have to

line up 30 days. As long as 30 days never

passes without a brief being filed, any party

can file a brief--an opening brief. And

thereafter r anybody can file-- and we still have

a 50-page briefing limitation. Thereafter,
anybody can file reply briefs whenever they want

25 to file them. But all of the total of your
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1

2

3

4

briefing can't exceed 100 pages.

This supplemental opening brief is

the other type of brief. That can only be filed

with leave of court. And you cannot raise moot

5 points, counterpoints or cross points in a reply

6 brief. You can only r a i s ep 0 i n t s ,
7

8

counterpoints, cross points in an opening brief

and a supplemental opening brief.
The reason for putting leave of

court on the supplemental opening brief is so

that you don't get into this situation where a

defendant-- a plaintiff has got a verdict and a

judgement and he's got three defendants, and

they just-- every 30 days, they file a brief and

you never get the appellate record closed

because they just keep filing briefs and raising

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

new points one at a time. It goes on forever.

So when a party files an opening

brief, they've got to do as good a job as they

20 possibly can to make it complete because they
21

22

23

24

25

are at the mercy of the appellate court to add

new points, counterpoints and cross points. A,nd

one of the reasons that there shouid be leniency

on that is if you are the second or third brief

to be filed and the eighth brief filed raises
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1 something tha t you didn l t see coming, then you

2 would move to counterpoint, cross point or-- in

3 a supplemental opening brief. But that would be

4 with leave of court to deny you that right.

5 Then that is the way the briefs all

6 get and the points all get to the Court of
7 Appeals. The record is fioe-- is complete when

8 30 days have passed from the last filed opening

9 brief; that is, when all of the points are
10 before the Court that it has to consider. It
11 can grant leave for you to get other points to
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

the Court later, but that is the extent of the

points that the Court must consider. And those

that have gotten there in that way h e tho
points to the court without doing anything 81

to perfect their appeal.

Then the judgment of the court

Appeals comes down, and you i re on motion f

rehearing. party aff ted t ju
of the Court of Appeals can file a

rehearing iq the Court 0 Appeals r

f

less of

wheth are previousiy a party in that

23 court.
24 Now, what is for i s - - wh e n a

25 Court of Appeals-- we have got not~ce of all of
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1

2

.3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

these briefs. None of these brief s are rai sing

points that are problematical to my position in

the trial court I'm satisfied. Bu. t then ~1e

get the opinion of the Court o£ Appeals. and it

decides the case on points that were not raised

in the briefs. And for the first time I

realize I'm affected now by the judgment of the

Court of Appeals. I never filed a brief fore

because I didn't think I needed one.

Now what this "affected by the Court

of Appeals" means has got to be a case-by-case

basis. That is substantively affected, not

procedurally affected You have now been

reduced in judgment. You have-- I don't know.

15 Whatever. And cases-- we all know, sometimes

16

17

18

19

20

cases get decided on points that weren't

briefed, so that's the purpose of that.

Then, say that all gets overruled or

sustained. If it gets sustained and a new

judgment comes down, same process. I f that nei¡'1

21 judgment affects a party. that party can first

appear in the appeal22

23

24

.25

lYIR. ie FULLER: Now, this is only on

a general appeal?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: This is only on a
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1 general appeal. We' re only talking about

2 general appeal, which is most of them

3 MR. HATCHELL 98 percent.
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah i because
5 usually when somebody limits the nextg

6 generally, you have to have appeal. Then the

7

8

9

10

same thing in the £upreme Court. party could

not file application for writ of error-- the

first application for writ of error that di · t
raise-- that didn i t file a motion for rehearing.

11 But if the first petition for writ of error
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

raises to the Supreme Court by pointsi of

course, that is going to be served on eve

that was in a trial court that was a party

the trial court's judgment.

If the first brief fi d in
supreme Court for the first time r sas a

dy

t
that is contrary to my position in e tria

19 court, I can file a brief in the Supr e C
20 of Texas and raise points i cross points a
21

22

counterpoints without ever having been a

to the appeal before.

y

2 3 In t e . am e s e r i e. . 3 0 day s, 3 0
24 days. 30 days, until the opening briefs have all
25 been filed and 30 days have passed, then you
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1

2

3

4

5

6

have to have leave again to file a supplemental

opening brief. You can file a reply brief at

any time; one brief is 50 pages, max Total

7

brief is 100 pages, max, without leaving the

Court the same process as the Court of Appeals.

If the Supreme Court decides a case

on points is not briefed, a party who has never

been a party to the appeal can, for the first

timei appear in the Supreme Court if the Supreme

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Court i s judgment affects that party. It can

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

appear on motion for rehearing for the first

time in the Supreme Court of Texas and raise

points, counterpoints and cross points to

protect the judgment that it had in the trial

court and never saw it at risk until it read the

Supreme Court' s opinion.

Now, again, what is affected by the

judgment of the Court of Appeals or what is

affected by the judgment of the Supreme Court

16

has got to be that case. You can't write a rule

that-- you know, that has got to be the Court in

deciding whether the party meets the standard of

these rules. That is, as affected by the

judgment. It has got to look at that case

before it and decide whether or not to permit
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1 that person to appear. But there is nothing

2 that precludes the Court jurisdictionally for
3 perm~tting that party to enter the appeal

4 anywhere that party becomes af fsc ted

5

6

7

out here.

Now, that is the scheme that is laid

I don't know whe ther it is a good one

or. not. The Coromi t t voted that we w ted to
8 make perfection of appeal-- one appeal good for

9 everybody and simplify this. Th~s g1ves-- it..

10 just wide-open and simple. It has some rules

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

but not very many. And it probably work$ to cut

off no one before that point where that p

ough t to be involved and know it. Bu tit

not be a very good solution That is is
solution. There may be others. The pur s

it, with a scheme and the way it s

it . open for discussion. Bill Dorsan

then Ken.

PROF. DORSANEO.: e prob! it
attempts to solve, I thinki is headed reall

the right dtrection. My overall reaction--

there are a lot of additional things 81

way, like changing second motion for re a

and further motion for rehearing and dealing

with other problems that I aee that the draft

in
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1 dealt with in recent cases. There are a lot of

2 really great things here, but my overall

3 reaction is that it is kind of a little bit
4 over-engineered, and I don' t know whether I have

5 the ability to deal with it with our time
6 constraint.

7 Frankly, from a personal standpoint,

8 I know I don' t have the ability to deal with it

9 within the time that I have unless I do stayi

10 which I'm willing to do; although, I don't-- it
11 creates personal problems for me So I thought

12 I ought to speak up since it got put in this
13 part of the process because with my schedule,

14 which I think is-- Dot to say that it is unfa

15 to me, but I feel pressure.
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Well, the Supreme

Court put this problem to us in early 1988A It
has been On the table in May two days-~ both

days. It was on the table in J'u1y, and we nee

to get it doneA We have got to get it done.

'I'his is the Supreme Cour't asking us to deal wi t
this problem. This didn' t come from someplace

else. It came from the Supreme Court. I

realize this is the first time that we have had

text on the table"
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

PROF" DORS.Al\EO: I understand that.

I'm not being the least bit critical.

CH RlVIAN SOULES: And it should have

been here a long time ago. It was requested to

be on the table for the May meeting It -;11$.13

requested to be on the table for the July

meeting. It was requested to be on the table

two weeks after the July meeting. It has never

go'tten here. We are going to have to march

through this and deal with it as best we can and

offer the Supreme Court some solution to its

inquiry or we have failed to be responsive to
the Supreme Court. iae can' t do tha t . Rus ty.

MR. lYlclvJAIl\JS: Well, the general

observation-- and I don i t want to preempt Ken or

anything, but there are a lot of things

addressed in your text that 1 frankly 1 we did not
perce ive to be where the concern of the Supreme

Courtí,¡as. By "we, If I mean myself and Mike

Hatchell and Austin McCloud, who can't be here,

but whom I had a lengthy conversation with

yes terday.

24

Basically, the fix that-- as I

understood both from the opinion of the Supreme

Court recently on this subject and the charge25
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1 with which we were supposed to be trying to do,

2 was to see whether or not we had two different

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

2.2

ways to go

One is that everybody is up when

anybody appeals, period. NO ability to limit

the appeal; or if there is i it is very

restrictive to the ones that we had. Or, t'i.;o,

that you have a broader right to limit an

appeal, which was why I suggested that we might

toying ~qith. We tried that and decided there

were too many rules that were likely to be

implicated that involved interpretation of the

harmless error rule that the Supreme Court

promulgated.

The problem that we were trying to

address was what to do with the multi-party

case, as I understood it, Justice Hecht l'.'.asn t

that one of the basic problems that you were

dealing with in the Donworth (phonetic)?

JUDGE HECHT:

MR. McMAINS

Yes. Al though, the-~

If youf ix the

problem, really even in the context of the

23 present practice in the two-party case-- and the

question was in the multi-party casei which also24

25 may invoive a multi~claim case. So that i;qas the
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1

2

3

4

problem we were attempting to focus on rather

than mechanics of presentation of the cross

points later 011. The only reason I mentioned

that is because the mechanics of thati frankly,

5 we were never concerned about in this context on

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2,4

a general rule because the briefing rules are

generally liberally construed and areD' t where

the people were being barred. They ~'iere being

barred by Dot having done something early on in

the perfection of the appeal f which is what we

focused on.

CHAIRMAN SOULES ~ Which this r,¡ould

completely eliminate.
MR. ltlclvjAIl\S: Welli but it installs

a mechanical process in regards to when you come

in and when you do this and wheD you do that.

And all I i m saying is that the real question is f
should a party that has-- finds out when the

brief of the appellant is filed and maybe the

brief of the appellee is filed, that he may have

some reaSODSS to be complaining Then is he

entitled to go ahead up without having done

anything to prepare for that with regards to the

trial court? And that is the problem that we

25 were attempting to address.
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1

2

3

I think this problem-- your solution

addresses a lot of other issues about the

mechanics of brie£ing and of presenting issues

4 at some course during the appellate process

5 which, frankly, were beyond the parameters of

6 what we were considering.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where our

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

discussions got lost and ultimately tabled at

these prior meetings was, as we would

conceptualize what happens in the Supreme Court

when this same person who has been cut off first

realizes. And we went on and on with trying to

carry this making appeals easy or giving

everybody the benefit to carry it on through,

and it seemed impossible.

because we had no text.
But to keep from getting lost on

It was impossible

those same edges again, this was engineered to

go to each of those points where it seemed

impossible to go to and give a party some

rights-- give every party rights that gets

affected through the entire appellate process.

A party is never lost in this-- as this rolls

out. Maybe they should be. I don i t know. But

to keep from coming here today and losing the
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1

2

3

4

chance to respond to the Supreme Court by virtue

of the same discussions that we had before that

when you get out here l we don' t have any

answers i we put this work product together, and

5 when you get out there, there is an answer in

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

this work product so that maybe we can advance

to conclusion or decide that we-- whatever we

decide. Now this has been a part of the

discussion. Every time it has been discussed,

we carry it out to some point where it couldn' t

be-- didn't seem to be solvable. Justice Hecht.

JUDGE HECHT: So I can clarify, what

I perceive the Court' s inquiry to be, it really

is to the structural process of appeal. And

while I think the Court hopes that Donworth

fixes the two-party straight appeal once and for

all, obviously i the Court also realizes that it

doesn't fix a whole lot of other situations that

are not unusual that probably need to be

addressed and resolved as simply as possible.

However, I don't think the Court is

wed to the Donworth solution to the two-party

appeal if by Changing the whole structure you

could come up with a better system. I don't

25 think there is aconc 1 us ion one way or the
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1

2

3

4

other. Acll e Cour twas t ing to do on

Donworth was say LOok i we a rule a li\Ì'e
said so in nandez a \¡¡re're saying $0 again.
Al1,d all of this ot r problé1! oute is a.

5 problemi but this is not
6 Now, of course, if who 1 B

7

8

9

10

appellate structure ware ch d to soineth:l.ng

if you don't likeli a Federal stem 1ll re

the judgment, you appeal, a

judgment, you just sit ti

if :liOU do lik.e e

n that mi t
11 affect the Donworth-Hernandez limited appeal

12 situation
13 How, this draft haB raised a
14 different ue tb, we have talked about before

15 which is, what about the party who is affected
16

17

18

19

20

21

b~i e appellate court' s decision? Has he any

recourse in the appellate court? that
that is an issue that I think is worthy of

discussion and one

be made for. But

icb some provision ought

e court' B concern is

to

whole thing d I don t think a o on the

22 court has-- is wed to one solution or another.
23

24

I don't thi t y really care that much except

they would like it to be simple and they would

25 like it to be consistent.
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1

2
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22

23

24

25

As you notice from the opinion in

Donworth, there is some trouble left over

because of the inconsistency in the way you

appeal to the Court of Appeals and the 'liiay you

appeal to our court. And then there is a little

less trouble with the inconsistency or way you

appeal to the Federal courts that
sit t i ng in t his s tat e.

e also

It just seems li re to
some way of doing this that ma s sense, that is

easy for lawyers to understand, that gets

everybody the maximum amount of justi

tripping them up over little

wi

and doesD' t requ~re that

thr or

is the C

y

. K FULLER: 0 y

I don't think tha we can 1 in

to us, solve problem

practice to the Federal practice.

there re too corn to t
done at this time.

Next, I would Ii to

believe Rusty said, and I'm not sure i wa im,

but my perception of what the problem .a. s
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2
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

presented the last time-- and I had to leave

early, also. It may have gotten flushed out~

But I thought we were concerned with the

multi-party appeal, the effect on multi-party

appeal.
Ideally. no ODe would disagree that

it would be best to keep it as consistent in the

two-party as you can with the multi-party, too.

But I think the only way in the time allocated

to us that we could conceivably deal with this

problem is to try to deal-- first of all, in my

opinion, with a two-party appeal, does the-- if

one party has an unlimited appeal and a

two-party appeal, why should it not protect the

second party to come along without having to

16 perfect a second appeal? I ¡ m thoroughly in

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

favor of that; buti to me, the multi-party

appeal is a totally different animal that needs

to be dealt with separately. And trying to loop

them together in one rule i I don't think we have

time to fine-tune that today

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Can you be here

next Saturday?

MR. K. FULLER: Well, I don't know;

but I'm just telling you--
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2
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14

CHAIRMAN SOULES: We' re going to get

this done somehow.

lYIR. K. FULLER Well, we might get

it done; but to put it on a short fuse no matter

what the prior sins may be and say you' re going

to slam-bang it and put it together today and

end up with some kind of bastard rule that may

or may not work, I don' t think tha t--
CHAIRl1AN SOULES Can you stay here

"tomorrow?

¡.vIR K. FULLER: Y'lhatever.

CHAIRMAN SOULES We have got to

stay until we get it done.

MR. McMAINS: The problem wi th--

15 what I' m saying is, we have addressed. and 1--
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

that is what Sarah is, hopefully, -typing up. A

very simple solution is to. in facti treat the

multi-party appeal the same as the two-party

appeal and deal with some attended issues in

terms of what happens if the appealing party

fumbles the ball, which was an aspect of that

as well that concerned us And wha t happens

with the obligations on the multiple parties
file records and the fact that there only needed

to be one filed that enters to the benet i t of
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1 everybody?

2 Those are the points that we have
3 dealt with. Those issues are dealable in a

4 single rule if you start with the notion that
5 seemed to be the sense of the Committee the last

6 time that we took a vote, philosophically on

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

that subject, which was that one appeal should

mirror the bene.f i t of .everybody else who w

to appeal in the judgment. He may not eel

strong enough to starti t, but if he is goinG to

be there, he might as well pay atten on go
ahead and get it done.

All that involves t in

for those cases, w'hich iSal$o

15 basically i the expansion of RUle I to i
16 four coponents, the first of is

17 slight modification of OUr ex ti
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

And the rest of it br

what happens if the starti~g party f

ball and to fix the administrative PrO

d

e

Now, as I s,y, this doean. t f the obl

a.bou t Is. ter on because oUr perception of
the issues were is what the scope of t a a

was going to be from a jurisdictional standpoin

at its outset and not at the time you get to the
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Court of Appeals. We did not attempt to address

issues of somebody waking up in the middle of

the appellate court because that is not

Rule 40 is talking about.

at

CHAIRl'1AN SOULES: You know t my

perception of this is like a business appeal

where there may be 25 parties. And they may

have issues of commercial law from allover the

ucc. And SOIDe of them are just altogether

independen t from others. I' m talking abou t an

appeal that is virtually without limitation of

possibilities of what may be brought up or one

that is narrower than that. The way this i;"Tas

written, it gets to any of those. It gets from

a two-party appeal to an unlimited size-- to an

appeal without limit as to parties and size.

lYJ.R. BEARD: Well, without ever

trying to each the contingency case, whether

you're-- ou' re aSking for contribution

indemni ty. You're the defendant. You have t'Jon

and that goes upstairs and they reverse it. Now

I want contribution indemnity.

the cases?

Is that one of

CHAIRMAN SOUl..ES Sure.

25 Ï"IR. BEARD: I don l t think we ough t
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

to have contingent appeals. If the trial court

does something, we ought to go back downstairs

and start over again.

appeal?

Do we have to have an

MR. HATCHELL;: Not in the Court of

Appeals, no.
CHAIRlYIAN SOULES;: t'lell, the ~ìay I

sense this l we will have another meeting. The

question is, do we ha ve it tomorrow l or do we

14

have it next Saturday afternoon and Sunday?

Because there are prOblems here that need to be

addressed, and I don' t know how we' II do it.

Yesterday we were told that there was going to

be a draft here, and it was requested to be

typed and that copies be provided to the15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Commi tcee. And we are having to type this work

today in session. It is-- I don i t know what

to-- what approach to take on this. I 'In the

chair.
done.

I have a responsibility to get this work

There are a lot of questions here.

The questions that are--I don' t
want to vote to table it. I don't want to vote

to disregard a series of ideas because they are

more complicated than dealing with just some of

25 the ideas. If we l re going to approach this I
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1 think we need to approach it as a complete

2 problem. In other words, how do we fix all of

3 these-- we're talking about giving cross appeals

4 or giving appeals rights to parties other than

5 the original appellate on what basis? How does

6 he perfect? Here, he perfects by filing a

7

8

br i e f . When? Says when? This does,
apparently-- what has been typed speaks to the

9 jurisdictional issue. What is the sense of the

10

11

12

13

Committee? How do we proceed?

MR DAVIS: Let's get started
MR. McMAINS: You have got to f

the jurisdictional issue anyway, whatever it is,

14 wha t ever happens 0 And that is the threshold~

15

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN SOULES: And how do you fix

it?
MR. McMAINS: Well, the sense of the

Committee was last time, as I understood iti

19 unless there is a limitation of appeal as
20 basically would pretty well establish how you do
21 that now, and it has got to be-- it has those
22 two components that it is the severable portion
23 of the judgment and that the notice be filed.
24 And if that doesn" t happeni then anybody that is
25 a party to the case has the right to appeal upon
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1 the perfection of the appeal by any other party

2 of the case.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: By doing what,
4 when?
5 HR. McMAINS: They're not doing

6 anything.

7 CHAIRMAN SOULES: They have to do

8 something.

9 MR. McMAINS: They have a right to

10 appeal by way of assertion of cross point in the
11 appel late court. There is no j urisdi c tional
12 limitation to them, and that is the only
13 argument that there has been a way.
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: They assert their
15 cross points in what when? In a brief?
16 . McMAINS: Sure.
17

18

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Anytime?

MR. BEARD: One party appeals and

19 serves a brief on Defendant A. He can file a
20 cross point against the party who has ap aled.
21

22

CHAIRMAN SOULES: When?

MR. BEARD: That doesn't give him a

23 right to cross point against 50 other
24 defendants, does it?
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why not?
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1 MR BEARD: Well, he ought to have

2 to raise that issue going up. He ought to have

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to file his brief at the same time if he is

going to appeal to all of these people. On

cross point, it ought to be against the person

who filed that brief.

MR. K. P'ULtiER See, you have a

philosophical difference here that has got to be

resolved, it appears to me, before you

rule.
f t the

CHAIRMAN SOULES: actly~

MR. K. LER: And some people el
some way and some f eel others. I don't kn

I feel. I'm still trying 0 find who I am.

I think this philosophical differ e has to
resolved prior to attacking the draft

rul e .

a

CHAIRMAN SOULES: What do you

the Philosophical differ
articulate?

e as being? C you

. K. FULLBRi Well ~ the
philosophal dif ranee is at some

feel like if you are going to appe

op

t
to have to d os 0 from the outset; aDd others sa

you ought to be able to pick your time to jump
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1 in the fight. That is the difference.
2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: All right

3 MR K. FULLER: I don l t know the
4 answer to it, but that is what I perceive to be
5 the feeling around this table

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

1'7

18

i 9

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. LOW: Why jump into fight until

you really get involved?

MR. K. PULLBR: I m not going to

argue which is right. I'm just saying tha
is the dilemma that-- to me.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let i. put that to

a question. We' re going to discuss it. t

the point. He just articulated the

philosophical d~ffer.nce. Say it again,

Pu tit one way and then t anoth

FULLER: Th phi~o. i
difference to me, appears to be, i

going to seek affirmative ralie

should do so from the out t. e

position seems to be tha I d e Ie

piCk my time. to get in to assert an affirm i

position.
JUDGE RIVERA: I thought that

voted on that.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes. And what was
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1

2

3

the vote i Judge?

JUDGE RIVERA: I thought the vote

was, you could have any time. You ~ re supposed

4 to get the time limit and somebody was going to

5 reduce it to writing
6 MR DAVIS If you were not

7 originally affected but only became affected

8 later on--
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's right

10

11

12

13

JUDGE RIVERA I thought that--

MR. DAVIS: Not just picking a
time--

THE REPORTER: Excuse me. Wait a

14m in ute . One a t a time i p i e a s e ~
15

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Not just picking a

time. That's what the extensive work product

was designed to do. I went back and tried to

understand the votes of the Committee. I wrote

19 a long letter to all of you which was mailed out

20 about a week ago explaining what this does And

21 it does what the Committee voted to do last

22 time. It gives a party the right to join in
23 appeal at the t~me a party should know that it

24 is at risk.
25 MR. BEARD: Do we have a contingency
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appeal like a contribution indemnity case? Do

those people have to worry until the Court of

Appeals holds against them?

CHAIRMJ\N SOULES: They have to

answer.

MR. BEARD: Defendant A says, "If

you rule against me, I want contribution

indemnity. n Does that bring all of the other

people in at that point, or do they have to wait

until some court says "You have lost"?

CHAIRIVl'A.l\ SOU:LES: The y w 0 u i d no 1: ,

under this scheme that I have got here, have to

file a brief until the Court of Appeals rules

that they are subject to contributional

indemni ty.

MR. BEARD: But some-- the defendant

has got to say "I f you rule against me, I want

contribution indemnity." Why wouldn' t tha t

bring them in at that point?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: They could file a

reply brief or they could file cross points or

counterpoints. They could if they wish, but

they don' t have to unless they are affected by a
j udgmen t. If the trial court i s judgment denies

them-- denies contribution indemnity-- the trial
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1 court judgment denies leave to all parties.

2 If one of the defendants-- and, of course, the

3 plaintiff appeals and one of the defendants

4 says, "If you reverse and grant the plaintiff
5 judgment against mei I want contribution

6 indemnity.H Right? That's your--

7 How does that work now? The party

8 against whom contribution indemnity is sought on

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

appeal does what? First of all, he probably

doe s n 't eve n know i t was a pp e ale d be c a'U s e he

hasn't even seen copies of the briefs ; but now

they will if you adopt this. He i II get a copy

of the briefs.
Under this scheme, i guess the point

that would be responsive to appellee by the

nonparty to the appeal is a cross point or

counterpo~nt that would need to be raised at
that juncture in an opening brief.

MR . BEARD : Th_t is this contingency

appeal

HI. K . FULLER: Why should a par ty

be treated differently on appeal than they are

23 in the trial court? You know, a defendant

24 doesn i t want to be in coUrt f in the trial court;

25 but yet. the rules that we put on them, if you
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are served, there is claim against you t you have

got to show up and respond and fight this thing.

Why should a party be treated any differently on

appeal than he is treated in the trial court? I

know we voted--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: They're not really

mandatory reply briefs. I mean, they are; bu t

they' re really not in the appellate process.

You don' t eveD have to file a response to a

petition for writ of error. You get defaulted

if you don't. They just are treated differently

somehow. Justice Hecht.

JUDGE HECHT Well, it seems to me,

if you have really cros sed the philosophical

hurdle of-- at the outset, which we all know is

at the outset, and that is t does one party

perfecting appeai give the right to any other

party to the judgment to be able to come in at

some point and state his position which may be

opposed to the judgment?

If you can get over that hurdlei

then it seems to me that the only two issues

left to be decided are: What happens if the

party starts to perfect an appeal and he messes

up? And both of the suggestions approach that,
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1

2

3

4

but I think the real problem is timing. You

don't know that the party that you thought was

perfecting appeal has failed to perfect it until

it is too late, usually, or until the Court of

Appeals rules on a motion to dismiss that, noi

they didn't file it on time or they didn't file

a timely motion for extension or a motion for

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

extension was denied or whatever. So you are
going to have to come to grips iit seems to me,

with, does he get extra time? Does some party

get extra time to do this or do they get another

chance or how does that work?

I think those two issues

And then I thi Lulte is right.

to have tosecond issue is, we are goi

"Who goes first withn-- "Who

and who gets to brief next and how

work"? You know, this appellat
who? If we cross the phi10sophical--

issues.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, we vot

unanimously last time as a committee to op e

appeal to other people based on one perfection.

Now, this will not work; and I think it is not a

change in the law. If the appeal is not
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1 perfected by anybody, there is no appeal.
2 JUDGE HECHT But if somebody files

3

.4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

a cost bond and designates the record, moving

ahead, and then his client says. "King i s X

Call i-t off. I don't want to do this anymore.

I've had a change of heart I give up" But

the other party is sitting there watchi the
cost bond being filed, the transcript beiu

designated, the statement of facts being 0 ered

and now he says, "Wait a minute. Wait a rninute.
i still want to appeal. I though t you were

going to appeal." Then does have the

13 opportunity-- he has never filed a cost b
14 He has never designated the record. He has
15 never asked for a statement of fact to be
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

transcribed. But now all of a suddeD, he w ts
it if the other guy--

. K. FULLER: Well, Joe it one

s t e p fur the r . Wh at if the we i 9 h t - - U i don'

thinkI want to go ahead" just says-- files a

motion to drop the appeal? I mean, you know.

MR BEARD: I thought we were vot 9

23 one or the other that ef£ects appeal for
24

25

everybody. But if that one man who appeals-- as

far as I am concerned, if he drops iti opa



1 the whole case

2

.3

4

CHAIRMAN SOULES

15.3

That's right.
That's the way this would work. But Justice
Hecht is saying, "Well, there are compl ties

5 with that. Do you really mean what you re

saying?U And we may meaD what we're sayi

mean, if we are going to ride somebody-- a

6

7

8

9

10

11

bo

can perfect an appeal This doesn It cl

you from perfecting an appeal. Ever

19 you're out. Tha is
20 CHAIRMAN
21 the sled aDq it got stuck. Now,
22 your own sled. Mike and then Tom

can.

. K.

12 gamble, you'

13

14

15

16

17

18

CHA S

going to gamble d 0
riding his sled, he go.. i
going in the ditch wit

. B D:

I t is e r fe c tit is

23

24

25

MR HATCHELL:

the focus based on Justice

If o

er

t me tr

c t's, a one of

atthe difficulties of getting anythi
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23

24

25

anybody can shoot at is involved in, I thinki

what Ken and Justice Hecht and Pat were talking

about.

Another philosophical component to

all of this is whether or not the concept of the

cross appeal involves one of two choices. The

cross appealing party really wants to appeal

because there is something about that judgment

he can i t live with, or is it something he would

just like to do if somebody else perfects an

appeal

Now, it seems to me that the real

rub is right there. I have no problems with the

notion that if a party really wants to complain

the judgment 1 he ought to have to do that. And

I have no problems with saying, if he is just

going to complain just in case somebody else

happens to get an appeal up there and it falls

flat, he is out the window.

But if we adopt the latter, and that

is that the cross appeal is simply "8 protective

kind of nice thing I would like to do if

somebody else Would appeal" seems to me like

this complex of rules that has beerr laid before

us is like charging an open door with a
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2

3
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14
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16
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18
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20

21

22

23

24

25

battering ram. It is just an absolutely

incredible scenario of rules which really isn' t
very important.

JUDGE HECHT: Very what?

MR. HATCHELL: Very important.

MR. BEARD: Just a philosophy note

on--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tom Davis had s

hand up. Excuse me. I said I would

MR. DAVIS: ~iJhat I don' t

ques t ions. One, if somebody falls own on

understand-- I understand that there are t

appeal, what happens; and then t

that if you can take advantage 'of

do you do it, when do you do

Do I unders tand.

proposal that you told us about

the first issue there as to what

somebody falls down on app~al

the issue of how do

when do you do it?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t

And it deliberately does that. It

address the party-- both, because it omits a

relief to a party whose riding someone else i 5
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1 perfection which fails. l\nd that i¡qas

2 de lib era t e .
3

4.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

MR. DAVIS: My thought was. you

asked on how we proceed. Le t · stake tha t next

question. And if your proposed rule covers it,

fine. Letts look at that-- or if Rusty's does

and let's get started on it.

CHAI R1"1 Al\"l SOULES: Okay.

MR. DAVIS: We'll get by that one

and then we can ge t into the next one.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let's see if there

is a consensus. How many feel that a party

13 relying on another's perfection which fails,
14 fails with that failure, the first party's
15 failure? How many feel that way?

16

17

i 8

MR. K" FULLER:

understand the question.
CHAIRMAN SOULES

I'm sorry. I didn't

Okay' . This is
19 what we said. If I'm riding your sled and it

20 goes in the ditch, I go in it with you.
21 MR. 1' FULLER: You ough t to" If

22 you're on my sled--
23

24 tha t?

CHAIRMAN SOULES How many are for

Hold your hands up f please. How many

25 feel contraryi that you ought to have relief?
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1 Six to four that if the original perfector
2 fails, then there just isn' t an appeal for

3 anybody else to get the benefit of.

4

5

6

7

8

¡\llR. K. FULLER: s. O. L~

CHJl~IRMAN SOULES: It's S. 0 L.

MR. DAVIS: You are taking away

their right to participate--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: No. They had the

9 right to perfect independently and did not.

10 MR DAVIS: We 1 i, I me an. you h a v e

11 taken away their right to depend on somebody

12 else.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES rrhat' s right.

14 That's right.
15 MR. K. FULLER: That's called
16 lawyering.
17 PROF 0 DORSANEO Tha t, of course, is

18 contrary to what we do in trial court
19 JUDGE HECHT: That is not called
20 lawyering. That is called gambling. That is
21 the problem with this, that you ought to either
22 tell people upfront i "If you want to appeal,

23

24

appeal. If you don't want to appeal, your time

is running." Or you ought to tell them that no

25 matter what, if somebody appealsi there is going
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2
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8

9

10

11
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14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to be a way for you to get in the door. :eu tit

ought not to be in the event that-- you know,

"Here You paid your money i you takes your

chances" and plunk down that change and then

all of a sudden it turns out, Oh, sorry. By a

slip-up in appellate rules, you're out the

door. It Tha tis wha tough t not to happen.

PROF. DORSANEO: I agr ea wi th

Justice Hecht I think I'm going to tell my

students, "You either perfect an appeal or you

don't perfect an appeal. And you do it

e

filing this bond." I don' t want to tell them

that "Maybe you do and maybe you don 't,

you'll find out when it is too late whe

should have."

JUDGE HECHT: Under

just voted on, any appellate 1

get sued for malpractice if he

cost bond, designa te a racórd,

statement of facts. If you i re going

that rule anyway, do you really want

philosophical decision that you just

Because you cannot risk the fact that

guy over here who is Charging ead by paying

his money and going forward is not going to
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1

2

3

slide off in the ditch.

¡VIR" K FULLER If you '\irite the
rule that way, you're wri ting a sandbag rule"

4 You're inviting deceptiveness" I mean, you

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

know, sucker the guy in, reel him in and then

drop the appeal. That's sandbagging. So the

only way to do it is to do their own thing.

¡VIR. BEA.RD: Why would you ride

anybody else's coattails? If he fails--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Ray was telling me

they were going to close the garage. I ~Jas not

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

listening to what was going on so I'm lost.

The question that I think is being in focus is

how to provide, I guess, some safe harbor for a

party who-- should we provide some safe harbor

for a party who relies on another's perfection

or start to perfect? The misperfection.

Justice Hecht, I had thought--

1.4

JUDGE HECHr.t' Let me take another

stand and say this: It seems to me that the

issue ought to be-- the philosophical issue

ought to be that the filing of a cost bond

protects everybody else in the appeal And i of

coursei at that time you have to £ile a notice

of 1 i m i tat i on of appeal a t t hat same time , as I
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1 recall.
2

3

4

5

And, theref ore, if there is some

subsequent failure to file records or take some

kind of action in a timely manner that somebody

else has an opportunity to come in and try to

6 fork around there under some rules; or is it the

7 case that if you don' t like the judgment and you

8 won' t appeal it, you file your cost bond in a
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

timely manner and then you-- and then everybody

worries about the record, the way they worry

about the record.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Ok ay . And I think

that is weii put.

JUnGE HECHT~ You voted on that last

time; but what I was concerned about is, you

say, "Well, if one party does it, that lets

everybody in the door." And I don't have any

philosophical problem with that, except I'm just

not sure it is going to be a workable rule. I

don' t know whether it is or not, but you have

still got a couple of issues to face after you

do that.

24

One of them is, what do you do with

the guy that stumbles, and, two, what do you do

with the brief? Who goes first?

23

25
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1

2

CHAIRMAN SOULES Tom?

MR. DAVIS: A,fter mature

3 consideration. I might suggest that we vote as

to whether we believe that if you want to

appeal. you appeal; and if you don t t want to

appeal, you don t t appeal.

.4

5

6

7 l:1R. K. FULLER: I voted wi t.h the

8 prevailing side mistakenly last time, and I call
9 for a vote because I think I voted before I

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

thought what the implications were.

CHAIRM1U\i SOULES: Okay. Bu t we have

a-- we' re-- we had a problem where a party
couldn' t get into an appeal, even though the

appeal was perfected. And that was one of our

problems. l\.nd we--

JUDGE HECHT: For example, in the
Supreme Court- - if you want to go to the Supreme

Court, you have got to say something.

wait on anybody else to say something.

You can't

I f you

are not sure whether you want to or not, you can

wait for them to say so and then you have got aii
extra few days to decide. But you can t-- you

can't do it like you do in the Court of Appeals,

two-party appeals. You caD t t raise your cross

points for the first time.
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23

24

25

You have got to file your motion for

rehearing i you' ve got to be on time and you' va

got to take your steps. That, as I understand

it, is generally the procedure in the Federal

appellate system.

Now, that is perhaps one way of

only thing Iie sa to P

then

can ge

doing it Another way of doing it is r if

somebody files a cost bond,

knows. The door is open.

don't have to file a cost bond, and if-- if

screws up on the record,

run in there and fix it.

like it has got to be ODe

start out.

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

isi but it may take

file a cost bond.

MR. K. FULLER

the last time

C

heard.

RMAN SOULES:

so we've got to--

JUDGE HECHT:

just to me?

CHAIRMAN SOULES:
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1

2

3

4.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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13

14,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

We voted on that"

JUS'r CHT: Well. I hear some

people saying they want to change their vote.

CHAIRlVIAl\l SOULES: Well-- we didn i t

vote on it or we did?

lYIR B EJI"RD : No" We voted on tha t .

'lhat perfects.
CHAIRl:U"l\ SOULES We voted on that

Now, that perfects the appeal. Now ¡'le/re

talking about a different problem. 'rhat i s what

I wanted to get to here. Now we're talking

about keeping the appeal that has been per f ected
going. And it wouldn i t-- it doesn' t take much

to write that a party using the 15-day rule

doesn' t go beyond that and run into R. D. Click

who was planning to-- who was in reliance upon

the cost bond being filed by the first

appel1ate-- which "perfected" the appeal

literally, coming in and filing for additional

time because nobody got the statement of facts

on file and nobody got the transcript on file

And we were believing that the

appellant who perfected was going to do this and

he didn't and I want some time to do it. But

they i re going to have to watch that holding of
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2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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14
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19

20

21

22

23

24

2S

the appellate process in motion. If they

decide, "I'm going to ride Luke's cost bond. He

has perfected appeal," they Deed to also watch

to see that I have timely filed a statement of

facts and a transcript; and if I don't, then

quickly get in there and file a IS-day motion

for them to do it.

And all we have got to do is wri te
something that says anybody can file the

statement of facts and transcript regardless of

whether they are the party that perfected t

appeal. Then we have got the record going

anybody that wants to keep it

one perfection of appe

fairly easy to write.

Then you go into,

everybody have to get aboa ?

to do to get their points and

I don't know what the right an

opening brief. Then you let the appeiiate

r to

Here is one. That is, file a brief not

than 30 day~ after somebody else

record develop as it does. And in a complex

case, it is really hard to know what the

appellate lawyers-- Mike Hatchell, Dorsaneo,
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1 Rusty-- will do with that trial court record.
2 You don't really know sometimes, whenever a cost

3 bond is due, what they're going to do with that

4 trial court record until you see their briefs.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

11

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

You get to their briefs and say, "My

God, did we do this? What is happening to me

here? I though t I had a j udgman t . N'OTR I'm

worried about that judgment. I t-jant to file a
brief." Or "I thought I didn1t have a case. I

see I have got a case. I want to file a brief ~

I don't want to get sued for malpractice for

missing a point McConnico caught and got

perfected. His client gets out and my client

gets stuck." You know?

So all we've got to do, I guess, is

go into a little bit earlier than these rules

start and fix it so that any party to the trial

court' s judgment can keep the appeal going under
the rules that keep it going after the first

party perfection. But everybodY canl t not file

a statement of facts and let that go 15 days too

late and then everybody is running to RD.
Click.

There has to be some system, it

seems to me, where you just didn't make an
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appeal of the case. So this will still work

except that I haven't thought-- did not think

about-- Ilm not trying to sell it. Any system

is okay with me, but we need to do something to

respond to the Court But we can, in a few

minutes, look at the statement-of-facts rule and

the transcript rule and fix that so that any

part of the trial court's judgment can file that

timely, regardless of whether the other party

perfected the appeal.

And isn't that all you've got?

You' ve got perfection of appeal, statement of

facts, the transcript and a brief. And that is

all it takesi isn't it, to have your points

before the Court? So if we have one perfection

of appeal and we fix it so the others can get to

court on the other requisites f then this will
work I don't know if it should work, but it is

not hard to make it work. All right. Hatchell.

difficult to make it work.

Well. it's very

It's fine to try to

MR. HATCHELL:

do it, but just bear in mind-- I think Justice

Hecht brought this up

Probably, the first time you know

that the record ain't going to be perfected is
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1 when the Court of Appeals writes an opinion

2

3

4

5

6

dismissing the case and all time limits to do

anything are gone The question then will

ar i s e : How much time are you going to give a

cross appellee to do that? What if they have

been holding this motion to dismiss for six

7 months or so? It's fine to work on these; but

8

9

10

11

12

13

bear in mind, it is not going to be a perfect

solution by any chance.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Righ t . I'm not

providing a safety valve. I'm deliberately not

providing it f and maybe we should. I ,\,¡ould like

to hear Judge Hecht, but we i re not providing a

14 safety valve for that. Somebody has got to make

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the appellate predicate-- got to put it into

place or it's not--

¡VIR. HATC.HELL The point is, if I

have got to monitor that much of the appeal to

be a cross appellee, why shouldn i t I just be an

appellant?
CHAIRMAN' SOULES: Well, I don't know

i,¡hy no t I don't know why the people who have

lost their rights in the cases didD' t perfect an

appeal That is what Mike would do and I hope I

would do, bu t they didn't. And if everybody
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did, we wouldn't need to be talking about this

probably because-- but then--and maybe we don) t

need to be talking about it at all~ If we

really hash this out today and decide that,

bas ical ly, what is written--
MR. K FULL Are we dealing--
CHAIRMAN SOULBS: -- is as good as

we can get it--

MR K FULLER: e '(lie tr ng to
cure a three percent problem?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: It i S a small

problem.

MR. K. FULLER Oh. Well, t,.e're
killing flies with sledgehammers.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: It m huge

dollars.
only in

may be h e consequence. i but it i s

few appeals. It may the dominant--

i c t 0 1 of the dollars on

appeal a ear.

MR. K~ FULLEA; I would assume that

folks with those kinds of doiiars have competent

counsel that can hire lawyers that can perfect

an appeal. You can probably buy one somewhere

in this room.

MR. BEARD Lukei you raised a
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1 que s t ion th a t I did nit th ink we we red i s po sin g

2 of this type of case. We have got two

3

4

defendants here We've got a joint and several

judgment against them. I decide there is

5 nothing I can appeal on, but he appeals. And

6 when I read his brief for the first time, I say,
7

8

"~1ell, hell. He has raised some points. I tqant

to ride th him." I didn i tknow I could ride

9 with him on that.

10 CHAIRMAN SOULES Under this rule,

11 you can. Yes. Under this proposal you
12 definitely can because you get to file an
13 opening brief within 30 days of anybody else's
14 opening brief. And in that brief, you can raise
15 anything that you want to raise.
16 J:IR K. ¡rULLER: Can we bring food in

17 and eat while we do this? It's out there.
18 CHAIRlYIAN SOULES: Sure. Let's maybe

19 take 5 minutes and get a sandwich-- 10 minutes
20 for the court reporter.
21

22

23

24

25

(Lunch Recess)

CHA,IRMAN SOULES Let's go ahead

and t a I k a b 0 u t, I g u es s, w hat we 'we r eta 1 kin g
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14
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about before Ray came in i the question of

whether-- should everybody have to file a cost

bond. If not i then one cost bond is enough to

perfect in a general appeal context. Then, can

anybody keep the process going? There' s some

rules writing that will have to be done on that.

And if nobodY keeps the process going as it is

designed to go in terms of deadlines, do we

provide some relief to the parties that did not

file-- did not perfect in that situation?

Then if we work through that and we

have a perfected appeal, by that, we have not

only a perfected appeal but complete appeal in

terms of cost bonds, statement of facts.
transcript, a brief, appellant i s brief, all

16 timely filed. Then how do other people get

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

involved through the appellate process to the

end if they are permitted? And I guess, does

that kind of summarize where we were? We

haven't resolved any of that, but that is kind

of what we have been working at, those various

issues.
Why don' t we talk about the two in

the middle without regard to whether we are

going to pass anything. It is easy, obviously,
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1 to say everybody has got to file a cost bond,

2 everybody has got to perfect an appeal. It' s

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

easy for the rules to say that It gets a

little more complicated when seven parties

request a statement of facts and seven of the

parties request the transcript and then all

seven realize that the other parties are

requesting it and may pay for it and withdraw

their requests.

then?

What does a court reporter do

11 You Can get into a bird's nest just
12 when you say everybody has to perfect their own
13 appeal, too" But passing that for the moment,

14

15

16

17

18

saying one party files, perfects an appeal by

filing a cost bond, and then that party does not

pursue the appeal. We · re now in the second

20

21

22

23

24

question; and that is, how would we maybe assume

to fix that so that a party-- another party

could pursue the pefected appeal? Any ideas on

that? No ideas?

19

MR. K FULLER: The only-- if you're

going to give them the right to pick up the ball

and run with it, you've, obviously, got the

right to some kind of notice. The question is,

25 notice from T,qhorn to i;..horn of what?
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1

2

3

4

5

MR. BISHOP: You've also got to

provide some new time limits.

real Pandora s box.

'lha,t gets into a

CHAIRMAN SOULES I th~nkthat is a

threshold question~ Do we permit addi onal

6 time limits, or do we just say that everybody

7 has to watch the appeal and somebody has got to

8 get it done within the limit of 15 days or it

9

10

goes in the ditch?

R. BISHOP: I don! t think we ought

11 to provide addit~onal time limits because

12 otherwise you' re going to stretch it out
13 po tenti ally f or ever.
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

CHAIRMAN SOULIS: That i s been one of

the complaints when we have looked at these

rules many times in the ast. is that one thing

about having finite deadlines is that a party

with a judgment finally knows that it has a

judgment that is insulated from appeal. Tha t is

very important" So it has always been ODe of

the dominant considerations in the drawing of

a llate rules. We have to know where we are

no longer vulnerable to appeal

JUDGE HECHT: ~\Ì'ell , once again

25 though1 if you' re not going to extend the time
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24

25

limits i then is there any real reason not to say

that if you want to appeal, you need to take

steps to perfect your appeal? That is basically
at you're saying to them anyway, that you have

got to get his record down there by the day; and

if I were relying on you to get it down there

and you mess up, then I i m jus t sunk. So if i

have got the independent duty to do that anyway,

s h 0 U 1 d n' t we jus t g' 0 b a c k tot his 0 t h er - -

liIR. BISHOP I realize in saying

this, I am revisiting the philosophical

question. Yes.

J"UDGE HECHT: i:'-ç;ro more

considerations for it. First of all, the part

of the filing of the record, it seems to me,

would be facilitated if we did away with the

transcript and just move the original record

from district court to the Court of Appeals.

This is, after all, the later part of the 20th

century, and I hope-- there should be some hope

that the records get from the district court--

district clerk's office in Dallas to the

upstairs second floor without getting lost or

even to Eastland or Texarkana or as far away as

Bl Paso if the case should ge t trans farred out
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1

2

3

there by some chance.

If it couldn't-- I mean, if the

record did get lost, hopefully, the parties

4 could reconstitute it. It seems like all we are

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

doing is saddlingsoms party in the case and

maybe all of the parties in the case with a

Xerox expense, which is just completely

unneces sary

I know in the district clerk's

office in Dallas i there are two full-time people

who do nothing but Xerox court records and

transfer them to the Court of Appeals. And i

query, should that expense be incurred or

shouldn't we just say, rather than designating,

rather than going through that whole process,

just bundle up the court record and send it to

the Court of Appeals and we are through with

that issue £orever? We don't have to worry

about, "Oh, I have scre¡'1ed up. I forgot to

designate part of this or part of that" or "who

did it and I did it" or something. Just send

the thing to them.

CHAIRMAN SOULES Everything on file

the clerk's office goes to the Court?in

MR. K" B'ULLER: But you're more than
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24

likely not going to have--

CHAIRIV1AN SOULES: So we eliminate

this exclusion of briefs and all of that? That

is probably a copied thing anyway. Copy c 0 s tis

a consideration anyway. Everything that is on

file in the district clerk's office could go--

J'UDGE HECH':e: There is rarely a case

where there is so much extraneous stuff filed in

the trial court's record that the Court of

Appeals just doesn't have room for it or is

going to object to picking it up or moving it

across the room or something like that. ow,

there will be some of those. Tha t's true.

MR. K. FULLER: There is-- 1 only

see one problem with that from my perspective.

A lot of these family law cases, while they are

up on appeal-- maybe they are up on appeal on

the property and maybe-- usually, the divorce

itself is not appealed, in fact; and it is an

appeal on the property.

You have ongoing activities in that

tr i a 1 co u r t . You have children. You're trying

to enforce support or access. or, for that

25

matter, I have seen property on appeal and a

brand new motion to modify conservatorship going
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1 down below. That concerns me a little. But I
2 would assume that there could be a lighter

3

4

(phonetic) version of that of some kind.

JUDGE HECHT: Where you could copy

5 it in some circumstances.

6 MR . FULLER: Yeah.

7 JUDGE HECHT: The other question I
8 was just visiting with Luke about early on. I
9 sense some of the problem with the manner of

10 perfecting appeal and what the consequences are
11 to lie in the burden of filing the cost bond.

12 It has always struck me as strange that an

13 insurance company should make 40 bucks every

14

15

16

17

18

time somebody dec ides to appeal a case ~ d the

parties ought to be able to go ahead and notice

their appeals and then make whatever ovisions
for cost they want to make among themselves.

But the minimal cost bond that is

19 required to be filed, I' m ~ot sure that does
20

21

22

23

24

25

anything except waste money and perhaps there

ought to be ,some consideration given to just

sayingJ "Look, I noticed my appeal I invoked

the jurisdiction of the appellate court, and I

want t~o mov.e f or1J'lard. "

It seems to me that the reason for a
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

cost bond is, we say, "Well, in most cases, the

appellate cost is going to be about "X" dollars,

so everybody has to put up " X" dollars to p 1
But just wonder if that really bears keepi
after a ¡.i.hile.

~ ~

MR. ivIc :tIAIl' S : Now, the cour t

reporter will be somewhat perturbed if you take

away at least a source of collection in the

event of default. And maybe the clerk's

offices, too; although, if you send the original

record up, tha t may not be a problem g

JUDGE HECH'l: I could solve that

probl em As far as the court reporter is

14 concerned, I do think some provision ought to be

15 made for paying the court reporter in advance or
16 at least giving the court reporters an
17 opportunity to make whatever arrangements with

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the party he or she wants to make.

MR. McConnico In reality, areD t
they already doing that?

JUDGE kECHT Sometimes they get

trapped.
lYIR l~rcMAINS: But there is authority

for proposition. You cannot deny somebody a

record because of their failure to advance the
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1 cost and preparation of the statement of facts.

2 And the remedy. actually, for the court reporter

3 for that is by adjustment of the bond if it is
4 going to be for more than that

5 And for that matter, there are
6 provisions in the trial court rules already on
7 ruling for costs, requiring people-- to
8 deposi t-- (not audible ) -- deposition costs.
9 Start eliminating all of the bonding

10 requirements that we have, you have got a lot of
11 other rules to think about.
12 CHAI SOULBS: On that second

13 element then, what is the consensus? Is th e a
14 feeling that even if the perfecting party s

15 the ball, anybody else has still got to get
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

record in there within the ordins ti t
are prescribed or that we should bill some er
times and then maybe other parties coul ste in
at a later time maybe and iet the al-- keep

the appeal ioing? I haven't said that ve

well, but...
MR. BEARD: Are you saying~ Luke,

after the 15 days has passed in which you could

ask for an extension is gone, and then you' re

going to-- it seems like it ought to be gone at
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1

2

3

4,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

that point.

CHAIRi'IAI\ SOULE S : Well, if r.1e are

going to make everybodY moni tor the appeal who

wants to keep it going, we might as well just

require them to perfect and request the

transcript, statement of facts, and go ahead and

put the-- put it to them to take their own

appeal"

MR. BEARD: But in the case where

you're not going to appeal unless this other

fellow perfects appeal and goes forward, you

have not had to do anything before to get your

appeal going" If he drops, you! re willing to

14 qu it" That is the whole-- that's what I thought

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

we were trying to reach" If he quits, I don't

care. If you really care about going forward,
then you ought to be protected.

MR. BISHOP:

MR BEARD

I think that is right.

At least, that's the way

r view it

'filR BISHOP: I think that s right"

I think the situation-- at least that I have had

in mind while we have been talking about this--

is the one where you primarily have a plaintiff,

a defendant, a third-party defendant. The
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1 plaintiff loses appeals and the defendant

2 doesn i t care to go forward against the

3 third-party defendant or on any counterclaims

4 unless the plaintiff goes forward on the appeal.

5 And I guess the question there is
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

whether or not the defendant should be able to--

without filing anything upfront, still be able

to continue and appeal against the third-party

defendant or a counterclaim Then I guess there

may be other situations other than that one, but

I wonder if you couldn't solve that particular

problem by referring to a limited situation

involving derivative rights or something like

that. Rusty mentioned at one time that he had

brought that up. I m not sure how you would do

25

it, but I think we're getting very complicated

and away from that kind of situation in some of

the things we're talking about.

JUDGE HECHT: If you're satisfied

with judgment, you ought never have to appeal.
If you like the judgment the way it is, you

ought to stand silent from then on and just-- if

the other side lobbies salvo with the jUdgment,

you can just stand up there and do whatever you

can to defend it, whether the trial judge

24
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1

2

3

4

5

thought of it or not and try to protect

judgment It you are satisfied with the

judgment, you ought to be quiet and never have

to file anything.

¡vIR ,. .BISHOP: But in this situation,

6 you're satisfied with the judgment. But if it

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

is going to get overturned against youi you want

to be able to overturn it on the third-party

cl m against somebody else. And the question

is, within the original time limits, do you have

to go forward and file your own appeal against a

third-party not knowing what the plaintiff is

going to do?

JUDGE HECHT: How is that handled in

Federal court, Mike?

¡vIR. HATCHELL: Cause reversed and

remanded for entry of judgment in accordance

with his opinion. And you, frankly, frequently

don't knot.;. Wha t I'm w'onder ing is fit is so

difficult to spa of these issues in the

abstract, but it seems to me like Rule

Bl(b) (1)-- or maybe that is not it1 but whatever

rule says the Court of Appeals renders a

judgment the trial courtshould have rendered

takes care of part of that and Turner, Collie
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

and Braden (phonetic) takes care of another part

of it" The third-party action is the one that

bothers me.

ï/fRø BISHOP: Well, it seems to me

that to the extent that we are reworking the

Rules, that that is the one that has some

legitmate claim to maybe the defendant should

8 have a right to sit back and wait to see if the
9 appeal is perfected against him before he

10 perfects one against a third-party defendant

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

But on the other situations, I don't think that

roost parties should be able to sit back.

Because if they want to complain about somethi

and it is not contingent, I guess, to what you

have been bringing up, then they ought to have

to bring it forward within the original time

limits.

11

12

13

14

15

16

CHAIRÏ'IA,N SOULES: So every party

that wants to complain of the judgment should

perfect an independent appeal, right?

appeal?

It's own

J.IR.. BEARD: Again

CHAIRMAN SOULES; No, he's not

talking about gambling.

l1R. B El~RD :

He's talking about--

You can only always
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

gamble on the one party going through with it--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: NOr that's not

what Doak is saying. Doak is saying that you

don' t get to brief into it later on unless

you're conditional.
Tomi I' II get to you in just a

second. Let me ask this. How do you ge t thi s

9

situation, though, Poak? You have got

plaintiff f defendant, and 10 third-party

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

defendants. You see. this will reach that

This will reach one or 10 or however you want

align the parties. It doesn't make any

to

difference I'm not saying-- again, I'm not

trying to sell it; but what I have tried to do

is carry this to the point where because of some

denomination, nobody is cut off.

As 1 on gas you can de fin e a cas e to

a finite Dumber of parties and you define who

they are, you can write a rule. Bu t then

whenever you add a factor to that, that rule

doesn' t work because it is too simple. I t only

22 works on a little bit simpler situation.
23 I don't know whether this is right
24

25

or no t . Maybe all we're doing is going to get

to a point where we l re just not going to change
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1 anything; but perfecting the appeal, you're now

2 talking about getting the points preserved

3 before the appellate court. You i re talking

4 about the whole process, aren't you?

5 MR. BISHOP: Yes.

6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Not just the

7 filing of the cost bond?

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR. BISHOP: That's right. and I'm

going beyond tha t. I 1 m trying to f ina some

principle by which we can limit what I thi

we're doing and somehow simplify ~t Talk about

contingent appeals or some such limiting

principle And I don't know what it is I

haven't gotten a grasp of it. But that's what

15 I m trying to get at here.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tom Davis.
17 MR. DAVIS: I think we need to talk
18 about this in specifics instead of generalities;
19 and I wonder if we want to make some complicated

20 thing here to cover a situation that may never
21 come up in a bl ue moon. But I see two different

22 situations. where you don t want to object to
23 the jUdgment because you like it just the way it
24 is; but, on the other hand, you recognize the

25 possibility that that judgment could get Changed
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1 upstairs, in which case f you do have some

2 comments that you would like to make for it. I

3 think that is one situation.
4

5

6

7

8

Or the other situation is where you

just decide, "Well, I' m not involved in this
This can't ever happen to me, a

back and ride it."

JUDGE HECHT: As I think of it, it

!' II just sit

9 seems to me that the practice in the Federal

10 system is that if you like the judgment the y

11 it is, you don't have to appeal

12 MR. HATCHELL: Right.
13 JUDGB HECHT: But you can take the
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

position in your appellate papers that if the

Court of Appeals is going to do anything to that

judgment that affects you that you want them to

consider doing this other stuff that will help

you out. So that you can wait-- as appellee you

can wait until the appellant says, "Judge, we

want"-- "Court. we want you to reD r this

judgment over here."

And you can see that if they do

that, that is going to at f ect your rights; and

then you can come in at the appellee' s point and

25 sayi "Well, I don't agree with that ! think
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1 you ought to leave it the way it is But if you

2 do change it, don i t forget about these

3 third-party defendants over here. H Then, of

4 course, the third parties come in and say

5 whatever they want to.

6 MR BISHOP: So you can raise t

7 in the Federal courts in your cross points?

8 JUDGB BECHT: I believe that's

9 right.
10 MR. HATCHELL: Its not a

11 of raising it There no such t

12 points ft There is also no such
13 in an appellee. s brief a

14 our system, the Federal c
15 the appeals courts don't
16 So it $ kind-- i
17 to
18

19 from raising it because
20 HR. HATe
21 MR. McMAI I

22 fundamentally-- and .aybe ta
23 though-- that is, that if t comp
24 make is one that originates in
25 judgment, then that is one question of e
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1

2

3

4:

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

or not you ought to be able to make that

complaint rRithout going ahead and perfecting an
appeal and/or making .further complaint in the

trial court about it.

Now, it may be an insignificant

complaint, and that is really where you get into

the philosophical problem of "It ain' t big
enough for ~e to appeal, but if somebody else is

going up, then I'll talk about it."

If the complaint originates in the

trial court's judgment, then perhaps the

obligation, along the lines of one fix, requires

that it be appealed. You can protect the other

14 party because just as a matter of general
15 appellate procedure, here if an error originates
16 in the court of appeals, in the modification of
17 the judgment and for the first time a judgment
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

is rendered against you that wasn't there before

or affecting you that wasn't there before, there

isn' t anything in our rules now that requires
you to anticipate that at any earlier time. You

can raise it when that happens, when the Court

of Appeals happens. So the real question we're

focusing on is error originating in the

judgmenti not that is contingent upon that
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judgment being different

MR. BISHOP: Okay. I understand

that
MR. MclllAINS: So that is one

limiting principle from that standpoint, ich I
don' t think is actually a proble. now in te s

of the second part. :i think the seco part is

f rom a

says you make it for the first t

up to the appellate court level.
fact, a lot of the things we' re conce

we may not know that early, that we want t

We do

wea matter of procedural in a jurisdicti

already recognize

perfect an appeal from a jUdgment that

there yet. We are pretty strange, but

strange yet

The real question is,
a complaint. It is a le

perhaps. It may be aggr .tad

in the Court of

Wha t do you do

never made tha t

at this poi
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1 about something.

2 It may actually be, as in the
3 Plastex (phonetic) case, which the Court just

4 wrote on and which this issue came up, which is

S the one in which there is-- the plaintiff sues
6 two defendants and loses as to one i wins as to

7 one.
8 The plaintiff doesn't care about the money lost

9 against him because he1l1 get all of the mOD

10 from th other one.
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Defendant. inconvenient to complain

about the other defendant because they

of in the same shoes about defect. cate

for him to be complaining about h i

the plaintiff i s issue is a little

nd

so

o

contr ution context, inco

position on appeal that the

evidence to hit me eit Th a s

the Court of Appeals says ~o the p

"Okay. You go back. We're go! t

this to you. ~ Then all of a suddewi

f

r

th

plaintiff sits there and says, "Well, t
minute. I want everybody back." And en ey

say, "Too late as to the other efend t."
"WeIli I would like him back too."
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20
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22

23

24

25

"Too late You should have said

something earlier. n Now, that is ODe that we

have got there that i5-- which the Court, with

all due respect, merely said that he had not

presented the issue. It didn't say what he

didn't do or when he didn' t do it. It just said

it was too late. Whatever he did was too late.

I can't tell from the opinion what

it was that he didn f t do that the Court thought

that he had. But he didn't start in the trial

court, and that sounded like what the Court was

saying. But you didn't use the magic words.

You just said it didn t appeal as to these

grounds rather thaD it didn't perfect an a

JUDGE HECHT:

wandering.

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

JUDGE HECHT: Oh,

Plastax.
the Plas t

MR. McMAINS: )Y'eah. The

You had said they didn't appeal that issue. You

didn't say what Hdidn f t appeal n means. I mean i

whether he dropped the ball after the bond or

wha tever .

JUDGE HECHT: i though t we were

worrying about whether a defect was required in
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1 a brief warranty case context, and it turns out

2 we were arguing about something else. If I were

3 to tell you that we focused on that and made an

4 intelligent decision, I would be exaggerating.

S MR McMAINS: But to say that it

6 ska ted through and nObody caugh tit would be

7 safe, right?
8 MR BISHOP: That raises aoot
9

10

11

12

13

14

lS

16

17

situation than the one I was thinking of

you have got a pure indemnity. Therei you

re

ve

got, for example ~ a winning de ant
los defendant and t nni

doesn' t want to appeal

somebody appeals as to him. Th

a ppe 81 his c r o. s c 1 aim a ga ins t e

defendant aut if e do It

original time limit the we

L8 lo i.. Am:t r i gh t?

MR. McMAINS: .(
19

~o Coneeiveably. It depends-- I
21

~2

23

~4

wha't Plast stands for term

default occurred. It II t t
never raised the issue in motion for rehe 9

either. I just honestly can' tell:from the

~5 opinion.
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1

2

3

MR. HATCHELL: Or what is the basis

from which it is lost.

MR. IlfcM,AINS : That 's right. I mean,

4 it just says he didn't appeal on that issue, and

5 it didn't say-- it is not clear to me where it

6 is that he didn't I mean, it is obvious tha

7 he didn i t file a bond.
8

9

10

JUDGE HECHT: Even though I would

like to, I can't disspell that. It may not be--

IIfR. Me 1\1 A INS: I understand. I

11 understand.

12 MR BISHOP Do we not have any

13 provisions contingent of this? Isn't that what
14 we're really talking about?
15

16

17

1.8

19

20

MR HATCHELL: We don't have-- only

in the Supreme Court level do we have that. We

have a conditional appliCation for writ, of

course. I have signed and signed conditional

points as appellant, but there is no--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, we have

21 talked about this. How does the Committee feel

22 about extending some sort of time relief to a
23 party who has relied on different parties'
24 perfect of appeal when the different party, the
25 first appealer (sic) ,doesn't finish getting the
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1

2

3

record to the Court-- to the appellate court?

MR DAVIS: Is that different from

what they have under the i5-day rule?

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES Yes. Something in

5

6

7

8

addition to that How many favor gi ving the

other parties something in addition to the 15

days available to the original party? How many

favor giving additional time or additional

9 relief for that? How many think there should be

10 no additional time or relief for that?
11 Everybody that is voting is saying no additional
12 time to complete the appellate record
13 How many feel that the other parties
14 should be able to complete the appellate record
15 even though they did not file a cost bond?
16 PROF. CARLSON: Within--
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Within the time

18 period that is provided for the original
19 perfecting party to do so How many feel that

20 the other parties should not have that right?
21 That' s-- everybody that voted said no additional
22 time, but another party should be permitted--

23 Bnd I guess that is the law now, isn't it,
24 Rusty?
25 MR. K. FULLER: You figured that out
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

real quick.

CHAIRMAN SOULES

MR. K. FULLER:

I guess.

I think it is the

law, too, Luke.

MR. McMAINS: I t depends on wha t the

default is. The only problem is the bond. And

it is not my view of the law now, necessari

that mere filing of a bond, even without a

notice, adheres to the benefit of

parties.

intended to vote yes on.

CHAIRMAN SOULE~:

intending to say to Judge Hecht

that that is our position? All in
up your hands.

MR. DAVIS:

JUDGE HECHT: Wha t I hear

is, if "An files a cost bond but

record, Hal! can file a record as

so wi thin the same period of
and raise any point he wants to

CHAI

MR

SOULES:

K. FULLER:

today--
C IRMAN SOULES: All 0 to
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1

2

3

that, hold your hands up. Tha't's a vote of
about eight to oneil guess. So that takes care

of two middle points, doesn't it? Somebodi"

4 defaults and somebody else can fix it but no

5 additional time is permitted.

6 Now then, somebody does manage to
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

get some-- maybe "A" files a cost bond, "B"

requests a statement of facts f "C" goes over and

gets a statement of facts and files it, "n"

req'Liested the transcript and "E" goes over and

gets a transcript and files it. But when you

look at when respective parts of the appellate

record get filed, they are all there on time

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

So now it is briefing time, and "An

through "E" and maybe "1"" through "Z" can file a

brief raising anything they want to raise if

they were parties to the trial court's judgment.

I mean, is that the next-- is that the n

logical progress ion of this or not?

18

lViR. K. FULLER: It looks to me like

the first one to file a brief is the appellant

l'1R. HATCHELL: Yeah, except he is

now out of the picture, you see

CHAIRlvIAN SOULES: Somebody' has to

get a brief in there within the period and then
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1

2

3
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

wha t? Do we--

liIR. McMAIN S : Everybody is wai ting

to cross point

CHAIRlV1AN SOULES: Does this, then,

set in motion what I call a daisy chain, for

lack of some better descriptive word,

person recognizing some appellate jao

within a finite period of time, file

brief if they were a

judgment? That is-- I'm trying to get-- we e

ere ch

can,

the record on file, "A" through uE "

I f you'veMR. BISHOP:

defendants, does this
14 theoretically, have 30
15 CHAI
16 or 5 da or one
17 have got to--
18 bri file a
19 We have tal d about

20 brief on everybody of the
21 so that they. have some notice
22 they are in jeopardy by your
23 doesn i t help anything if the
24 your brief had to have a brief on
25 time you filed your brief because it s
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22

23

24

25

know,but it aiD' t very helpful i you know.

l"1R. BEARD Luke, can we make

everybody file within the time if they have a

complaint about that judgment? If they want to

cross point, they can respond to the other; but

if they have a complaint about the judgment as a

stand, they have to file within the time. That

would eliminate all of that. Then you jus t file

your cross points if you have got somebody

filing a brief that is raising a question

CHAIRl"LAN SOULES: Sur e . We can

write a rule that says that. Bu t wha t abou t the

party who-- McConnico is a hell of a lot smarter

than me and he sees the error and I don' t and

we're co-defendants and he files. Am I ou t, or

do I get to file a brief within 30 days of his

to raise the same point so that my defendant has

the same protections on appeal that he got his

defendant?

MR. BEARD: I haven't reached a

conclusion on this.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Now we' re really

getting down to what this is sort of about. I

don't know that we're ever going to get it, but

we'll take it a step at a time and try and
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

decide what will happen i whether we "re going to

liberalize the entry into the appellate process

and to what extent. We said we're going to

liberalize by letting anybody file, but we're

not going to liberalize by giving any more time.

Tha t would be our view.

Now, this scheme that I have, it

doesn't identify any class of briefers.

Everybody is the same t and they all get 30 days

from each other. Or it could be 10 days. It
11 makes no difference to me. But the reason that
12 I had trouble with that is-- again, I'm not
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

trying to sell it. I'm just trying to give you

the thought processes. I' m not sure tha t we can

always say who is a cross appellant and who is

an appellant, what is really a cross point and

what is really a main point. I mean, those are

some pretty sophisticated issues to decide

sometimes. That' s why a lot of people go ahead

25

and perfect their appeal because they don i t know

what the hell they've got.

And if we i re trying to put a person
who doesn t know what the hell they've got in a

position of doing something about it when they

reali ze it f and rather than putting a caut ious

22

23

24
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1,

5

6

7

8

9

10
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12
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14

15

16

17

18

19

person who doesn't know what the hell he has got

to perfecting an appeal right out of the gate,
you know, then we ough t to say tha t . Or '\~e

ought to tell themi "No You don i t know wha t

you.'ve got. You better perfect your"-- v~hich is
what w/e have got:. rightno'\/f. So we don i t Deed to

change anything to tell anybody that if they

feel like they have got some risk, they better

perfect an appeal because that is the only way

to be completely in safe harbor.

MR. Ie. FULLER i'¡hat you are

struggling with now, though, is the line-up that

you may-- how you start the daisy chain?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah. Just
somebody starts it. I don't care whether you

call them appellee, appellant f cross appellant,

counter appellant.

MR. K. f!'UL.LER: Sounds to me like

the first one to file--

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: I guess the first

21

22

23

24

25

one to file a brief would be the appellant under

what we are talking about because the guy that

files the cost bond, he may not even be involved

until he decides to file a brief out there

la,ter. He files a cost bond-- a filed cost bond
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1 and quits. But in the future, he can still file
2 a brief if :a, C, D and E did their thing to get

3 the record up there and somebody files a brief

4 and he is not 30 days past that or some time

5 line. This is really what weare talking about,

6 how this operates. It may be a bad idea t
7 what is the census of-- the sense of the

8 Committee on whether that is a b or good i ar

9 MR. B 1. u ke, let me a you

10 The question of the case wh e u hathis
11 got two defeDdan i and one do It re gn

12 has got ground. for t j
13 expandthecarried ? You

14 aii kinds of cases where

15 appe a i and the Cour t r e a

16 parties.
17 CHAI ..

18

19 know.
20 CHAI SOUL:e IS:

21 what is wroag with the cases. ou

22 reconcile them. ADd X dOD't

:2 3 time as Rus ty and Mike trying to r

24 cases; but I 40 know that-- I don i th e

25 are as many answers as there are questions ut
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1 th is. Am I right, Mike?

2 JYIR. HATCHELL: That's right. It's
3 the problem we have.

.4 CHAIRJYIAN SOULES: So do we want a

5 simple way to let parties get in under--

6 nonethelessi under a finite time period? That

7 is the reason for the 30 days or some number of

8 days. You can' t let the appeal expand without

9 time limit, at least. You may let it expa

10 without predicate and without issue limitations

11 but at some point the record has to be closed

12 and the Court has to decide the case. Tom.

13 MR DAVIS: Without being

14 facetious, I suggest we reply

15 Court that we think this i. . very

16 questioni one that has lots of as

17 and we suggest that they decide it on

18 case-by-case basis. That' s what they

19 do.

20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: You wan t us

21 cer ti fy thei.r ques tioD back? Is tha t ?,

22 MR. DAVIS: I think that's about

23 where we are.

24 MR. BISHOP: Seriously, the more we

25 get into it, it seems that there are more
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1 more complications. And we're going to have to

2 write a rule if we do this that is going to be

3 so complicated; and, theoretically, at least,

4 allow tremendous time before YOU know o is in

5 on appeal and who ~sn' t in on appeal. I am more

6 inclined now to go back to where we were and

7 simply to say that to simplify things, eve one

8 ought to have to file within the orig 1 t
9 periods ~

10 MR. HATCHELL: ! think Justice

11 really pointed us down the 1:0 I, a

12 knows he was doing this, headi us d

13 Fede s t em. Be c a U8

14 Luke is
15 happens when everybOdY ge

16 court and suddenly it da
17 be appealing on t I: ,~'" .

18 don It 1

19 those people who don't k i
20 the i r rob 1 em s a r. . So if we

21 just like yau do in
22 you have at least got to file a no
23 appeal-- you know, let everybOdY know

24: coming, II and if you wan t to give a

25 contingency-type thing where en U .. file
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5

6

7

8

9

10

Ii
12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

notice, I have 10 more days~ then I can file one

and make everybody commit at that point~ In the

Federal system, these just aren't issues. The

briefing things just fallout just naturally

Everybody agrees to a briefing schedule; and,

you know, down the road you go.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Suppos e there are

5 parties to the trial court and we get to "ED

and everything is filed and so we have five

participants and somebody files a brief. DC"

files a brief, so "C" is the appellant if we say

tha t . All right? From that day forward, you

have got four 30-day periods in which people

have to file an opening brief. That's 120 days.

So in 120 days, that record is closed and ready

to be decided. But reply briefs can come on.

When you look at this, it is

uncomplicated in the sense that it doesn't make

any difference what kind of party it is. We

don' t have to worry about what kind of party we

are because no matter what kind of party we are,
we can file a brief within 30 days of the last

brief filed by somebody else. And I gues s

24 within 15 days of that because of the 15-day

25 escape valve. So theoretically, you can have
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1 four 45-day periods. So you could have-- what

2 is that-- 180 days before the briefing stops,

but there is only one opening brief that has got

to be filed

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR BISHOP: If you have 30

defendants, then--

CHAIRMAN SOULES If you have 30,

then you have 30. Righ t .

JUDGE HECHT Could we go back to

something that Bill Dorsaneo said earlier? I

think there is much virtue in being able to know

at the very beginning what my responsibilities

and what my risks are going to be. And if you

say, to be an appellant in this case, if you--

15 on any issue about the judgment that you don't
16 like as it is signed by the trial court, if
17 there is some part of that judgment that you
18 donI t like ,you have to invoke the trial court
19 jurisdiction by filing a cost bond or notice of
20

21

22

23

24

25

appeal or whatever the procedure is by "XU date,

so many days after the judgment is signed.

I f anybody else does it and you have

a situation where, for example, plaintiff wins

everything he is asking for. but for some reason

the district court awards cost against him, you
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1

2

know, he takes the judgment and pays the costs

But if the defendant is going to appeal, he

3 would just as soon not have to pay the cost.

4 Then you have a circumstance that if any party

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

does invoke the Court's jurisdiction at some

point, another party has a certain short amount

of time to do likewise.

A.t that point, the people tha t did
that are appellants. They each have the

independent responsibility to see that the

record has got to the appellate court. r.t'he

12

13

14

15

appellees have no responsibility. 'rhey don't

have to worry abou tit. They don't haVe to lie

16

behind the law and say I would really like to

raise a couple of points in my brief, but I will

just wait and see if they get the record there

and I won't have to scramble around at the end.17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

They don't have to go first. They don't get to

go first Whoever were the appellants, they

have to go fir s t a Whoever are the appellees,

they have to go next. It kind of sorts itself

out. That is one scheme which has some virtue

to it.
The other one which you point out

is, if any bod yc a n invoke the j u r :i.s die t ion , then
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14
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16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

somebody-- the Rules or something is going to

have to decide at some point, these people have

to go first, these people have to go next, and

these people have to go after that in order to

set some order in the presentation of the

issues. Because, as Rus ty says fl' m going to
want to go second or third or fourth. I don't

want to go first because then I just may file a

supplemental brief. As soon as I see what

everybodY else says, it doesn't make a

d iff ere nee how sma r t I am or how sma r tIt h ink I

am, I'm going to figure out something of what

they say that I wish I would have put in my

brief and I may want to do that~

lYIR. D,åVIS Your situation assumes

that there may be something about the trial

court' s judgment that they want to complain

abou t . Suppose there isn' t anything abou t the
trial court's judgment as it now stands? Then

they could raise any point that they want to

complain about; but, obviously, it could be

changed. Do they have to present that?

JUDGE HECH'!': No. Then they can--

you can raise-- as I understand the Federal

rule, you can raise anything in the appellate
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2

court that you .want to raissi whether the trial

court thought of it or not, in defense of the

1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

trial court's judgment. And if the Court of

peals is going to take a position that is
different from the trial court that all of a

sudden impacts you on a way that you couldn't

have anticipated. you can argue about that and

defend against that.
iYIR. DJ.. VI S : Even if you could

anticipate it, you shouldn't have the burden to

go on lj.d th--

JUDGE HECH'I' That's right. I

misstated. Right. Yeah. Even if you couldn't

anticipate it.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wha t do we do i.¡'i th

all of this? Judge, what do you suggest we do

with all of this to serve the Court?

18 JUDGE HECHT I tell you, Luke,

19

20

21

22

23

there are just so many pretty deep philosophical

issues here As I was thinking earlier f I

24

believe this Committee could reach a consensus

on anyone of two or three approaches to the
problem r which we're probably solving .

When you are talking about changes

of this magnitude, the Supreme Court is not25
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1,4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

going to-- I would imagine tha t they would adopt

any change that you recommended on a very deeply

divided vote, If the vote were six to three.

and only half the members were present-- and

you' re talking about these kind of changes in

the appellate system-- I think they're just not

going to do that. Even if it was seven to two,

I just doubt that seriously ey would wade into

that kind of swamp with no more assurance than

seven out of 36 members of this Committee think

it is a good idea.

don't think.
That's just not enough, I

Maybe the best thing-- now that we

have sort of outlined the parameters of the

problem, maybe the best thing to do is f at one

of the early conferences in September. present

an outline to the Court of where we are on this,

'í'Ìha t the var ioiis choi c e s are, how 'two or thre e

systems could operate and see if they would want

to pick, if they have a preference.

If they don't have a preference, if

they want tos end it back to you, if they just

want to leave it the way it is-- maybe it is

time for some feedback from the Court. 1-\nd I,

frankly, don' t know-- the only consistent theme
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I hear from the other judges that I don't think

there is any disagreement about is that it

ought to be simple and it ought to make the

most-- it ought to be inexpensive and it ought

to be easiest for somebody to take a substantive

position without tripping over his feet if he is

not the most skillful appellate craftsman in the

world. I think that is the consistent voice i

hear from the Court. Other than that, I don't

hear it strong. So perhaps I should carry back

this. We have got a record made of it We can

look at the record of it and see what they

think.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. We I 1,

way of summary then and listening, if you

and help me get this right-- we

there should be only one party who

to perfect the appeal by filing ei

bond or notice of appeal whatev

the right paper; and right now, it's

bond.

Thereafter i any party of the t .1

Court i s judgment or a series of parties should
be able to carry the appeal to the point where

the record is filed and somebody has got a brief
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20
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22

23

24

25

on file. Tha t tha t all needs to be done under

the present timing. Even though it can be done

by multiple parties, serious parties' time

limits should not be changed to grant additional

relief because some parties were relying on

another who stumbled. That is just-- they all

stumble together if that occurs.

MR,. DAVIS: Under your time period,

you have got 15 days to come in and get an

extension of time and you could extend it for

six months if the Court wanted to?

CHAIRlilAN SOULES: Sure. The way

it-- the time as they function--
MR. DAVIS If you want time ¡ you

have got to ask for more time within 15 days?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Right. rl'hat's the

in'tent of this. Then af ter tha t, how the

criteria on hOw-- we are all agreed up to that

point; is that right? Okay ~le're all agreed

to that point. Af ter that, how it is that

multiple parties get their points before the

Court, we don't have any consensus on tha t. '1'11e

vehicle or the classes of parties or the times.

Is that fairly stated? Tom.

MR. DAVIS: It just occurred to me,
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if some parties that dian t file a bond are

going to have to come in within 15 days, and~-

say somebody falls down on the appeal. Somebody

that doesn't file a bond within i5 days has to

come in and ask the Court of Appeals for an

extension of time to get it filed. 'Vlhy can't

they at that same time be required to ask the

court to establish a brief in sequence as to

when the brief should be filed from those

parties that want this extension of time?

CHAIRlYIAN' SOULES: Well, that is a

way. Really, what we're talking about is

exactly there. I mean i we have now got the cos t

bond on file, the record-- statement of facts on

file. the transcripts have been filed-- either

the transcript or the original record has been

filed and anybody can brief that was a party to

the trial court i s judgment at that point. But
la e ha v e not res 0 i v e d - - wed 0 n 't h a v e a con s ens u s

on how to define the parties into maybe classes

of how they might brief or the points or the

sequence that they would be briefing in. Is

that fairly stated? Okay Steve nodded, so I

guess that is fairly stated.

25 Let's spend about ten minutes maybe,
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9

10

11
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14

everybody kind of saying what they think would

be a workable sequence £or all of these parties

from trial court's judgment that are now

entitled to assert points. tqha t are the

mechani~s of their doing so? Tom Davis

MR. DkI.VIS: My suggestion might be

that on a case-by-case basis when these parties

are granted additional time to file the record,

part of the relief they need to ask for is to

establish a briefing schedule and let the

appellate court on a case-by-case basis decide

who should go firs t and how many days they

should have.

CHAIRMl~N SOULES: The only problem I

15 see with that, is suppose you have got Party Y

16 who hasn 1 t done anything yet and who sn i t even
17 come to court and the Court doesn't even know

18 that he is supposed to have a briefing schedule

19 because he hasn't said anything.
20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. DAVIS: I would say ma he is

out of luck.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. That is one

solution. Rusty, do you have a suggestion on

how that might work?

l1R. r'icl\1AINS: I think that-- again,
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1 I come back to the distinction that was made

2 whether you. re-- if your complaint is one

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

originating from the trial court' s judgment, I

real ly think that if you in t e fl d to appeal , you
should be treated as an appellant. You should

h.a vet he 0 b 1 i gat ion as the a p p e II an t to file

that brief to address any complaints you h e to

the trial court' s judgment, period. And then

everybody else is treated as an appellee. It

may well be that other appellants will alsO be

treated as appelleesi but we have that .it

no'i1' .

15

multipl
par

and wha.

The prOblem

appellants. But

what you c

eve ody I
1

s anyway,

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

B t t
30 - know i a bunch of

CHAI SOULES ~ So

keepthe same briefi
provides?

edule r

MR. McMAINS: Keep th B

schedules except perhaps you would sert
thing that says that in re onse to one of

briefs if something comes up where a compl nt

is made that somehow is against you that¡ you
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1 know, was not in any way related to your

2 complaints in your original briefing, that you

3 have a right to respond to that But that is--
4 that only gives everybody. basical ly, one chance

5 to see everybody' s opening shot, if there are

6 any.
7 MR. DAV S: You are assuming someone
8 goes on with the appeal What we i re talking

9 about is when somebody is dropping the ball on

10 appeal. Aren't you drawing the distinction-- I
11 agree with you, that if they want to object
12

13

14

about that judgment, they maybe should perfect

appeal; but we' re also talking about . ti

where they don i t want to object about tr
15 court' s judgment yet.
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. McMAINS: I unders t

I think if 30 days is past-- for iust

the perfection of appeal-- and nobo

filed a brief i then you better move

extension to file your brief if yOU have a

complaint as. to the trial court if you t

carry it forward. Now, if you're willing to go

, t

home at thB t poin t, then maybe you don' t w

appe al--

to

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Desk t how do you
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think a briefing schedule ought tD work after we

have got the record all there?

l"fR. BISHOP: WeIli I tend to agree

i.1ith Rusty. I am more inclined to maintain the

briefing schedule we have got in the rules now.

l~IR. McJ:J.AIl\rS: And that's the w to
argue the problems. We keep using appeiiant and

appellee everywhere and we keep cutting down the

argument, expanding the number of people that

are a certain animal. We have got all other

places to deal with i too, if we carry it out too

far
CHAIRl"fAN SOULES: Judge Peeples, do

you have a suggestion?

JUDGE PEEPLES I think I like

Rusty's suggestion, but I would like to hear

Mike Hatchell's He does a lot of this i too.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: lI~ll right. l-1ike.

MR. HATCHELL: What factuai scenario

are we talking about now? Are we talking about

where there has been a fumble or--

CHAIRIYJAN SOU:LES: No. We i re past

tha t . If there has been a fumble. it is over.

We have resolved that that is where we want the

Court tostay~ But there wasn't a fumble.
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2

3

Somebody always managed-- it was a rugby.

Somebody always managed to keep the ball in

play This made-- till they got it scored. So

4 we have got the record up to the Court and we're

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

now to the briefing schedule How should it

t-ïork?

MR. HATCHELL: Then I think-- and we

are abandoning the concept that an appellee

cannot respond by cross points?

CHAIRMAN' SOULES: No. We haven' t

abandoned anything. We are asking for your

conception o£ how-- a good way for this to work

in its entirety without any limitations

MR. HATCHELL: Personally, I'm with

Doak and Rusty as a preference. I guess that is

16 just that I don't like our present practice.
17 But if you go to that practice, it seems to me
18 like you also back down and say that the party

19 who files that initial brief has named himself
20 as an appellant somewhere down in the trial
21 court by an appeal bond or notice of appeal.
22 And, also i the Federal rules are
23 very good about allowing the parties themselves
24 to agree to a briefing schedule and the courts
25 approve them in a minute. So tha t would answer
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1 Tom's situation as well, when you have multiple

2 appellants and multiple appellees. They are

3 v e r y i i be r a lab 0 uta 11 01;'; in g the par tie s tog e t

4 together and agree "You file your briaf I i 11

5 file my brief "
6 CHAIRMAN SOOLES: But the parties

7 haven't agreed.

8 MR. HA TCHBLL : See, we don't even

9 have any rules relative to reply briefs or
10 responses to cross appeals .

11

12

13

14

CHAIRMAN SOULES: But the parties do

Wha t do younot agree They can' t agree.

s u 9 9 est i s the --

MR HATCHELL: Then the standard

15 Rules as they now exist i but prObably wi th the
16 addition of some rules relative to the filing
17 and reply rules.
18 C IRMAN SOULES Reply briefs
19 including cross points?
20 MR. HATCHBLL: Well. no, you clond t

21 have those a.nymore under my theory.

22 CHAIRlilAN SOULES: You don't have

23 what now?

24 l~¡R . TCHELL: You don' t have cross

25 points anymore
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES. What takes the
2 place of the cross points?

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

¡viR. HA'rCHELL:

an appellant--
CHAIRIV1AN SOULES:

Because everybody is

Everybody is an

appellant?
MR. HATCHELL: -- who is complaining

of the judgment, as Rusty pointed out.

!VIR. DAVIS: Cross point.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Then wha t

11 happens, then, when you don' t complain about a

12 trial court judgment ,but the Court-- you don l t

13 even partlcipats in the Court of Appeals, but
14 then the Court of Appeals does something that is
15 harmful to you?
16 MR. HATCHELL: File a motion for

17 rehearing.
18

19

CHAIRMAN SOULES You've got the

right to do that?

20 MR. HATCHELL: Uh-huh.
21 Certainly. Everybody is either an appellant or
22 an appellee. They are never, in my opinion i out
23 of the appeal.
24

25

CHAIRlvlAl\ SOULES.. Every party of the

trial court J s judgment is before the Court?
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

l'1R . HATCHELL: Yeah

C IRMAN SOULES: Does everybody

agree wi th tha t?
Buddy? Speak up.

MR. LOt'l:

! guess that' s right

In Federal court, just

dropping the ball. they have-- as Mike is aware

and everybody else here-- they have another

rule, it's pretty liberal. If you mess up on

your notice i which is perfection of appeal, the

trial court has-- for excusable neglect or so

forth, they are pretty liberal on that. I f you

drop the ball in Federal court, there is a rule

that will help pick it up for you.

CHAI RM.AN' SOULE S : Elaine, what is

your view?

PROF. CARLSON: I agree with Rusty's

idea, but I al so like your idea of making sure--

I guess, that is really covered now under the

rules-- but making sure that all parties to the

trial court judgment have notice of what is

going on throughou t the appeal. I thinlt that is

very important for terms of the process working.

And I think it might be well to put

in something on the reply side of this, such as

"unless the parties agree among themselves" or
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1 "unless the appellate court orders to the

2 contrary, then there is "XU number of days to

3 respond." Because what I hear here is that

4 people want a definitive period o£ time which

5 they know they have to respond but they also

6 want-- the rule could be clearer. The appellate

7 court and perhaps the recent idea of the parties

8 setting their own schedule to vary that

9 definitive time periOd so that parties do not

10 lose their position by virtue of an arbitrary
11 passage of days to reply.
12 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Did we get it

13 fixed-- I guess we did last time, that everybo
14 to the trial court gets served with everything.

15 Is that-- huh?
16 MR. K. FULLER: We voted on that
17 today, didn't we?
18

19

CHAIRMAN SOULES Not yet.

MR. K FULLER: Sometime or other,

20 we decided that

21

22

23

CHAIRMAN SOULE S : Tha t 's wha t !' m

that. Yes, it is.

I know we decided to do

It's in TRAP 46 on page 25~

trying to remember.

24 So that part it, we have taken care of; and the
25 rest-- well, that is just the bond.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

¡V1R. K" FULLER: had tha't

some ere i Luke.

CHAIRMAN SOULES No. .AI I we did

irJas-- "16 did the bond, but we-- did we do the

briefs and the judgments i too?

MR. K. FULLER I think we did.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Sarah said we

didn't. I believe we didn't. W'here is that

going to show up? That's not in this series of

rules here. Let's see. Okay. Help me now get

through at least these-- giving notice to

everybody because we i re in agreement on that.

Look a t page 102. It's No.5, but it would be

staying 4 because we're not going to do the rest

of these changes. But 4 i wh ere its a y s " Not ice

of Limitation of Appeal... to be served on all

parties to the trial court's final judgment," no

opposition to that? Okay That will be

recommended" Basically, what we're talking

about now is i everybody gets notice of what

going on in the appellate court anyway.

Now, on page 106, 74 a is jus t a

is

notice ruling. Is there any opposition to that?

Okay. That will be unanimously recommended.

JUDGE PEEPLES: Are we through wi th
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1

2

3

4.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

cross appeals?

CH.AIRMAN SOULES: Did you h.ave

something you wanted to add to that i Judge?
JUDGE PEEPLES: I'm unclear about

something. Rusty, Subparagraph C in this
proposal of yours, are you backing away from

that, or do you still agree with that, that the

appellee, who didn't independently perfect, can

complain by cross point in his brief?

MR. lilclv.AINS: I thought we kind o£

sort of chucked this to the Court as to what

exact format they were going to be doing. He

was just asking how we designate people. All

I' m-- he was just asking my preference on how

that designation is handled. I am kind of

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

halfway inclined-- if that is what you-- if you

go through a process where anybody can appeal

and you don't know who is doing it, that if

there is a complaint as to the trial court' s
jUdgment, you ought to be required to be

appellant.

16

JUDGE PEEPLES In a straigh.t,
two-party appeal?

l'lR. l'1cMAINS: I don't care :r mean,

I think--
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1 JUDGE PEEPLES: The appellee, if he

2 didn' t--
3 ¡VIR. Iv.cMA,IN'S: I think it should be

4 the same way for everybody, however many people

5 there are And that is-- you have to back away

6 from the Donworth if you want to make it

7 consistent for the two-party and multi-party,

8 and you're trying to figure out how to do this

9 by giving everybody the right to do it; but the

1 0 question is, to do what? And you start

11

12

13

14

redirecting what a cross point is. I'm no t

saying I want to do that.
~.ye do that--

I'm just saying, if

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Are you

15 suggesting, Judge, that you want to make some

16

17

move to adopt some of Rusty' s--
JUDGE PEEPLES: No, I don't. I

18 didn't understand Rusty saying that.
19 CHAIRlYl1liN SOULES: I'd be pleased to

20 entertain that if we want to do it.
21 JUDGE PEEPLES: I don't think I

22 agree with that, but it's not a big issue.
23 MR. DAVIS: I think I found a

24 correction you need to make in--

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: In which one, Tom?
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1 MR D,AVIS: Page 106 where you say

2 that you want a complete list of the names and

3 addresses of all of the parties and so forth

4 And then over here on page 107, when you exclude

5 the pages that are not counted within your 50

6 limitation, I donit think you include that list.
7 It could take up-- certainly, it. s going to take

8 up a page, maybe take up a couple of pages

9 listing them. Am I correct over there, that

10 that is not included with the exclusions?

11 MR. McMAINS; Those changes are not

12 proposed at this juncture.
13 MR. D,A.VI S : OJtay.

14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: What Tom wants to

15 do in (h), in the first sentence, is add the
16 list of names and addresses of parties.

17 MR DAVIS: Well, where you have

18 underlined it, it says "The total pages of
19 briefing by a party"--
20 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's not going

21 to pass. But the sentence above is the existing
i

22 rule i and if the Committee Mants to exclude that

23 list as such--
24 MR. McMAINS: Yeah, I think that is

25 right. We should be excluding that.
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1 CHAIRNAN SOULES Okay. We'll do
2 that. We will write that up that the length of

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

briefs under 74(h) will omit this list of

addresses-- list of parties and addresses

No opposition? That is unanimously recommended.

Okay. The next one I see this is in

91 where it says that the elerk-- wait a minute.

G-4- at is this? It would be "g. U We re

going to add a "gH on page 110 All briefs had

to be served on aii parties to the trial court i s
judgment. Any oppos i tion to that? That w 1 be

unanimously recomm ded. What rule number is

that? 74(q)?

And then 91, the clerk is

to notify all parties saying essentially

same thing~ parties to the trial court

17 judgment. Any opposition to that? i

18 recommended to the Court J then, animoual

19 And then go ba to 112, up'

20 motion" -- well, let i s see. Do we want to call
21 this-- chang~ this to Further Motion for

22 Rehearing rather than Second, Mike? Somebody

23 mentioned that that was a good idea earlier.
24 All it does is change a name.

25 MR. HATCHELL: Where are we?
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: TRAP 100, page

2 112, 100 Cd). That is just the top-- the thing

3 I'ro having is just to give notice; but should we
4 also change the name from Second to Furt r

5 Motion?
6 MR. BI SHIOP: I think that would be

7 a good idea.

8 MR. HATCHELL: Probably. It's

9 certainly getting that way in all of the courts.
10

11

CHAIRMAN SOULES Okay.

JUDGE RIVERA: In the midd of the

12 road, you call it "Further Motion."
13

14

15

16

17

18

CHAIRMAN SOULES: The text Calla it

that, doesn't it? t s just the title, isn't

it? And 100(d), the notice to be approved.

100 (d) and (a) No Okay. No, there is not a
notice.

Mike, does this atate-- this 100

19 state the law as you under and it to be now?
20 MR. HATCHELL: I do not have a
21 concept that there is any party to the judgment
22 that is not a party to the appeal either as an
23 appellant or an appellee. But on the other
24 hand, I don't have any particular objection,
25 certainly to the first edit~on in 100 (a). The
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1 last sentence kind of bothers me a little bit

:2 because I do not have a concept that anybody who

3 is affected by an opinion of the Court of

4 Appeals could not have filed a motion for

5 rehearing; but if that helps advance anything, I

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

don't h a v e any 0 b j e c t ion to i t

CHJl.IRMAl\ SOULES: If it did not?

Okay.

lVlR. HJI..TCHELL: I don' t under stand

this concept, "otherwise appeared in the

appeal."

CHAIRMAN SOULES at you are

13 saying, they are in the appeal, so they
14 otherwise--
15

16

17

18

MR. HATCHELL: I need to hear

somebody else Rusty'?

MR McMAINS: The underli d part is

part of his overall package proposal d the

19 thing is, I think that if there i.-- i1 you t
20 to complain about something that happen. in the

21

22

23

24

25

Court of Appeals that actually is a complaint

addressed to the trial court' 8 judgment i I think

there is a problem with not having filed a

br i e f Don't you?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Soomi t t last
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1 sentence?

2 MR" Me INS: You know t I don't know

3 whether-- I mean, my conception is that if the

4 points of error are-- you know, in our practice,

5 historically, have to essentially make a

6 complaint addressed to the trial court's

'7

8

9

10

11

12

judgment. I don't see how you can just kind of

side-step that and then complain for t first
time in the Court of Appeals if you didn t file

a brief making a complaint about the problems.

MR. HATCHELL: I thinkthi s is aimed

at appellees, though, isn't it? Or persons

13 other than the appellant?
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

CHAIRMAN SOULBS : Well, why don' twe

put the f st--

MR. McMAINS: No. I'm just saying,

though-- if you want to hit me--

C IRMAN SOULES

put the first sent--.

if 'Ç18 X4'ant to

MR. lYcMAINS: -- with a cross point

that hasn't raised a cross point--

CHAIRMAN SOULES -- in order to

23 advance this discussion, if we just drop out the
24 last suggested sentence but leave in "any party

25 to t trial court's final judgment who is
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1

2

3

affected by the Court of Appeals can file a

motion for rehearing," it doesnlt say that it's

not going to--
4 1"1 R. HAT C H EL L : Well, :( see what

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Rusty's concern is in the sense that-- you l re
saying are you not, that somebody who hasn l t

perfected anything, it makes it appear as if he

can then now perfect for rehearing?

MR. l':cMAINS: Yes. That way, I

\j'¡iould like to have this case reheard even though

you may never have ever heard from me before.

And what I want to complain about is something

that I could have told you six months ago.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. We 1 i, I

can't let this bog down. We' ve got too much

agenda" I thought everybody said awhile ago

this is what the law was now. I guess not.

PROF" CARLSON ~1Ìe can raise a

motion £or rehearing that is changed by the

Court of Appeals, obviously, even though you

haven' t previously raised your own cross points.

Isn't that what you're saying?

:2 4t

HR. HA'l'CHEI,¡L:

PROF" CARLSOl~

R i gh t .

So you now become

:2 5 agreed by what the Court of Appeals has done and
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1 now you jump in with a motion for rehearing?

2 This is different from what Rusty is saying, if
3 you have a complaint about the trial court' s

4 judgment as opposed to what the Court of Appeals
,

5 is doing.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay So w el 1 I

7 just 1 e a v B 1 0 0 alone . There · s no sense in

8 changing it to get a title change.
9 JUDGE RIVERA: Change the title from

1 0 uS e con d" to" Fur the r II a g a in?

11 CHAIRM1Ul SOULES: 11 t 'tHil can if we

12 ~,qant to do it That would be the only change

13 It would be the only reason for amending it

14 JUDGE RIVERA: Jus t to make it

15 consistent with the prior words.
16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: 0 Change

17 "Further" only in 100 (d) . Is tha t the

18 consensus? That will be recommended. W re is

19 another notice provision? There is 131 (a) .
20 opposition to tha That will be unanimously

21 recommended. And 132, "clerk shall notify every
22 party to the trial court' s final judgment of the
23 action of the Supreme Court docketing." Any

24 objection to that?
25 itihy don't we go to page 120, service
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1 of briefs in the Supreme Court '.'hat is a nei¡r

2 (g)
3 MR. DA VI S : Luke, yoU need to add

4: your list of parties to the 100-page limitation

5 at the top of page 120.

6 CHAr SOULES: Okay. This is

7 136 (g). What we i re changing there is the

8 service of briefs on all of the parties and the
9 list on the brief and omit that from pages

10 counted i is what we are doing on 136. Then
11 190(h) and (c)-- current (b) and (c).f notice
1 2 pro \ì is i 01). S, an y 0 b j e c t ion s tot h 0 s e ? T hat wi 1 I

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

be unanimously recommended. Okay. Since , re

y don i t we just do this 123?
MR. is: Was that underlin

portion intended to be included?

there,

CHAIRMAN SOULES: On 1231

MR. DAVIS Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yeah, it is

MR. DAVIS: I would like to make

this observation, that based upon my experi cs

22 with the U. S. Post Office, I really dOn i t think
23 three days is enough extension of time. Be that
24 as it is, let's make that three working days and

25 don i t count Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

CHAIRlvAN SOULES Any opposition to

this change?

recommended

It will be unanimouslY

MR. DR~VIS:: Tha tIs the change i' m

happy if we don' t include Saturdays and Sundays

in the three-day extention.

MR. LOW':: Wha t abou t local hol idays?

MR. HATCHELL:: And snow days.

JUDGE HECHT:: Tom is opposed to the

change.

CHAIRl'lAN SOULES:: Oh, you i re opposed

to the change?

IvIR. DAVIS:: Yeah.

ClU\.IRlYLAN SOULES:: Here is the thing:

Let me tell you where this has come from. 1,'ï e

have now said that by local rule, the trial

courts cannot adjust time periods" Cannot do

so. Now, we have a lot of fuel and cry out

there and legitmately complaining about lawyers

serving motions on Friday for hearing on Monday.

If they serve it by hand delivery, the rules

permit that. And our new rule that we have

suggested to the Supreme Court would proh~bit

the local courts from changing that. But the
25 thing that needs fixing-- Bexar County has got
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1

2

3

4

5 days. 5 days, and you don't count Saturdays

and Sundays and legal holidays; so it is really

extended, the motion practice. It's made it

very difficult to get anything done in a hurry,

5 even in a reasonable periOd of time, in my

6 judgment.

7 But I think that what they have
8 tried to do by local rule that needs to be done

9 is not count Saturdays and Sundays and leg

10 holidays on a three-day notice-of-motion period.
11 And the Pederal rules don l t count them any
12 period under five days And this is what this
13 does. I t jus t pic k s up the Fed era 1 p r act ice.

14 If it's a time period, in the Rules of Ci.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Proced~r. r under five days r you don i t conn

Sat:urdays and S

talking
that, you count them.

e9' boli r

s

Otherwisei you get i

all kinds of problems of many Saturdays aD

Sundays and legal holidays were in e30 days

for inter~og~torie8 and it becomes impossible.

But t he rei sat h r e e - day per io din her e t hat is

extended-- like, if I mail you my

24 interrogatories, your answers are due back in--
25 MR DAVIS: I guess, three more days
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1 for it to--
2

3

4

5

CHAIRMAN SOULES 33 days. And that

is enough I mean i you know, at we are now

talking about is a three-day extension period of

an already long period. To me, I don't want to

6 complicate that process by not counting

7 Saturdays and Sundays and legal holidays. We

8 already know that if you get interrogatories in

9 the mail , you have got to answer them in 33 days

10 from the day they were mailed. Don it go back in
11 there and counti "Well, is there a Saturday,
12 Sunday and legal holiday in the three-day
13 extension?M Well, where is the three-day
14 extension? Is it on the front end or the back
15 end of the 30 days that the interrogatories are
16 supposed to be-- so, to me i the three-day
17 extension that you get for mailing don't make it
18 any di f f erent than it already is. That is the

19 only one.
20 JUDGE HECHT: I think that it's

21 taken care o~, Tom, because 218 does not pertain
22 to notice of motions
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES No, it does not
24 pertain to notice of motions. It's just the--
25 MR. DAVIS: I didn't want to take
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1 that 5 days and let them take three away because

2 of Saturday, Sunday and a holiday.

3 C RíYIAN SOULES No You.' re notice

4 of motion-- your three days notice of motion--

5

6

MR . DAVIS: Three working days

CHAIRMAN SOULES -- is three

7 working days.

8

9

10

11

12

13

MR DAVIS: I misread it.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Any

oppos i t ion to thi s?

PROF. CARLSON: Do w.e ne to add to

the end of this rule "'or telephonic document

transfer"? Didn't we decide that last time in

14 rule 21a?
15

16

17

MR. DAVIS: Yes.

PROF. CARLSON So it wouid be Uby

registered or certified mail or telephonic
18 document transfer"?

19 MR. DAVIS: We included that wi in

20 the three-day limit.
21

22

23

24

?ROF. CARLSON: The dovetail with

changes we made in 21a last time?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Thank you. So

I'LL add that at the end. With that additioni
25 any opposition to this change? Okay.
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1

2

3

Unanimously recommended.

Turn to pag - 186 in the materials.

and we re going to have Poak' s report on this

4 problem that we were discussing. I firs't raised

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

it about trying to permit some kind of extract

or execution on a judgment out of the Court of

Appeals, and then it was raised "Well, if you do

that...... which THe don't know "lïhether i'le ought to

do that or not-- "what about relieving a party

under-- from having supersedeas reqUirements

from those requirements if the Court of Appeals

takes away the judgment against that par '?"

And you were going to work on that, so we have

got this here on the table to be looked at.

That would function i I guess, both ways, if the

Committee wants to approve it.
jylR. BISHOP: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES Okay HOt.1 does it

worlr ?

lVIR. BISHOP: Ok a:v . The rule .that
was on the table last time is on page 186. It' s

Rule 82a, and that rule, as I understand it, was

intended to prevent a plaintiff appellant who

has lost at the trial court and then obtains a

revision at the Court of Appeals level to be
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3

4

5
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8

9
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14
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23

24
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able to abstract the judgment promptly the

judgment of the Court of Appeals or to enforce

the judgment or to at least force the defendant

to, at that point, put up a supersedeas bond

before it goes on.

That, I think, was the intent o~ the

rule on page 186. There was some concern

suggested about that, one of which was that if

you're going to allow the plaintiff 0 do t,

then shouldn't you also allow a defendant

appellant who has put up a supersedeas

the trial court level and then who wins

Court of Appeals and obtains a

shouldn t you allow him at that p

a release of any abstract

supersedeas bond?

So I was ask

question and what I have

187 and 188 and it is i

one

the plaintiffls and defendant's situ.

There were some other

expressed last time, one of which as the rule.

to be neutral and not just plaintiff or
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1 de f endan t-or i en ted. That's what I have tried to

2 do here.

3 A second was that, if you are going
4 to aiiow a pla~ntiff to abstract or execute on a

5 j udgmen tat this poin t, then you need to gi ve

6 the defendant some time to supersede it; and so

7 I have tried to address that question, also.

8 Then a third concern was that shouldn't this be

9 consistent with the procedures that we have in

10 effect at this point which are all in the trial
11 court and not create a new set of procedures and
12 regulations at the appellate court level for

13 doing this?
14 I tried to address all of those

15 concerns in this ruie, and I have written a

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

report that explains it which starts on page 190

for those who want to look through it

Going through the rule, what it

pro v i de s , bas i c a Ii y i in P rp vis i on A - -

Subdivision A, is that it makes the Court of

A p pea 1 s j u d çrm e n t the e f fee t i v e j u d 9 men ton c e i t

i s f i led wi t h t he tria i co u r t , ich may be done

by either party 15 days after the rendition of

the Court of Appeals judgment or after the

overrUling of all motions for rehearing. So it
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1 i s not :i lnm e di ate . I t does gi ve you time to go
2 through the rehearing proces s . Then a party can

.,
.: file it with the trial court below. At that
4 point or within 10 days'thereafter-- 10 days

5 thereafter, it becomes the effective judgment in

6 ef£ectin that particular case.
7 The last sentence of Subdivision A

8 says that that can be a proper basis for the

9 exercise of the trial court' s cont uing

10 jurisdiction under Rule 47k, which, in other

11 words. triggers the ability of the trial court

12 to set the amount of the supersedeas bond. It
13 doesn't tell him how much to set. but it

14 triggers that and brings that into pi

15 Subdivision B is intended to talk

16 about the abstract of jUdgment situation: and

17 there you have got a situation where. normally i

18 in the trial court i the trial court · s jUdgment

19 is very clear and it is a ministerial act for

20 the clerk to take that jUdgment and to issue an

21 abstract judgment.

22 When you have a judgment coming down

23 from the Court of Appeals , it may not be that

24 clear to the cierk how to take that and the

25 underlying judgment of the trial court and put
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23

24

25

them together and come up with an abstract. So

what we i re saying here is that the trial court,

within 10 days after motion by any party, shall

specify the form of an instrument for

recordation under Chapter 52 of the Property

Code which deals with abstracts of judgment. So

you can Qet an abstract of judgment put up by

going to the trial court this way.

On the other side-- the next

sentence deals with the other side of that coin.

If you have an abstract in effect, and the

defendant is the prevailing party and wants to

get it released, this provides that the trial

court can direct parties to release the

abstract.
Subdivsion C essentially tracks

Rule 49 to provide that an appellate court can

review the orders of the trial court in thi s
respect. That is basically the rule. It
provides that everything that is to be done in

the trial court is consistent with our present

procedures, and I do think it is neutral for

both plaintiffs and defendants.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Do you have a

recommendation?
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1

2

3

4

5

MR. BISHOP: I would recommend that

Rule 82a that is on pages 187 and 188 be

adopted.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Discussion?

My only question is. is it necessary to use

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. BISHOP: I don' t

6 Subdivision K? Actually, it is the trial
7 court's jurisdiction under all of
8 it, that comes to play in the first

9 82aa?

front of me, but that may I
prOblem with taking Uk" out.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.

agree to that. then I' II note
Any further discussion? Rusty

. Mc:IIAINS:

posi tion s not too

really dis ree with t

bond or. for that

destroying, in my view.

structure o( appellate j
the only thing there is t

judgment as a:m ate issue.

mandate is also something that is

utiliz even in c tain jurisdic ons of
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u.s. Supreme Court to know what it is for and

know what it is.

All of a sudden, you are creating a

different field by which you may, upon immediate

assumption and loss of property, otherwise end

up having to go to the U. S. Supreme Court on

their immediate Court of Appeals decision So
if you have got some kind of a federal issue

that you want to do something on

injunctionwise-- I mean, there are other

problems as well that I foresee i Doak-- no

offense-- with regard to-- for instance, let us

suppose that the Court of Appeals reverses a

judgment and renders the judgment that you are

now going to go enforce or vice-versa, and lets

the de f endan t go. Goes to the Supreme Court,

and the Supreme Cour t says, "Ah. You have a

pool problem. We'll send it back to you to do

it again." Well, in all of this time, you are

20 operating on a judgment that now has been

21 deprived of its efficacy, and there is no
22 provision at all with regards to these rules.
23 And when the Supreme Court says "You

24 ain' t done your job right. That judgment

25 doesn't really exist. " and, yet, these rules
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contemplate that is the judgment that is being

enforced even as we speak and will continue to

do so until the Court of Appeals gets off its

duff and acts further.
So it is not just an amendment to

the Court of Appeals rules either You're going

to have the same problem with regards to the

Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court and they

areD' t in any different situation because they

don i t write judgments all of the time. A lot of

times, their judgments are simply, "You didn't

do it right." Theys end it back to you. you do

it again, and in the meantime. you're still in

limbo but you are giving the efficacy to an

intermediary that you have been depriving so

we II . See? You are always going to be faced

with the possibility of giving efficacy to a

judgment that is subject to being attacked at an

19 intermediate level. You cannot cure that
20 problem under any of these circumstances if you
21

22

23

24

25

totally alter the structure of the system for

those reasons.

And as a pragmatic thing f in terms
of the supersedeas bond, I can tell you by

experience tha t when you ge t .a revers al, even at
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the final level, you do not get off the bond

immediately. It takes a long hassle, and no

insurance company is going to quit charging you

a pre m i u m 0 nth e bon din s pit e 0 f t h ef act that

you might be entitled to get off of the bond for

a while.

So pragmatically, it has very little

impact, but your ability to get that restored

and what they can do in the interim-- the

problem is, under our current post-judgment

discovery rules, we can t even go in and

discover anything because we don't have a

judgment agains t them. We're not a credi tor

under those circumstances for that period of

time. They can go out and now wipe out assets

wi th impuni ty.

What are we supposed to do about it?

We don't have a supersedeas bond to protect us.

That's the reason we couldn' t be engaged in that

discovery. Once that is filedi you block that.

Then you go off and secrete assets i can't even

find out about it under the way our rules are

drafted now I really do-- just fundamental

changes that I think i frankly, are unnecessary.

MR. BISHOP What you are suggesting
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1

2

3

is that we not have a rule at all like that?

MR l'1cMAIN'S Yes.

l"îR. LOt,í¡: I would join in that

4 When somebody gets a money judgment against

5 them, or they give a bond that they're going to

6 perfect their appeal supposedly all of the way

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

to the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals is

just an intermediate step. And I don't see any

reason to change it. If they reverse and render

and now you've got a judgment, that's just-- to

me, I look at it as two steps. the trial court

and go all of the way to the Supreme Court I

wouldn't change it That's just my own opinion.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: What about t

situation where you-- plaintiff gets a verdict,
it's N.O.V.--

MR. LOW: I wouldn't change that

either.
CHAIRMAN SOUL The Court of

Appeals then reverses and renders a judgment,

and the judgment winner in the Court of eals
endures an 18-month ndency of petition for

writ of error in the Supreme Court of Texas

24 while the judgment debtor-- the judgment
25 creditor can't abstract and he can't execute
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1 The judgment creditor has no responsibility for

2 supersedeas, and the assets are completely

3 obscured from execution because the trial judge

didn i t give the judgment that he should have
given and the Court of Appeals already said so

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

and there is a written denied. Now everything

is gone because there was no protection for that

j udgmen t It i S one way or the other.

And this way, whoever ns in the

Court of Appeals escapes to the extent it can.

Supersedeas responsibility-- if he has been

under supersedeas responsibility or gets

protection for the judgmentß he wins. In other

words, the judgment of the Court of Appeals

becomes something that a1fects economic-- has an

economic effect rather than just some sort of a

stepping stone to a conclusion without an

economic effect

MR. LOW: I understand all of that.

MR. BEARD: He probably can 't get

out of that supersedeas bond because it is

phrased that you appeal it all of the way.

Defendant is going to stay there with that

supersedeas bond as it's normally effected.

MR. BISHOP: Well, what this may
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13

1,4
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25

mean is that it becomes drawn differently, if

this were adopted.

CHAIRlvlAN SOULES: Sure. There's no

need to renew tha t bond. Anything new on thi s?

Those in favor of the rule as written by Doak,

show by hands Those opposed? 'l'hat is

defeated, six to two.

Okay Let s go to the agenda.

W'e've got-- the minutes were approved The

text is approved. I' II do a mail-out on some of

these Committee assignments so we won't use our

time, but 1'm pleased to advise that Doak Bishop

is going to take the chair of the standing

Committee on multi-county i multi-district rules.

That gives us a lot of confidence it will be a

job well done. Thank you, Doak for taking that
responsibility"

I will-- any of these committees

that anyone wants to serve on, if you will just

notify me, I would appreciate your volunteering.

If not, I will form the committees as best I

can.

The next is Rule 5 That app.ea.rs

on-- Item 5. It appears on page 36. 'Ç'le 'worked

on-- is that right? Yeah. We worked on 72--
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you need to turn wi th me.

248

Hold tha t page 36 and

turn over several pages to 43. tie made changes

in 72 and 73 by actions of the Committee in May

to cause everything that gets filed to get

served on everybody else And then we were

confronted with the fact that we had a 21--

Rule 21 which talked about service

had Rule 72 which talked about service

Rule 73 which was sanctions for

And these were scattered in the rules

did we have two different rule..

Hecht asked us to address

David Beck participated in

So now 72 and

into this-- what you see

rule. Is there any

plea, motion, or 1" os
there is not an "and "

because it

now with a consonant

picked up these last
all of this ¡angua is
before 1 but it has been

it? Being none, it

21a 1 what did we change here t s
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1 time? We changed it before because of Lhe

2 technologies. Probably this part-- oh. I see--

3 Oh, I see. "Every application to the Court for

4 an order." We picked that up from elsewhere.

5 Any objection to 218 as you see it here?

6 JUDGE HECHT: May I make a

7 suggestion?

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, sir.
9 JUDGE HECHT: You could change that

10 language, Luke. to every paper required to be
11 served under Rule 21 because it is broader than
12

13

14

15

application on order. It is pleas and motions.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: How do we fix

tha t? n ery pleading, plea, motion or"?

JUDGE BECHT: You can do that. Or

16 you can just say "every paper required to be
17 served under the Rule 21."
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. LOW: Luke, just take care of

the situation right now. If you i re going to
file a d osition because you need it for

summary judgment or somethingi you're not sski

for an order of the Court or to hear anything;

just notify us of the filing. Bverybody ought

to now that you filed that; so I guess-- is

there another rule on that, or is this what is
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to take care of any notice of filing?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, this is a

notice rule--
. LOW': I want to be sure it is

not an application for order or anything like

that" You just can file the deposition because

you i re-- in connection with motion for summary

j udgmen t .

CHJ.~IRMAI\ SOULES Well, that's in
the motion for summary judgment, what you have

to serve on the other party.

lYiR. Loiv: I guess you would have to

put that you' re filing it.

cHAIRJ.IAN SOULES: This doesn't say

what gets-- well, it-- we talked about

interrogatories have to be served. Summary

judgments have to be served and so forth Th is,

to some extent, duplicates that : but it really

is the method. It says you have got to serve it

on the other party or his attorney of record by

this method. And then21b is really old 7 J with
some words changed. 73 said "a party fails to

furnish." Let's c h a n g e i t to" del i v er on and

serve to the other parties copies of the

pleadings and so forth" and have the "documents"
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stricken and "pay reasonable cost of attorney's

fees or other sanctions pursuant to RUle 215."

Now, the other sanctions pursuant to Rule 215, I

don't know whether they did that-- no.

not make that--

did

tot. LOlll: But see, within that, you

have served them a notice of a hearing. That is
not really a pleading, plea or a motion or

application of the Court. You knowi if you're

just serving-- you know, you have to give them

notice. You. locally, will have the judge-- the

judge says, "Okay. I'm setting this for
such-and-such a time. Notify all parties. II
Maybe that's-- forget it, then. I just thought

there might be some things that don't come

wi thin tha t"

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, the notice

20

21

22

23

24

25

of hearing, I guess, could come from a lot of

ways; but this-- none of this has ever-- these

rules have never dealt with--

19

JUDGE RIVERA: We'll never have to
hear them unless somebody assessed them for

something.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Ths.t's right. So,

Rusty--
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1

2

MR" McMAINS ¡ Luke, the old Rule 73.

of course. deals th the failure to furnish a

3 copy of pleadings. What you're doing is

4 expanding it to other things, right?

5

6

CHAIRMAN SOULES ¡ Yes.

MR~ McMAINS: One of those things

7 that you're expanding to do, as I unders tand

8 it-- i think I remember the discussion-- was

9 like, for instance, proposed jUdgment.

10

11

CHAIRMAN SOULES Ohi yes.
MI. McMAINS The thing that bothers

12 me is that the sanction now, though, says that
13 if you include that-- and it Clearly is

14 included, it says that it "may in its
15 discretion, on notice and hearing, order all or
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

any part of such document stricken, direct that

such party not be permitted to present grounds

for reiief or defense contained therein.

Now, if you're moving for a judgment, it

"

s eemB

to me to be pretty substantial if you didn't

manage to give somebody a copy of a judgment

that you can have your right to a jUdgment

stricken somehow That is kind of extreme. But

24 it would appear to be authorized by this rule

25 C IRMAN SOULES: It is
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1 l\llR. l.fcMAINS You think you can

2 ¡IV a i v e a verdict a n de v e r y t h i n gel $ e just because

3 you dido l t send a copy of the judgment to the

4 other side? I mean, is this-- I don1t think
5 anybody who voted for there being some sanction

6 intended it to be Quite that dramatic

7

8

CHAIRMAN SOULES: It is already a

matter of appellate cision that RUle 215 can

9 be exercised post-verdict and post-judgment to

10 cause a default judgment.
11

12 request.
MR. McMA S: That is a discovery

I understand that. This is a dispute

13 with regard to service which you have got one
14 party, and it may well be a dispute I may say
15 "I served it. n and you may say. "No, you

16 didn't"
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Trial court has

18 got the right to sanction it.
19 :MR. Mc INS: e pOint is that just

20 based on the resolution of that dispute, you
2 1 1 os .e you r r i.9 h t to a j u d g ni e n t . 'l hat see m s, to

22 me i to be rather extreme I have no problem

23 assessing the cost for to come down during the
24 hearing, but not the way the sanctions rules
25 have been interpreted.
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CHAIRl4AN SOUl,ES: Well, that's a

decision that we have to make. Hor,a seriously

shall a person be sanctioned for not giving

notice as these rules require? That's what we

wan t to Itnow.

MR~ DAVIS: Bow serious is it not to

give the judgment, a notice or a copy of it?

73 will be ~epealed because that

We Changed 60. That is the

72. Any opposition to that change in

just to pick up the correct item? Rule 60, it

just changes the rule reference to the proper

Well, you'reCHAIRMAN SOULES:

supposed to serve your

MR DAVIS:

MR. BEARD:

You should do it.

Let's let the co ts
wrestle with those sanctions.

MR. LOW: No I

answer to my question is here,

further dOTAn. I apologize.

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

no objection to Rule 21b, t

approved 21, 21a, 2lb. 72
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1 one That' s unanimously approved.

Holly has got here a list which:2

3 we' II mail to all of you, and it will have to be
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

brought forward off of our computer. Every rule

we have amended, of course, has a number. And

where those rule numbers appear elsewhere in the

rules, she has got them identif i~d. 'ý~'e' re going

to have to go back and see if we need to change

the rule references in other rules to pick up

what the-- the changes. And I'm assuming that

you-all will give me the authority to circulate
to you our suggestions on that. Then if we

doni t hear anything back, we i II take care of

that with the Court by just writing redline

rules for the Court to adopt, if it adopts the

16 change that we recommend. Is that all right?

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Is that acceptable with the group? Okay

consensus on tha t.

I see

Then we ge t to TRAP 15a. And,

Judge, r believe this is your suggestion

is on page 45.

This

JUDGE HECHT: All right. 15a and

then related Rules of Civil Procedure iab. rrie

have had some correspondence that I don' t have
with me here today, some very rigorous
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23

complaints from lawyers around the state who are

in litigation with attorneys whose close

relatives are sitting on the bench. A

particular situation-- and I don' t have the

correspondence here-- but some very rigorous

complaints in one county where one of the

leading litigators in the county enjoys having

his father serve as the district jUdge. And a

lot of lawyers of the county feel disadvantaged

with that and have a complaint about that;

although, that is not grounds for

disqualification and it may not be grounds for

recusal under our rules.

In addition, they had some question

about what sort of financial interests might a

judge have in litigation before he was

disqualified to serve as a trial judge in the

case So I simply looked at this rule and

attempted to expand it somewhat to cover--

basically, most of the language is taken out of

the Federal statutes and rules, but to cover

financial interests and family interests.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Judge, by way of

25

observation, the reason that 18b was separated

between disqualification and recusal is that the

24
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11
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14

Constitution says what is disqualification. So

we have been concerned about whether anybody

could expand on what is disqualification; and so

we used the word "reeusal" for everything that

was not in the Constitution as disqualification.

JUDGE HECHT: I don l t have any--
whether you are disqualified or recus d $In' t
seem to me to make any practical differenc

oh, yes. I e what you

It doesn't to me,CHAIRMAN SOULES:

either.
JUDGE HECHT: d I realize

a distinction as to what it was worth

the Constitution and any thin else;

want to carry that forward, I

15 anything aböu t the t. But, query, if
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

disqualification alone, should

grounds for recusal?

C SOULES:

an.

these new grounds of

bringing up. Let · s vote

many are in favor of the

that are proposed here? Show by

opposed?

JUDGE PEEPLES : You're talking about
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1 18b?
2

3

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes, Judge.

JUDGE PEEPLES: I have a question

4. about (a) (1), "his impartiality might reasonably

5

6

7

8

9

10

be questioned. n What does that add to the
others? What is an example of somethi

12

13

14

15

16

JUDGE HECHT:

that
might fall within that that would Dot be

by the others which are more specific?

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

out of the Code of Judicial Conduct, is

t

11 that language comes from.

It' s

the exi iog rule and it's in the

statute as kind of a catch-all

JUDGE PEEPLES:

has that?

17 CHAIRMAN SOULES:
18 It's right here where it h
19 through. No.2, "Recusel.
20 themselves in proceedings in
21 impartiality. might reasonably
22 My suggestion is that we leave the
23 disqualification standards that way.
24 case, an old Supreme Court case i tha t says
25 Constitution sets forth the qualifications and
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1 disqualifications of jUdges and there can be no

2 others 4

3 JUDGE HECHT: The lingering

4 distinction that has some substance in it is

5 that theoretically, at least now, if a judge is

6 disqualified, he can't act. And anything he

9 recused, what he did is not

7 does in the case is void as if he was a at

8 off the street. Whereas if he should have

10 subject to being set aside. So to the extent

11 that remains a viable distinction I f t

17 JUDGE BEC $. I d

to--

12 oppose calling it recusal

13 MR. McMAINS: The t ' s

14 getting at$ Your actual term

15 Hdisqualified. H I though t we

16 "recused. "

18 problems with that. You can

19 whole-- just make it i

20 say "(2) Recusal," and t n

21 the languag. in subpar t (2)
22 suggested new language.

23 CHAIRMAN SOULES:

24 do, but I see that we probably

25 that actually No.3 under your highlighted
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25

language--

JUDGE HECHT Could come ou t .

CHAIRMAN SOULES: -- could come out.

And we actually would restore what has been

stricken through, the (1) (a), (b) and (c) Then

we would pick up H (2) Recusal. n Then we would

omit what you have stricken through under (2),
and then start with this language after that, "A

judge shall recuse himself in any proceeding

which..... and then do (a), (b) and (c) and so

forth? Would that be all right.

JUDGE HECHT: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOUL Okay.

"Served as a lawyer and fi

would go ou t .

JUDGE HECHT:

y"--

piece of (3) on "or he or

material witness concerni it. "

CHAIRMAN S

leave (3) there. Tha t would

"Knows that .he, individually or as

or his spouse"-- i. that a part--

already been read into the

disqualification or not, the financial inter.st
of the spouse? Is that equal or financial
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8
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25

interest to the judge for constitutional

purposes? I caD' t remember.

JUDGE HECHT: I don' t think so.

CHAIRMAI\T SOULES: So (e) would be,

"knows that his spouse or minor child residing

in his household, has a financial interest in

the subject matter in controversy or that he.. "

MR. Mcl'1AIl\S: Can I ask a question

abou t the preceding No 4?

JUDGE HECHT:

MR. McMA.INS:

Yeah.

.ÚiJhat is this

"express ed an opinion concerning the meri ts of
it while in government employment"?

understand 0

I don i t

JUDGE HECHT: The whole part (4) is

to deal with government as opposed to part (3)

which is lawyers in private practice. The

problem is with the government. The governmen t

lawyers who serve in the A.G. IS officei for

example, there were a gillion cases pending in

the A.G 's office, and we really didn't have

anything to do wi th them. There isn't an:\,

reason why you-all could be disqualified unless

you actually participated in the representation

of that case or expressed an opinion concerning
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2

3

4:

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the merits.

lV!R. McìYIAINS: Yeah. We' re talking

about a judge; and it says-- the way it reads,

it says-- start out-- forget the "participatedD

stuff. "He expressed an opinion concerning the

merits of it \;vhile in government employment,,"

My real question there is: What does that do to

you on the C L. E. program when there are panel

discussions, and somebody is asking you

something about, perhaps, a case in the Court of

Appeals or whatever? If you express an opinion

about it, does that stick you subject to

recusal? Do you get suckered into that kind of

thing? As I read it, that is a possibiiity.
JUDGE HECHT: That's not government

employmen t .

MR McMAINS: Well, it doesn't say

"while in the scope of performance of government

service. "

JUDGE HECHT: It ought to be while

acting as an attorney in government service as

opposed to a judge.

MR. ~IcMAINS: That i s fine.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where are 1;'le

reading?
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1

2

3
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JUDGE HECHT: No 4, at the top of
page 49.

MR. ~1clvï¡'\.Il\S:

is what that means.

JUDGE HECHT Yeah i tha t · s wha t tha t

That is fine if that

me ans . He participated as counsel, advisor or

material witness in the matter in controversy or

expressed an opinion ~oncerning the merits of

it, while" serving as an attorney, a government

employee, or while an attorney in government

employ.

MR. BEARD: In the scope of his

employment.

CHAIRMAN SOULES .vlhi 1 eac t i ng as

attorney?
JUDGE HECHT: Yes. Just as an

attorney in government

MR. BEARD: He is just expressing an

opinion. He can do that

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Then let's see.

(B) down here-- 'tAJe'll get to (3), I guess.

JYIR. l'ÏcMAINS: Judge, on (5), the one

on financial interest, is there no qualification

24 about how much interest you have to have?

that the way the code is designed, too?

Is

25
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1 JUnGE HECHT: Tha tis the way the

2 Federal statute reads. There are some cases

3 under it that say that if your interest is
4 only-- and I thought maybe I put that in here.

5 MR McMAINS: All it says is "a
6 financial interest in a"--
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

JUDGE HECHT: A financi

is defined on the next page.

MR. McMAINS: Ohf i' m sorry. I

i rest

haven't gotten there. But it does say howev

small

JUDGE BICHT: Yeah, but it

a number of things, including

payer or utility rate payer.

MR. McMAINS: I

But I i m talking now about

Texaco stock would put you

JUDGI BICHT:

put you out.

MR. McMAINS:

JunGI RECHT: Yeah.

Under the Federal Code, it do

23 MR. LOW: Under the F
24 JUnaB HECHT: You i re wi
25 same as you. And your daughter's husband has
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3

4.

5
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8

9

10
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16

17

18

19

20
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22

23

24

25

the same assurance.

iYlR ,', IvIcMAIN'S I just was curious

because it's awful--

CHAIRlV1AN' SOULES: I can follow the

renumbering now, and by restoring

disqualification and picking up recusal, I' ve
done a little bit of renumbering, and then we

have got new paragraphs. But with those

changes, those in favor of l8b as written, say

aye. Opposed? Then we go back to TRAP l5a,

which just picks up all of that by adoption

All in favor of TRAP 1Sa?

,JUDGE HECHT: And it adds one phrase

at the end, "or in which he participated in the

trial or decision of any issue in the court

below. " That is the current practice, but it is

not required. And since these days judges are

moving around more and they serve on a district

court awhile and then they go up to the Court of

Appeals and then some of them line up on the

Supreme Court--

CHAIR:tlA.N SOULES: I'LL put in there,

Judgei "Judge should disqualify or recuse

himself" or "they should disqualify or recuse

themselves. . ,," Okay'. Those in favor of TRAP 15a
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1

2

say aye. Opposed? That's passed unanimously.

Now we go over to TRCP 4. We did

3 that. Then page 124 Judge, I believe this is

4 another of your suggestions. Do YOU wan t to

5 give us your analysis of this?
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

JUDGE HECHT Page 124. The Cour t

is very concerned that there have been some

cases presented where a la er withdrew from

representing a client. and the client then

contended with some support on appeal that he or

she did not know that the lawyer was

withdrawing. They didn' t know the settings that
were involved They didn' t get notice and th

16

got poured out before t y could get another

lawyer and they ought to get another chance to

go back and do it over again.

Of course, you view most of those

complaints with a jaundiced eye because they are
awfully convenient; but by the same token, there

no reason why the trial court shouldn t try

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to head those off at the pass. So the change in

Rule 10 simply says that before you can

withdraw, you have got to supply the trial court

with assurance that you have notified your

client of everything that is coming up,
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1

2

3

4
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14

15
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1'1

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

including that motion; and the client knows that

they have an opportuni ty to come in and be

heard. This is the local rule in Dallas and

some other good many other counties, just so you

don i t have to worry about this circumstance.

JUDGE PEEPLES: Is there anything

that requires the lawyer withdrawing or

substituting to tell the judge of pending

settings?

JUDGE HECHT:

And a

JUDGE BECHT: To tell the judge?

JUDGE PEEPLES: Yes.

JUDGE HIC No.

JUDGE PEIP I

know that, because if there

trial or something in a few

causing problems.

Dallas was i

docket sheet; and you

the docket sheet whether anything

don i t know ~f that is true in ot

So we-- that provision could be ins

JUDGE RIVERA: Put that
contents of the motion.

JUDGE HECHT: You could put that in
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1

2

3

4

there. Where you had a centralized docket like

you do in some counties, EI Paso and others, you

might not know that there are settings coming

up, and you would be rul ing on those. So

5 perhaps it is best to put that in there, too.
6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHA.IRMAN SOULES: Judge, once we are

discharged-- where I am focusing here with

concern is "withdrawing attorney shall

immediately notify the party in writing of any

additional settings or deadlines of which the

attorney has owl edge and has not already

notified the party II Once we are relieved of

obligation as counsel and counsel of record, why

should we have to continue to notify the party

of settings? That can be pretty burdensome, and

it is not limited as to time.

J'UDGE HECHT: Well, it is in tended

to be-- the intent of that is that if you come

out on a motion to withdraw, the judge says

"I'LL grant it, but have you told-- but I'm

going to set this case on a motion for summary

judgment," the defendant-- one of the parties is

standing ther~ and he says , "Well, Judge, I

don l t mind attorney withdrawal, but I want my
summary jUdgment heard."
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1 'l'he judge says, "Okay. I'LL grant

2 your motion to withdraw, but I want to hear the

3

4

5

6

summary judgment in six weeks. I i\Yant you to

tell your ciient as a condition of me allowing

you to withdraw that if you're going to-- that

you have got to be ready on this motion of

7 summary judgment in six weeks."

8 CHAIRMAN SOULES: So you're talking

9 about of which an attorney has knowledge at the

10 time of the withdrawal?
11

12

13

14

JUDGE HECHT Yeah.

CHP~IRj;IAN SOULES Okay. You Object

to putting those 'ÇV'ords in?

JUDGE HECHT: No. That is exactly

15 what it is intended to say. After the Court
16

17

signs the order, he is gone.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. So "can

18 withdraw upon written motion for good cause
19 shoT;1n."

20

21

JUDGE RIVERA: Beginning in the

middle of the third line from the bottom up. can

2 2 we take out the words fl the party has been

2 3 notified in writing" to make it rea d ,1 i k e, as
24 far as the motion shall state all of the said
25 pending settings and deadlines? Then that will
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1 be in the motion and that motion is delivered to

2 the parties so he knows and the Court will know

3 what the settings are.

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

JUDGE HECHT: Tha t would be fine.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "I f another
attorney is to be substituted, the motion shall

state that a copy of the motion has been

delivered to the party; that the party has been

notified of his right to object to the

motion..." What else, Judge Rivera?

JUDGE RIVERA: See, the beginning or

12 in the middle of the sentence,it says "the

13 motion shall state" and it i s got several things
14 in there. And the third line from the bottom,

15 it says "and that the party has been notified in

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

wri ting. " I f we take those words out bec ause it
will read that "the motion shall state all

pending settings and deadlines," then the judge

would also know what those settings are.

JUDGE HECHT Just take the language

"that the party has been notif ied" out.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.

JUDGE HECHT: And the motion will

24 state "all pending settings and deadlines l'

25 JUDGE RIVERA: That way the party
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22

23

24

25

knows and the judge knows.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "An attached copy

of the notice to the party shall be attached to

the motion"--

JUDGE HECH'I': I guess you can take

that out, too 'rake out "copy of such notice."

You can take that out.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: That would come

out. "Copy of such notice should be a.ttached to

the motion." Then n! f the motion is gran ted,
the withdrawing attorney shall immediately

notify the party in writing of any additional

settings or deadlines of which the attorney has

knowledge of at the time of withdrawal and has

not already notified the party but may impose

further conditions. Notice or delivery to a

party shall be either made to the party in

person or mailed to the party's last known

addre.ss. . . " "A t torney in charge..."

Okay Any further discussion?

Elaine?

PROF. CARLSON' I noticed on page

126, last time, we included a requirement that

the telecopier number of the substituting

attorney be included. And if we want to be
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1 consistent herei on line four of the proposed

2 change to Rule 10, it would read "name, address,

3 telephone numberJ telecopier number, if any."

4 CHAIRMAN SOULES Okay y further
5

6

7

discussion? Those in favor say aye. Opposed?

Unanimous recommended.

The next is page 128, which is

8 Rule 7. What we were~-

9 MR. McMAINS: The question is this
10 goes there, too?
11 MS. HALFBCAR: Yeah. We wanted them
12 to be changed on--
13 CHARIMAN SOULES: Will this Rule--

14 Civil Rule 10 work?

15 JUDGE RIVERA: 7 is for the
16 appellate judge.
17 JUDGE HBCHT: It doean' t have the
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

same problem on 2, really. I haventt st ied

it, but I don't know that you would want to make

all of the same requirements.

JUDGE RIVERA: e don' t have a

hearing.
JUDGE BECHT

MR. McMAINS:

Don' t have a heari

This does require that
25 you give notice of all of the pending deadlines
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1 already I think tha tIs probably--

2 JUDGE HECHT TRAP Rule 7 is

3 probably-- so we don t have a pro em just
4 leaving TRAP Rule 7 as it is

5 SOULES So we don't have a

6 problem ith just a v g the P Rule 7 as it

7 is?
8 JUDGE HT: It s okay

9 C SOULES It's okay" There

10 is no change to TRAP le 7. The next one on

11 page 130, ~?hich is-- the complaint liere-- and it
12 \'iasn't ven to me ~n writing It ",,as

13 telephoned in but it may make sense. ere is
14 no requirement in the rules to answer a
15 counterclaim; so, therefore, there is no :, .i:ime

16 limit to answer the counterclaim.
17 Bmendment-- you' re not filing an amended answer

18 t.o the co erclaim, so the seven-day rule for

19 amendments doesn1 t work

20 So this lawyer had a situation ere

21 a par came into the trial the day of t al and

22 filed an answer to a counterclaim that raised

23 all sorts of affirmative defenses, and the trial

24 judge didn' t want to let him file it but
25 couldn i t figure out how to keep him from filing
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1

2

3

-4
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1
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24

25

it because there was no time limit on filing

that answer. So what this does i it says the

party may amend their pleadings, respond to

pleadings on file of other parties and so

forth-- outside of seven days or inside of seven

days, we'll leave to the Court. "To require

that all trial pleadings of all parties,

those permitted by Rule 66"-- which is

t

amendments-- "be on

before trial unless leave of court permits ter
filing. H Any opposition to that?

JUDGE BEe The Supreme

written on this subject at least

it?

had a case pending. I forget

we have written on this case

least. And we trea d--

situation is way: We

counterclaim to-- fi

an amended pleading

whether it is timely or

allowed as . trial amendment

CHAIRl"I,AN SOULES: You extra

JUDGE BECH'!': Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: But is there any
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1

2

3

problem with just going ahead and putting them

in there that you see?

JUDGE HECHT: No" I think that is

4 what you have got to do. Somebody calls up at

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

the last minute, a third-party defendant or

whoever it was, and he is not required to

ans;;qer

CHAIRMAN SOULES Any opposi tion to

tj:is one? Okay.. That's unanimously

recommended, changes to Rule 63.

The next is-- this sort of came to

mind during the 270 series where the judge could

call f or special issues to be-- or ques t ions and

instructions" When you look at Rule 166, it is

really sort of limited in language. It doesn't

say a lot of things that are done in pretrial

conferences; certainly not a lot of things that

are done in Federal pretrial conferences. I

don't know whether this is a good idea or not,

but it gives what we felt was a pretty complete

laundry list of things that can be done in a

pretrial conference, and this rule hasn't been

changed We're going to change it to add a new

24 ( n) " We've already voted to do that. Well, it
25 would be some other number, but the substance,
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1 to aid consideration and settlement of a case.

But here the Court could require

written statements or contentions, contested

issues of fact. trying to get stipulations,

identifing any legal matters that need to be

ruled on, require a list of fact witnesses

except for rebuttal or iIDpeachment witnesses,

"the necessity of whose testimony cannot

reasonably be anticipated," and that comes from

some Pederal local rules-- "who will be called

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

to testify i a list of ert witnesses, the

propositions of law, contested issues of la.w,
jury questions and instructions, mark

exchange exhibits. any objection to the opposite

party 's e ibits so that they can be ruled on in

advance of trial.

Those are things that have bee

added to the rule as it is presently written
thought as we make a pass through these rules,

we ought to at least consider this.

I

:tR. BEARD: Why do we need to add

anything? The Court can require it without you

having it in the Rules.

lilR. DAVIS: Some Courts don't know

tha t.
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1

2

3

CHAIRMAN SOULES A lot of them

don't know it.

MR. DAVIS: They look a t the pr nt

4 rule maybe as a limitation on what they can do.

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let me see if Pat

6 is through with his thought, and then I'll call

7 on the rest of you

8 MR. BEARD: No / I don. t--
9 CHAIRMAN SOULES Okay 0 Rusty.

10 MR. McMAINS: I would agree tha t the
11 . Court can do a lot of these things probably now,
12 but it concerns me somewhat that-- becausei

13 again, we haven i t changed the last half of the
14 rule on 166. And if you stick in there what
15 your agreed propos~tions of law are or whatever.
16 then all of a sudden he-- which is what it says
17 that he could require you to do or consider i
18 then all a sudden the standard is that will

19 control disposition of the action unless you are
20 relieved of that to avoid manifest injustice.
21

22

23

24

MR. BISHIOP: Isn't that the same as

the Federal rule?

MR. McMAINS: Oh, I i m no t

disagreeing with that. I'm just real concerned

25 about agreeing early on before you are all done,
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19
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24

25

as we all know we have a tendency to get more

done the closer we get to trial, on what the

propositions of law are and then not get

relieved of that by the judge and face some kind

of discretion issue. And it may well be an

erroneous proposition of law that you agreed to.

And yet this rule purports to

authorize the judge to use that to control the

disposition of the case. And there's insertions

of things like that that concern me. Things

about the conduct of the trial or the witnesses,

it doesn't matter to me that he-- you have to

tell him what you're going to do with regards to

that; but as to the insertion of repropositions

of law-- a presumption disputed on a daily

basis.
PROF. CARLSON: Wha t do you think

the standard should read?

MR lVlcMAINS: I'm just saying that I

do think that theoretically, a lot of these

things are included or encompassed in-- it says

"for a conference to consider" (b), "the

simplification of the issues." I do think there

are some of these things that can be done with

the issue.
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1 c RMAN SOULES: Wouldn't it be

2 manifest injustice as a matter of law for a

3 judge to hold you to an agreed proposition of

4 law that waan' t a law at all and not give your

5 client a trial on the law that is there?
6

7

8

MR. BEARD: In Federal court, you

don't normally file this pretrial order until

your discovery has been cut off And I take it

9 that the Court can put this on you at any time.

10 As a practical matter in Federal Court, you
11 don ¡ t file that order until discovery has been
12 cut off.
13 JUDGE PEEPLES: Luke. I have heard a

14 lot of 1a ere on both sides complain about both

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

state and Federal judges strong-arming them to

settle a case And there is a lot of sentiment

out there that jUdges do this and they

shouldn't. I think this i. a good rewrite here.

22

A lot of lawyers are going to gripe about thati

I think. Obviously i a judge needs to be able to

get everybodY togethsr and talk to them. but I

think that there are some people who are going

23 to fear that this language gives the judge the
24 power to coerce.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, of cours e .
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1

2

the fact is, there are ethics opinions that say

that state level court jUdges cannot influence

3 settlement much. Federal judges have a lot more

4 power, but the judicial-- the standards of

5 conduct in state judges have been interpreted to

6

7

8

9

10

11

say that they really can't do more than

encourage, which is what this (n) sa Tha t ' s

the extent of it. I don i t know what "encourage H

means Th a t can be a pre t t Y s t r 0 ng W 0 rd.

JUDGE HECHT The good thing about

this rule is-- I think one of the strong

12 co mp 1 a in t s - - ins om ere s pee t s, j us t i f i a b 1 e

complaints under Rule 16 is it applies in ev13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

case. Regardless of the comple ty of it,

regardless of what the issues are i boom, you get

notice that you have got to do all of this work.

even if there is only $10,001 involved or

$550.000 involved.

And i query, do you real ly Deed to do

it in this case. "Judge i we are ready to try

the case. We all worked out our d~fferences.

23

24

We just want to put on a couple of days of

testimony and get a verdict." Maybe that
doesn' t happeD al 1 that of ten i but it happens

25 rea 1 0 f ten ins tat e c our t . And it is important,
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1 I think, that it says at the front "in its

discretion direct the attorneys. n And also i you

can' t do it without appearing before a

conference.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

I know the n.llas Court of eals
considered this at one point, and it c.me up in

a couple of c.... and th t is
for various re.so~s. But there was

there that a trial judge could not se

formed request for pretrial order in state

court; th.t you could invite the

it; and if they wanted to do it,

helpful and save time and

you couldn't str.p them with .11

requirements without bringing them

lOOking them in the eyeball and

how come they didn i t want to do

was going to be onerous.

thinking of the jUdges.

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

.MR. DAVIS: I'm in favor of i

agree with the state judges. My concern

they don't exercise enough authori

they do too much. I think this kind of-- it at

least helps them and gives them a little more
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1

2

3

4

confidence as to what they can do that they have

been able to do all along but weren i t quite sure
and realized it And I think all of these are

good things to cut down the time of trial. l~nd

5 not only that, it gives you a list that you can
6 go to opposing counsel and say uLook, how many

7

8

of these can we agree with on our own thou t

bothering the Court?" It gives you a good check

9 list for the lawyers to use and the courts to

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

use" I'm in favor of it.

CHåIRMAN SOULES: Buddy.

íYIR. LOW: One thing that is not

listed, if you are going to list specific things

that I think the trial court was helpful in was

the discovery schedule where you get talking

about whether yoU' re going to take this expert

or the plaintiff's expert first and the

defendants argue And he can call and have a

discovery schedule, and that is one of the more

critical things that you can do in pretrial

con fer en c e s, I h a v e f 0 u n d; par t i cu La r 1 y, in

Federal court where they get to arguing.

CHAIRltIAN SOULES: Why don' t we just

put that up here in (c), just add that one in

( c) .
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1

2

MR. LOW: Discovery schedule

MR DAVIS You can throw a

3 catch-all
4 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t' s in here.

5 That's here "Such other matters as may aid in

6 the disposition of the action"
7 MR. BEARD: We shouldn't forget that
8 John Hill's task force just stirred up a fire
9 storm about this sort of thing, and we may do

10

11

12

13

14

the same thing here. Was that in the time

frame--

CHAIRMA.N SOULES: That t,;rasn' t the

problem.

MR. LO~;l: I'm merely saying that

15 quite often, some of the things the trial judge

16 gets involved in that I have seen often is, you
17 know, you're going to take that expert first or
18 that one and notices and cross notices and it's
19

20

21

22

23

24

not specifically mentioned. But that is one of

the most helpful things ¡ have found, a

discovery schedulei quite frankly.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Further discussion

on 166?

JUDGE RIVERA I approve of it, and

25 I think it will help. We might want to give the
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1 parties the right to ask for it, too In the

2 very first sentencei "At the request of a party

3

4

5

6

7

or in its o~'1n discretion"

CHAIRM1\,N SOULES: "On motion of the

party"--
JUDGE RIVERA: Yes.

CHAIRlVIAN SOULES: "made as

8 discretion or on request of the party."

9

10 party.
11

JUDGE HECHT: At the request of any

JUDGE PEEPLES: Or on its own

12 motion.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Do we want to just

14 go ahead and call it a motion when they have to
15 move to have a conference?

16

17

18

19

J'UDGE HECHT: Just send in a letter

or maybe a telephone call. I hate to make it

more onerous

CHAIRrìlAN SOUI..ES: Okay. So "In anJt

20 actioni the Court may in its discretion, or on
21 the request of any party, direct," and so forth.
22 Anything else?

23 JUDGE RIVERA.: I think that will do

24 it
25 JUDGE PEEPLES: Does the Court have
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1 to-- the way you had it worded-- if the lawyer

2 asks for it--I think discretion ought to apply

3 to both of them.

.4 JUDGE RIVERA: Well, insert it

5 first, and any action at the request of any

6 party that--
7 J"UDGE HECHT: I think "The Court may

8 in its discretion or at request of any party... Ii

9 CHAIRJ.IAN SOULES: "May." Okay

10 Then all it does is consider. this is also kind

11 of peculiar way of wording it.
12 lYIR. l'IcMAINS: Has the right to

13 r e que s t a con f er en c e . And he has to hold it.

14 JUDGE HECHT: No, he doesn't have

15 to
16 CHAIRlYAN SOULES But "the Court in
17 its discretion" covers all of that. It covers

18 it. The way it is written, it covers everyone

19 of those, encouraging request
20 JUDGE HECHT: The parties ought to

21 be encouraged-- I mean, a lot of parties feel
22 like they can't do it.
23 CHAIRMAN SOULES: And the only thing

24 the judge does here is consider it. Now,
25 another strange word is there.

I

It doesn't say
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1

2

he can order it.
order itor not.

I don't know whether he can

Should we fix that?

3 "Consider and enter an order"?

4 JUDGE RIVERA: Oh f I think thi s is

5 enough.
6 JUDGE HECHT: No. You have got to

7

8

9

have--
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. This is

Rule 166 with discovery schedule added and then

10 "on the reqUest of either party~" Putting the
11 discovery schedule in on--- calls for
12 renumbering of the lettered paragraphs with
13 those changes. Those in favor, say aye.
14 Opposed? Okay. That is unanimously

15 recommended.

16 l'IR. DAVIS Luke, I don't want to

17 get you off of that, but what is the status of
18 the recommendation I made on 66 (b) for any

19 discovery motions to include the good faith
20 effort?
21 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t was adopted

22 at the last meeting.
23 ¡ViR. DAVIS: Well, I missed the

24 afternoon of the last meeting. I i m sorry.
25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Let me see if we
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

find it here.

time before.
We either did it last time or the

Tha t go t done i though. Tom, look

on-- is this agenda-- look on page 39. ".ê.ll

discovery motions shall contain a certificate by

the party filing same that efforts to resolve

the discovery dispute without the necessity of
court intervention have been attempted d
failed."

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Page 13.

MR. DAVIS: Page 131

That was at the last meeting. 206 Th
fix a complaint This is what is going

there, anyway that the court report.

made. When we decided not to file di

this is page 141-- there was some

there were some very careful res

how the original deposition

handled the court reporter so

have that certified to be the
officer of the court for pres

And one of the things

there was that the court reporter

it to the lawyer who asked the first

Well t that is not what happens. The Court

reporter-- that iSt after it has been signed.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

See? It got signed, and then the court reporter

delivered it to the lawyer that asked the first

question. What happens is, that the court

reporter delivers it to the lawyer who asked the

first question or to somebody-- to a p y.

They ge t the signature, and then the i

files the deposition and the court r

never does handle the transcript 0

And thisdeposition again.

10 certificate from having the
11 they delivered or mailed it to the
12 attorney to say that it is in
13 custody of the custodial
14 So the court
15 confirm that
16 certify that in t
17 doing what we made t

18 unworkable, and this
19 opposition to that?20 248 is a
21 judges to ma~e legal
22 it doesn. t work in Bexar coun

23 know which judge is going

24 don' t know before the day
25 who is going to try the case.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

11

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

the time for the hearing of those kinds of

things till the day trial commences so that when

we get an assignment to trial, there may be--

like, you have got rulings under the Texas Rules

of Evidence that say that you can move to

preclude evidence for legal reasons.

In Bexar county, if you put one of

those motions up before you' re assigne~ to a

trial judge, the judges on the daily docket

won i t rule. They'll say U I think that . up to

the trial judge. The judge that' sgoi to try

the case ought to rule on it. U d th 're

dimension of the case. But we don't

right because he is going to control t

judge until the day the trial commenc

don't the day
is just move that one day so that

benefit of this two-party aid off

docket like others can get it off

individual docket.

JUDGE RIVERA:

already approved that.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: No, it didn't get

It was probably-- it wasn' t written

I thoug h

approved

quite as clearly as this before I had written
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1

2

3

4:

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

it up~,

JUDGE RIV'ERA I remember working on

it.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any opposition to

this?
. BISHOP: The way e rule is

written is a good recommendation for changing

the way Bexar county does its--

CHAIRMJU'I SOULES Change it.

¡,IR. BISHOP: I like the rule as

written.
CHAIR1YIAN SOULES: Okay. Any

opposition to giving us the benefit of it,

though? Okay.

approved.

That stands unanimously

We have a request here on page 135

to change the rule and say the court reporter

has got to be independent The court reporter

who takes the record has got to be independent

I don't have any language for that. I don i t

know how big a problem it is. Obviously, if the

record is being skewed by a relationship with

the court reporter, it is improper. lily sense is

that there are a lot of other mechanisms to take

care of that rather than to get into questions
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

about whether a court reporter is related or not

related in some way-- the court reporter that

shows up to take the deposition.

Aren't there motions for protective

orders? It seems to me that we have enough

mechanisms already to take care of this problem,

but maybe somebody wants to try to write a rule.

JUDGE HECHT: This could cut down on

9 depositions allover the state.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. BISHOP: Luke, I would suggest

that this be sent to the Committee on the

Administration of Justice for study.

think we ought to act on it.

I don t t

CHAIRMAN SOUl,ES: All right. rrhen

this will be referred to the Committee on

Administration of Justice Judge Peeples is the

chair of that Committee. Judge, y,1i II you take

this letter to your Committee?

JUDGE PEEPLES I think it is the

perfect letter for this committee. It is a

matter of towering public importance that cannot

wait another day.

CHAIRJvlAN SOULES: Did you have

substantive motioni Judge?

JUDGE PEEPLES: I think we ought to
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1 write one right nOw and solve the problem.

2 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We'll write one
3 right now or refuse to write it. July 13, 1989,

4 a letter from Gary Stephens to Chie Justice

5 Phillips sets forth a problem he conceives. It

6 will probably be addressed by the Committe on

7 the Administration of Justice and repo

8 to this Committe r uest the at f
9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

that Commi ttee to

to its response

Next we go to--

problem nd 100

er e ? Ii

tha t he thought we had f i
Carla Marshall raises abo

where sinthat
caD look at this and decide

same comfort level.

On p e 97--

is on page 95. Item

memo you Sent me on July

Ii

p

20 thar currently may arise.
21 approves our recent recommendatioD

22 TRCP296, Murray i. concerns will
23 Therefore i I believe DO action is n .s
24 Vi'e had recommended to e C
25 that they do 296 i giving a way that wo d cur
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1 these. Is that everybody's consensus, tha t

2 Murray's problem will be taken care of if that

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

happens? Okay. That being the consensus of the

Commi t tee, we take no further action on this at

this time, and we will advise Carla Marshall and

Mr Murray. Holly l if you will send them a copy

of what we have already aSKed the Court to

approve and that we hope that is responsive to

their inquiry.

Now, this Rule 329, we will try to

look into where we can try to understand it.

Harry Tindall was going to do that. Harry is
not here Does anybody understand this 329 on

pag'e 151?

MR. BEARD: I don't understand it.
CHAIRMAN SOULES I'm going to leave

it with that subcommittee. Harry Tindall should

notify them to get it understood and give us a

written report. "If an interest in property has

been leased under the judgment, before the

process was suspended, the defendant shall not

be allowed to rescind the lease, but shall have

judgment against the plaintiff for the proceedS

resulting from the lease of such interest "

MR . BEARD It would appear that if
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1 the plaintiff leased the property to somebody

.2 else before the defendant suspended it 1 that the

3 defendant didn i t get anything but the mon He

4 couldn't get possession of property That's how

5 I read it.
6 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, this is
7 Motion for New Trial After Citation by

8

9

10

11

Publication. So we have got a judgment rendered

on service of process by publication. And wha t

does this mean, "process was suspended"?

l\lR. BEARD: You have got a provision

12 that was suspended by giving a good sufficient

13 bond
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "Execut ion of such

judgment shall not be suspended "

l.lR. BBA.RD: But if you lease it

before you suspended it, it i S not going to let

you get anything but the rent.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: This must be a

situation-- is this right? The judgment had

been rendered. The judgment creditor has taken

over the property The judgment creditor having

23 taKen the property, has leased it. And then
24 there is a suspension of what?
25 MR. BEA.RD: The j udgmen t.
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2

3

4,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

295

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Of the judgment.

But the execution has already been completed.

Okay. 'We have (c). nlf the property has been

sold under the jUdgment and execution before the

process was suspended, the defendant shall not

recover the property, but shall have

against the plaintiff for the proce

e

sale."

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

JUDGE HECHT: Bu t

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

MR. BEARD:

CHAIRMAI'J SOULES:

law. And this says if the property wa

12 but it i S been leased, then the def end
13 rescind the lease--

ren ts .

MR. McMAINS:

. DAVIS:

that .e re going to do

what they l re saying.

ÇHAIlUiAN SOULES:

get the property--

JUDGE RIVERA: Be can

property if it has not been sold,

say that.
t
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1

2

3

4

5

6

CHAIRMAN SOUI..ES: Doesn't this work

this way: The defendant-- the jUdgment debtor

can get the proceeds of the sale~ and if we add

this (d), he can also get the ongoing rents into

the future? Isn't that right?

l".R. BEARD: How do they lease it

7 without having sold the property?

8

9 sold.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wel, it has been

The judgment creditor has bought the

10 property in. Or somebody has.

11 MR. BEARD: If all they get is the

12 proceeds, why do they get anything from the
13 lease?
14 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Tha t 's wha t I'm

15 concerned about Shouldn't the new owner get

16

17

18

19

the lease monies?

MR. BEARD: He's got to pay the

proceeds.
CHAIRlYIAN SOULES: If there's been a

20 wrongful execution--
21

22

23

24

25

PROF. C.ARLSON Look at page 153. I

think it's an oil and gas lease.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: 153'¡ Bu t i 'C would

be the same, wouldn't it?
MR. BEARD: We lIt you could have a
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1 judgment for possession title for property

2 without having sold the property so that if you

3 leased it, then he could get possession out of

4

5

it without having sold it.

JUDGE HECHT: ll, the first part

6 of it, the defendant should not be able to

7 rescind the lease, right?

8

9

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Bu t if he c an It

get the property, how does he have any right of

10 any kind? If you ask me, why doesn It (c) sort
11 of take care-- I guess what I'm getting at is--
12 MR. BEARD: Well, see you can get
13 title and possession under a default judgment

14 without selling the property.
15

16

17

18

JUDGE RIVERA: I think this implies

that you can get the property back, but you have

lost the rate between the date of the judgment

and the date that you get it back. Bu tit

19 doesn't actually say that.
20

21

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Uh-huh.

. BEARD: If you haven't sold it,

22 I guess you get property back; but you can' t get

23 anything but the lease monies.
24 JUDGE RIVERA: You've lost the
25 income in the meantime
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i lliR BEARD: There's a distinction

2 between (c) and (d).

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: (C) would be a

4 money judgment for the execution and the sale of

5 the property. (DJ would be maybe a sui t for

6 recovery of the proper itself, and you get a

7 default judgment and you get title to the

8 property.

9 JUDGE RIVERA: And you lease it.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: And you lease it10

i 1 ou t ,

12

13

14

JUDGE HECHT But it doesn i t say

that.
MR. BEARD: It's mainly oil and gas.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

l.1R. Loi;il: One of the things is, I

bet you it pertains strictly to oil and gas

because there it l s just the lease on the
m~nerals they are talking about Bnd the surface

may be something else. So the same thing might

not apply as just to a warehouse. At least, I
don't know. It sounds like it to me. \"'4'e can't

22 even figure out exactly what it is trying to
23 apply to
24 MR. BEARD I believe the oil

25 operators are interested in protecting their oil
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1

2

3

4,

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

and gas leases
CHAIRMAl\l SOULE S : I say-- my feeling

is, in order to get our docket clear, we reject

this amendment without prejudice to it being

resubmitted in the next biennium with some sort

of explanation of its purpose and maybe some

briefing to support the purpose.

NR. LOv,I I second 'that.
MR. DAVI S: We need to learn more

abou tit whether we do it tha t way or send it to

a subcommittee and have them do it ~'lhate'iier

you-all--
CHAIRlvlAN SOULES: 1l, it seemed to

15

me like we ought to put the burden on the

requesting lawyer to explain what we need since

we don't understand it.

14,

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

MR. DAVIS That would help

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any objection t.o

that? Okay. We'll return this, respectfully,

to Mr. Skipper Lay-- no To Mr. Fuller, Robert

25

Fuller; and we will request that he give us a

statement of purpose and some briefing to

support the need for this change to Rule 329 and

then take up it up on our next agenda, which may

be delayed because we re about to get this

24
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1

2

3

year's work done. Any opposition to that?
Okay. It! s unanimously rejected with that
proviso.

4 l".R BEARD: The meritorious defense

5

6

7

8

requirement has been knocked outi has it not?

JUDGE HECHT: It is hanging by a

thread.
CHAIRL.".AN SOULES: I think it is

9 hanging by a noose. Next-- is it 183? I

10 believe the next is 183. Is that right? Do we

11 have something on 1577

12

13

14

r1R. Mcl'1AINS: We sen t tha t one back

last time, according to our minutes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Wha t did we do

15 with it?
16M R. M c MA INS : We sent i t b a c k to
17 Skipper Lay.
18

19

20

CHAIRMAN SOULES: We II. Harry was

supposed to be here to report on this I'll
tell you what let's do, let's just pass it and

21 see how our time goes with the balance of the
22 day and see if we can get back to figure it out
23 without Harry's help.
24 JUDGE HECHT: That presents a lot of

25 problems.
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1

2

3

4

CHAIRMAN' SOULES: Is there something

there, Judge, that you think needs to be dealt

wi th?

JUDGE HECHT: Well, I don' t-- the

5 Court is not asking for any attention to it, and

the Court is going to resolve it one of these

days as to whether or not through all of

means that there is a requirement of a

meri torious defense under any

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

in any context We have said so in four or five

thi s agenda. This next is Tony Sa

cases so far f and I thin1\: we'll just
this should be presented, but Comm

ahead and address it in the rule:

fairly foreign problem that it is

MR. HATCHELL:

directed to the use of

actually a pretty good little

but I don't know-- understan

CHAIRhlAN SOUL

back to it. Maybe somebody can

scrutiny wh~le we're going through

work-up on service under the J P.

has mad. them conform to service under rule., I

guess, 99 and 100, the ones we have worked on a
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1 good bit. And it says they are consistent to

2 the extent possible with district courts t
3 procedures are workable; that there is a clerk

4 in the Court-- in the J. P. court that can
5

6

7

8

function like the district clerk. d it
indicates what is done. We took away the 90-day

fuse on the citation earlier i and this wo

arises from a letter to me from Justice cht
9 that said that there had been a justice of the

10 peace complaining about inconsistencies between

11 their citation rules and other court i s citation
12 rules And the justice thought that we just

13 overlooked it, which may be the case. Does
14

15

16

17

18

anyone see any problems with these rules that

Tony has written?

MR BISHOP: I have a smaIl

suggestion, In (c), if we're going to send a

notice like this, why don't we put it in lish
19 instead of legalese and say the first Monday
20 after the iratioD instead of the non e

21 Monday next ~ollwoing"? I think it would make
22 it a little more easy for most people to

23 understand. You may want to do the same thing

24 in (b), "the first l10nday after the expiration. ll

25 It doesn' t change it substantively I t is
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1 just--
2 CH1,.IRMii.N SOULES We're not going to

3

4

5

6

7

change the District Court rules on that, though;

so this will read differently.

:iIR. BEARD: It says no default

judgment can be granted in any cause till the

citation has been on file for 10 d s. Forcible
8 entry and detainer, the Court can enter a

9 judgment in, what? Seven days? He can reduce

10 it to seven days. That probably conflicts with

11 it.
12 "Order a citation" tells the defendant he
13

1,4

15

16

17

18

19

has to answer in s even days. Forcible entry and

detainer, you couldn't even get it on file Ii

lot of them are defaults. So I don i t know how

that might conflict with something like forcible

entry and detainer

CHAIR~,1AN' SOULES: See what 534 says

abo'l tit now. It may already have this in

20 there. There are some different time periods.

21 534 It is already in there. That is not a

22 change.

23

24

25

MR. BEARD: 10 days, no default?

J'UDGE BEeR'l': There may be a special

service.
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1 MR. BBARD Forcible entry and

2 detainer has special service rules.

3

4

5

CHAIRM.Al\ SOULES Yeah So this
general rule is keeping the same meaning as far

as the time periods are concerned. 10 00 a.m.

6 on the Monday next following the expiration of

7 10 days after the date of service

8

9

But that is-- that's what we-- that

is true. That is the effect of it. All right.
10 Sarah is saying that the old rule doesD' t say
11

12

13

14

the default judgment may be taken then, but that

is the effect of it We did put that language

in 99 and 100 so that it would tell the person

being served the effect of it.

15 MR. BEARD: The forcible entry and
16 detainer would conflict with that citation in
17 the file.
18 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Where are you
19 reading, Pat?
20

21

22

23

24

MR. BEARD: Page 183-B. It requires

that the citation be on fiie just like we do on

a default, just like we do in district court. I

don't know whether the present rules--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: I'm sorry. I

25 can't find it.
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1

2

3

4

MR. BEARD: 183-B.

CHAIRlVIAN SOULES: "D"?

MR. BEARD: "B ll

CHAIRl'lA1.\f SOULES liB," boy?

5 NR. BEARD: Yeah

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

CHAIRMAN SOULES: About where?

MR. BEARD: The last paragraph on

183-B. Waiti wait. You're on the wrong--

you · r e looking at the wrong thing. 183-B.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, I'm sorry.

Okay. That's old 536. There is no requirement

in old 536.

MR. BEARD I don't remember ever

14 having to file a citation for any period of time
15 in the justice court.
16

17 here.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: That is not in

18 MR r:Ic INS: The forcible entry

19 detainer rules especially.
20 IvtR. BEARD You can serve them and

21 you can cite them in seven days
22 lVIR. Mcl'1AINS: I'm just saying that

23 these rules don't change 739, do they? We have
24 forcible entry and detainer rules on citation
25 and everything right now.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN' SOULES: Pati how long is

the fuse on F. E. & D. default?

MR. BEi\RD The Court can issue a

citation for not less than seven days.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Not less than six?

MR. McMAINS: Why don't we make it

six?
CHAIRMAN. SOULES:

change this to five?

Why don't we

MR. BEARD: In the district courti

it's 10 days-- has to be on file 10 days. So

why don't we make this one 5 days?

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Or three or

ot r

something where we don't run into a pr

at least it's going to be on file a day

MR. BBARD: Let's say t ee

CHAIRMAN' SOULBS: Three

MR. BEARD: By the time

and get it back

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay.

problems wit~ these rules f or does anyone have a

comment about them? Is there any opposition to

adopting to recommend that the Supreme Court

adopt Rules 534 f 535 and 536 .1 submitted by

Tony wi th the change in the last paragraph of
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1

2

3

.4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

536 from 10 days to three days? Being no

objection, that will be unanimously recommended

to the Supreme Court.

JUDGE RIVERA: On the citation

notice, Hadley called attention to the word in

the Family Code-- they changed the wording of

the citation of summons by the legislature

CHAIRMAN' SOULES: If they don' t quit

tinkering with the Rules of Civil Procedure and

the Family Code, they're going to be out o£--

JUDGE RIVERA Here is the form of

the citation that they want.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well--

JUDGE RIVERl" In fact, it has been

15 ordered by the legislature, so I don't know.

16

17

18

19

20

CHAIRMA,N SOULES: Well, the fact is
that the Family Law Bar just doeeD' t have a hell

of a lot of respect for Supreme Court rulemaking

authority. They can go to the legislature and

get anything done that they want done and

21 practice in their own system. ¡1m sorry they're
22 not here to hear me say that, but that' s the way
23

24

it is. I don't think that--

JUDGE RIVERA: It is different. It
25 is different.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

lvïR. LOW: In what way is it

different?
JUDGE HECHT Just technically.

Different things that have to be said. When it

was filed, what the number was, whose marriage

is involved, statement of the relief sought.

CHAIRl'1Al\' SOULES: I giie s s maybe we

can still make rules that predicate default

jUdgment based on their kind of ci tation. too.

J'UDGE HEel-IT: Probate Code has got a

citation form for it. Family Code has got a

citation form.

l'lR. Loiv': Let's have our own.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: We' 1 i have our

own '( Oka,y. I'll respect it. But I don't think

1 6 anyone i s tell in 9 the i egis 1 a t u re that , you
17 know, 1j\That we've got is probably' \410rkable and v-:re

18 need to do it--
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

JUDGE RIVERA: Now the district

clerk is asking mei "vlhat do I do?"

11R. DAVIS: Decide it on a

case-by-case basis.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. 82, 'Ç'Je have

already talked about Turn now to 194. This is

Justice Hecht, again, I believe. It looks like
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1 your red-lining. Rule 90 on page 194.

2 JUDGE HECHT: Yeah. On 1941 the

3 question is regarding pUblicaton of Court of

4: Appeals opinions. And as mentioned last time

5 brieflyi a case out of Amarillo Court that was

6 not published. the Supreme Court denied the
7 writ, and then there was an opinion in the

8 Federal Court case and then the Amarillo Court

9 published their opinion and then the Fifth

10 circuit . .,sal.c., "i\íell, we don't care about that,"

11 but the US. Supreme Court said, "Well, you

12 should because that may be the law in Texas. ¡¡

13 So they remanded it back to the Fifth Circuit to

14 consider the now-published Amarillo opinion
15 whi ch the Pi fth Cireui t dee ided was the law of
16 Texa s . And it raises the question whether

17 Courts of Appeals should be allowed to publish

18 their opinions after they have decided not to

19 and after the Supreme Court has decided the

20 applications for writ of error.
21 Also, another practice that I think

22 is common in the Court of Appeals, certainly the

23 case in Dallas, is that any party could ask the

24 Court to publish an opinion that they decided

25 not to publiSh and they would consider that as a
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1 '- .mO'C10n. The rules don' t specifically provide

2 for tha t and perhaps th should bec ause part i es

3 might-- there might need to be some

4 encouragement there, that if a party feels that

5 a case is significant even though the Court does

6 not, he ought to have the opportunity to come in

7 and say, uLook, Judgei this is a big case. You

8 ought to pUblish it for these reasons" and give

9 them the opportunity to make that decision.

10 MR. McMAINS i Judge, does the Court

11 of Criminal Appeals pass these type of rules,

12 too?

13 JUDGE HECHT: Yes.

14 ¡ViR. NcMAINS: Are they going to have

15 to change their rule?

16 JUDGE HECHrr: Yeah.

17 CHAIRlvlAN SOULES: Here is--- I'fias
18 kind of caught up in that, that effort. ,!'here

19 was a case pending before the Supreme Court of

20 the United Statesi I believe it was, in which

21 the issue that had been decided by-- was it the

22 Amarillo courts--
23 ,,'JUDGE HECHT: Uh-huh.

24 CHAIRMAN SOULES: was up for
25 decision based on Texas law. It was a diversity
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8

9
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

casee and summary judgment and so forth.
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And

the case came to Supreme Court, and Exxon was

not a party to the Supreme Court of Texas

appeal. Exxon was a party to the Supreme Court

of the United States appeal.

Exxon won if the law found the

Amarillo Court was the law of Texas ecaus it
was the only statement of law in Texas.

moved in the Supreme Court to have tha t

opinion. I believe som ow

The S rameCourt of Appeals opinion published.

Court of Texas entered an order saying th

without jurisdiction to order that~

The parties then went ck
Exxon then went to Amarillo Court

motion there that the Amarillo Court

negot e - I wasn i t i

discus on-- negotiated with

Amarillo court's appe

no obj ection to the Amarillo

pUblishing tpeir opinion. And

party, I believe, agreed. I'm

that, but I think that is what

So the Amarillo Court of

said, "What difference does it make? Publish
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1

:2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

it. " An d the y did. Exxon; as I say, the moving

force i was not a party. Well. it turned out

that there was a major case, I guess, decided on

that; so I suppose it was something influential

on the law of Texas. And it was exactly the

question that was before the Supreme Court of

the United States.
The Supreme Court of the United

States, then, reading that published opinion, I
believe, withdrew cert. and remanded to the

Fifth Circuit and vacated the cert and

remanded back to the Fi f th Circui t where on

had prevailed Is that right?

JUDGE HECHT: Yes.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: So all of this

conversation to say~~ I feel that somebody ought

to be abl e on a motion of a party wi th a serious

interest in having a case published-- somebody

ought to be able to go to someplace and present

their need for that to be published. And if the

Supreme Court is without jurisd~ction and by

rule precludes it in the Court of Appeals, then

it is over. Nobody can ge tit done. It is ,just

hidden forever. And maybe it shouldn't be.

The Court of Appeals doesn't have to
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1l

12

13

14

15

16

17

get published just because somebody asks it to

It has got to decide if it can or should. The

Supreme Court r however 1 I think in some cases

may decide that there is an awful opinion

written but, reallyi it probably resolves the

issues between the parties. But if that opinion

were to be published, t y might write a

per curiam or do something to straighten it out.

But since it is not published, they just don l t
take any action.

The Supreme Court feels exposed then

to the possibility that, thereafter, it has lost

jurisdiction to deal with the potential for writ

of error. The"Court of Appeals will publish

something that is just completely off the wall.

It messes up Texas law, and then there is not

anything that they can do about it.
18 So there are these balancing--
19 balance of considerations that I think are all
20 in play, and we might as well get them all out
21 here and look at them play and see whether the--
22 to tie the hands of the Court of Appeals or not.

23

24

25

Okay. Those are all of the considerations.

JUDGE HECHT: The Supreme Court

jurisdiction ought not-- whatever ruling may
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1 have been made in that case, it doesn't seem to

2 me to be a jurisdictional issue.

3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: That's what they
4 said,"
5

6

7

8

9

JUDGE HECHT: They could do it

almost at any time. Certainly if the Court of

Appeals has jurisdiction to do it at any time,

you would think, the Supreme Court had the

jurisdiction. By the s aIDe token, I don't think

10 you want the Court of Appeals in this state
11 deciding public opinions two, three, five or
12 eight years after they have been issued and the
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20 though

opportunity to do anything about it has passed.

Buddy?

MR. LOW: What would be wrong with

what you were talking about that they couldn't

do it after you had ruled on it or something or

if--
l'.R. i-IcMAINS: It doesn't say that,

21 MR. LOW: But it seems to me that if

22 they did that in published form-- I don't know
23 if the Supreme Court has the jurisdiction to do

24 that; but they shouldn't be able to do it
25 without approval or consent of the Court or
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

something because the Supreme Court may decide

they want to do something.

And, like in this situation, maybe

it should have come back to the Supreme Court a

certified question after that. You kn01;i f is

this-- you tell us Is this wha t the Supreme

Court thinks the law would be? There' s other
ways around that particular problem, but it

seems unfair, after the Court has already

decided for some reason not to fool with it.

CHAIRl.1A.N SOULES: This, to me-- I
would be satisfied to see something like this

that says "The Supreme Court may, on request of

14 any party or non-party to a Court of Civil
15 A.ppeals decision, order a Court of Appeals
16 opinion published at any time. n
17 JUDGE HECHT: I don' t see anything

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

1;\1'rong wi th tha t

CHAIRMA.N SOULES: If there is a

four-year-old Court of Appeals opinion that is

on-point on a case pending in the Supreme Court

of the United States and if someone wants to ask

that it be published and you-all decide

JUDGE HECHT: I see tha t as one more

motion we' re going to have to consider.
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1

2

3

4

MR. BEARD: What kind of interest do

they have to demonstrate to make that--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: There is no

standard. It's a request.

5 MR. BEARD: Just "We want it

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

published"? They ought not be able to do at.
CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Somebody ought to

be able to get it published if it is

law there is that' s not messed up.

MR BEARD: They've got to have so

interests, some reason other than-- well,

SCholarly reasons? Lawyering?

CHAIRli1AN SOULES:

. BEARD: If

Maybe.

the opinion as deciding a case

impression i they ought to

don't do it in every c

unreported cases that

But in-'-
MR. BISHOP:

they are un~ubl ished.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, if we

that in, nThe Supreme Court or the Court

Criminal Appeals"--

MR. BEARD: The Court can write its
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1

2

o~.;n rules about at it is going to do. ~i'

roi not Ii ving several hundred of those

3 motions ~

4 c s s ell, I don t

5

6

7

8

9

nk they even have to rule on the requests.

can just throw it the ash, I ese

MR B Decline to do ~t, huh?

CH.AI SOULES It seems to me

that there ought to be someplace re a party'

10 could go to express a need to ha"8 an opinion
11 published if it needs to be looked at. Rus
12

13

14

. IV:ic INS I move, first of all,

in terms of the sequencing We all like to talk

:L 5 is the Court of

eme Court can do here. This

eals opinion group. Or is it

aboii t wha t the S

16 supposed to be on all of them? Is it just
17 0 nion?
18 PROF. CA.RLSON l,io ..

19 MR IvIc I (H) does a ress the

20 Supreme Court, but it is right in the middle of
21 the Court of Appeals rules.
22

23

CH.AI SOU1..ES There is a lot of

at. That is one of Sarah's points.

historically. We i va got to work on that.

25 . l'1c INS: seeo d thing is I
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1 think the concern immediately that you have is

not met by this rule in the sense that

application for writ of filing takes away the

Court of Appeals i ability to publish; whereas,

remember the next rule that we i re going to fix
in here talks about the effect of the premature

filing and whatever.

And the truth of the matter is, I

think what you are really concerned about is i
after any action on the application for writ or

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

discretionary review. Otherwise, send it to the

Court of Appeals if you' ve acted-- because what

you rea 11 y VI ant to know is that you n't acting

on something you think is unpublished and it

turns out to be published So if you fix it

that way, at least from the Court of Appeals'

standpoint, you fix it.

Then you can say "Any other request

for publication after such action has to be

addressed to the last Court that considered the

issue n That would give them the jurisdiction

to consider, if you want it. I don' t knO~'1

whe ther you wan tit.

l"lR. DAVIS: How about stating in

25 writing that you--
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1 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. Well, I

2 can't-- Rustyi I can't get that in here without
3 specific language. What do you want to do?

4 Wha t do you wan t to change?

5

6

MR. McMAINS: We Ili the only thing

in here, it says " ter any party has applied H

7 Do you want to say "After the Supreme Court or

8 Court of Appeals has acted upon any party's

9 application for writ of error, discretionary
10

11

revi ew or any other"--
CHAIRlvIAN SOULES: Is that the way

12 you want it?
13

14

J'UDGE HECHT: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "Any (un)published

15 opinion can be pUblished after"-- and then
16 strike "any par'ty has applied to"--
17 MR. HclJIAINS: Right

18 CHAIRMAN SOULES: "after the
19 Supreme Court or the Court of Criminal
20 Appeals"--

21 J'UDGE HECHT: Is tha t any party's

22 application?
23 CHAIRM.åN SOULES: "On any party's

24 application," and then pick up from there?
25 Okay Do you have any objection to putting that
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1 sentence in up here?

2 JUDGE HECHT: Go ahead and make tha t

3 same change that Rusty suggested on page 195.

4 At the top of 195.

5 CHAIRlllAN SOULES: "However, the

6 appellate court shall not order any

7 (un) published opinion to be published after the

8 Supreme Court or Court of Criminal Appeals has

9 acted on any party i s application," et cetera.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

And then at the end of (e), we i Ll add this word.

"The Supreme Court or Court of Criminal Appeals

may on request of any party or non-party to a

Court of Appeals decision order a Court of

peals opinion published at any time. U

JUDGE HECHT: Righ t.

MR. LOW: I can see a timing

problem. Does that have to be stamped some

18 other way? Like, they are deciding to act on it
19 and announce that the Suprßme Court meets one

20

21

22

day t and the day before, the Court of eals
meets and t~ey decide they i re going to publish
it The Supreme Court doesn't know what is

23 published and they announce their ruling the
24

25

next day. I don't know how you could do that.

JUDGE HECHT~ You can cure that by
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1 motion of reason. The party can come in and

2 say, "Judge~ I would like to reconsider this"--

3

4 right
MR. LOW: Ohi ohi oh. Okay. All

Ilm just thinking of a matter of timing,

5 without the assumption of close communication.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Here's how you

Judge eeples in jail. Okay. Then t ru1

and that i s unanimously approved then,

opposition to Rule 90, Rule 90 has be

unanimously approved and amended in ess ion.

t

Now we go ere, Hol ?

MS. HALFACRE: P 130

CHAIRMAN SOULES: ap 13

197. Where is that?

JUDGE HECHT: e is
on 208.

CHAIRMAN 8

another of your sugge.t~on.

JUDGE HECHT:

Ratcliff/Doctors Rosp~ta IROS

happens wh.n a part in th Co

files an application for rehear f e

Court is done rul ing on 1 of theinot s

rehear ing Ratcliff, the appellant, tit
filed an appl iea t ion for writ of error befor
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filed a motion for rehearing.

Well i typically i what happened is

that the clerk won't let you do that in Dallas.

The clerk will tell you, you can't file an

application before you file a motion for

rehearing because. obviously. the Court is not

going to consider an application if there

been a motion for rehearing that's been ru

n't

on.

In this case, everybody h

lunch and somebody was stuck in there

didn' t know that and filed it an

gone to

day i the party comes in wi a motion

rehearing. The clerk says, "No i

You already filed an application."

really are in a catch-22.

ruling on their motion for

get their application hear

ruling because they aIr

application, so they're stuck.

Our Court wrote an opinion
there is this old case-- an old Supreme

case that says the filing of applic

the Court of Appeals and then e jurisdiction

to act further immediately rests with
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1 preliminary jurisdiction in the Supreme Court,

2 and there is nothing else you can do. So we

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

don't think that is a very good result, but I

feel like we are constrained by prior precedent.

Well, the Supreme Court then denies

the application for writ of error without want

of jurisdiction. Not surprising. There is no

rehearing. Then the parties file for mandamus

to compel us to rule on the motion for

rehearing, and the Supreme Court turns that

down.

file motions for rehearing. The

Then about the same time, the

of Appeals got another case in which all

them, changed the judgment of opinion:
under the rules, they file a second

rehearing. But now one of the

that his time was running from

first motion, decided he tter
application in there because he didn It

lose his tim~ on the application. So he

in there with the application. The Court s

"Okay. We caD i t rule on the second motion."

This time, the Supreme Court take.

the case and says "I think, rightly, that the
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8
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24

25

old Supreme Court case was wrong. The Court of

Appeals ought to rule on a motion for rehearing,

and sow.e i Ll jus tho I d t his till they do." So

the case went back to the Court of Appeals for

ruling
The Court of Appeals then granted

the motion for rehearing and remanded the case

to the trial court. And I have heard this said

and I have not checked it out but, apparently,

there was some suggestion in the ruling on the

motion for rehearing that-~ impinging on the

party i s right to pursue their application for
writ of error in the Supreme Court. So the

parties came back to the Supreme Court and said

"Well, they could rule on the motion, but they

cannot deprive this Court of the jurisdiction

that has been invoked by the application for

writ of error. And the Court saidi "That'.s

right Just quit squirrling around with it and

send us the whole case and we i II sort it out

So that's what happened.

Now we have got another case-- yet

another case where this has happened; and,

later."

basically i the Court of Appeals hàs said, "Look,

we don't care. Just tell us what to do and
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18

19

20

21

22

we'll do it.
325

But we just need some direction on

what we are supposed to do."

So this purports to fix that by

treating a prematurely-filed application for

writ of error as a prematurely-filed cost bond

and notice of appeal in that it simply is held

by the Court until the first moment in time that

it would be timely; and then it is considered

filed as of that time

CHAIRMAN SOULES. Anyone? Mike?

MR. HATCHELL: This is a real good

rule, and I would like to heartily endorse it.

It also solves other problems that I won't go

into in terms of when there might be a defective

second motion for rehearing filed, and you don i t
know.

I have two comments. It was

suggested at the May meeting that to further put

the nail in the coffin, we might add a clause

that said that the clerk of the Court of peals

cannot mail applications to the Supreme Court

until all motions for rehearing in the Court of

23 Appeals have been under the rule. I don't know

24 whether that would be helpful or not.
25 And thirdly, let me get you to look
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1 at the last sentence. The first time you read

2 it, you think, "Well, that makes plenty of

3 sense. H But the words "such motion" at the end

4 refer back to the last timely motion, a

5 timely-filed motion for rehearing. I think the
6 assumption is that the last time they filed

7 motion for rehearing would be the last motion

8 overruled, but that is not necessarily true. So

9 maybe the words usuch motion" should be "all

10 motions" or something like that.
11 MR. McMAINS: I have one further

12 observation, too.
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOU S: Okay. Rusty, let

me get caught up with this unless it is

same part because I get too many things

and I can't keep up with it

ou. The first one is t?

JUDGE HECHT: Transmitting it t

We l 11 t

the--
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Where d sits

that the clerk of the Court of Appeals mails it

or does--

JUDGE BECHT: Rule 132(a).

CHAIRMAN SOULIS: Rule 132 (a) .

"Application. . .. fo ard.. Ok That ia the
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1 word.
2 JUDGE HECHT: Tha t may be where we

3 need to change it because that was very

4 instrumental in the Court of Appeals deciding it

5 doean' t have jurisdiction to do it.
6 MR. HATCHELL: Right.
7 JUDGE HECHT: And I think it should
8 be changed to say "and shall, after the Court of

9 Appeals rules on"--

10 l\1R. lilcl'1AINS: "All motions for
11 rehearing. H
12 JUDGE HECHT: -- "all mot:,tons for

13 rehearing" because you can even have some later

14 ones, see?
15 IviR lVlclYJ.AINS: "All timely-filed
16 motions for rehearing."
17

18

MR. BEARD: You can have motions--

CHAIR SOULES: "Timely-filed" "

19 maybe shouldn i t playa role in this.
20 ivIR. HA.TCHELL: The dismissal of a

21 motion or a failure, writ of error, saying
22 "We're not going to rule on this. This is
23 disposition of the motion." So I would just say
24 "disposition of all motions.ft
25 l'lR. BE.ARD: A second motion for
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1 rehearing isn't relative to changes or-- so you

2 can' t just tie up rulings on motions for
3

4

5

6

7

8

rehearing.
CHl\IRIVlAN SOULES: But you still get

time to write a second motion?

l'íR. BEARD The second motion? No.

MR. McMAINS: No.

JUDGE HECHT: No. From the first

9 one m
10 MR. McMAINS: Not i fyou ' r e no t

11 authorized.
12 CHAIRl'tAN SOULES: Oh, that's right.

13 If there is any writing, you can file a
14 separate--
15 MR McMAINS: That's right. But if
16 there isn i t--
17 CHAIRMAN SOULES: When there isn't
18 any writing. Okay.
19 JUDGE HECHT: You don't wan t
20 somebody to file a spurious motion for
21 rehearing.
22

23

24

MR. HATCHELL: That's right.

JUDGE HECHiI' Detain the
application. This has to be timely filed.

25 "Shall"-- "J.fter the Court of .l,ppeals has ruled
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1 on the last timely-filed motion for rehearing,
2 promptly forward it to the clerk."
3 l'1R 0 BEARD: It is not just timely,is

4 it? It' s-- the second motion is just out

5 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, we're all
6 different. It's after the Court of Appeals has

7 ruled on all timely-filed motions for rehearing?

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

MR. HATCHELL: Right.

CHAIRMAN SOUJ..ES: " Promptly

forward. if Okay. We'll put that in Rule 132.

JUDGE HECHT: 1-'i second motion after
a first motion has been overruled and the Cour t

has not changed his judgment is not timely

CHAIRlYU.:N SOULES: Judge in this
15 last sentence of your proposed Rule 130, you say

16 "An application filed prior to the overruling of
17

18

19

20

21

all timely-filed motion.s for rehearin.g"?

J'UDGE HECHT Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. We · i I

change "last" to Dall." "For rehearing filed by

any party shall be deemed to have been filed on

22 the date of but subsequent toil_- now, what do ~,;e

23 do to fix your concern there, Mike?
24 MR H~~ TCHELL : Is that in the last

25 sentence?
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1

2

CHAIRMAN SOULE S : It says "motions."

MR. HATCHELL: Well, no .1' no. .. An

3 application filed prior to the overruling of the
4

5

(5

7

8

9

last timely filed"--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: No. "AI I

timely-filed motions"

MR HATCHELL: Wel li okay. " All

timely"--
CHAIRMAN SOULES: " F i 1 e dm 0 t ion s for

10 rehearing."
11 MR. HATCHELL: Okay. We ll, maybe

12 that will--
13 JUDGE HECHT: Why don't you strike

14 "filed by any party"?
15

16

17

MR. HATCHELL: Maybe that will take

care of it, then w I see what you' re doing"

CH~~I:RMAN SOULES: .' Shall be deemed

18 to have been filed on the date of but subsequent
19 to the overruling of such motion." Does that
20 wor);:?
21 MR. HATCHELL: Yeah, I think that
22 will work~ Now, Rusty.

23 MR. Mcl\lIA,INS: Welli what I'm trying
24 to get at is the term-- instead of "overruling,"
25 the first sentence does assume that the Court of
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Appeals has jurisdiction over the motion The
second sentence sounds like it only deals with

the overruling and that that is all they can do

is overrule it, which is, of course, what your

issue was, whether they can grant it.

Don' t you really

"dispositionH? That is, "An

prior to the disposition

filed motion for rehearing"?

first sentence of 130 Cb)?

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

application will be filed i

30 days after overruling of the last t

JUDGE HECHT: Yes,

grant the second-- even if th

one and change the judgment, you

file another motion if yo

have rai.ed everything el

the first motion.

McMAI

MR.
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1 motion for rehearing filed by any,' party. (sic)"
.2 JUDGE HECHT: Don't you wan t to say

3 "After the rUling on all timely motions for
4 rehearing"?

5

6

7

MR. HATCHELL Right.

MR. McMAINS: Righ t

JUDGB HECHT: Because if they grant

8 it, change their judgment, and you're satisfied,

9 you don' t have to file another motion. You are

10 protected. They can ready their appeal.
11 CHAIRMAN SOU:LES: Okay Hork i;1Í th

12 me through the language, then. We're looking at
13 the language that is presently in the rule; is
14 that correct?
15 JUDGE HECHT: "Appl ication shall be

16 filed with the clerk of the Court of Appeals
17 within 30 case days after the ruling on all
18 timely-filed motions for rehearing. n
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Period. Okay. We

have got: that.
MR. McMAINS: The second sentence is

okay.

JUDGE HECHT The second sentence is

okay.

CHAIRl.iAN SOULES: "An application
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

filed prior to the ruling on"-- huh?

MR* McMAINS: That's right.

MR. HATCHELL: Yeah.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: "All timely-filed

motions for rehearing shall be deemed to have

been filed on the date of or subsequent to the

ruling on such motions."

Yeah.

JUDGE BBCHT: The date of ruli

Right. SUbject to the rUlings

CHAIRMAN SOULBS: Could it be tha t

they rule on motions in subsequence? Is t

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

of it. See, "all" include. the

I mean i

111

is that any kind of a problem there?

JUDGE HECHT: They sometim..

sometimes they file it subsequent; but

ought to include that, all of the r

the way it reads now, H the

motion"-- well, sometimes,

conceiveable they will r

before they rule on the

trying to get out of that tr
C RMAN S

more complicated than at.

such motions have been ruled on.

I'm--
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MR McMAINS: You want to say the

2 last date?
3 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, I'm

4 struggling with that. That i 51 right on the point

5 tha t I'm trying--
6 MR. MCMAINS: On the 1 at

7 CHAIRMAN SOULBS: uAl

8 have been ruled on." II. y i ng to

9 between picking th up each a. they 9

10 on, but I don't know Whether that reall m

11 point"
12 . BEARD: I ha to

13 becaus both si (

14 MR. S :

da

r

51

f

e c

15 finality involved in the Court of
16 judgment that there t
17 issues before the Court,a
18 CHAIRMAN SOU ..

.19 date"--

20 JUDGE HECHT: "On the te
21 subsequent toU_-

22 CHAIRMAN SOULES: --"0 the a

23 ruling on all such motions"?
24 JUDGE HECHT: You don want t
2 5 that in there twice. " F i i e do n the date 0 fin

t
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1 then "sn.ibsequen't to the ruling"--
2

3

4:

5

CHAIRMAl\ SOULES: "On the last"--

lYR lYcM.hINS: "Final ruling on

all".--
CHAIRlYAN SOULES UThe last ruling

6 on any such motion." It is the last rulingi
7

8

9

10

isn't it? Itls not the last motion.

. lVlcl'lAIl\TS:

The last ruling.

CHAIRMAN SOULES:

Yeah That's right.

"To the last

11 ruling on any such motion." Now let me see if I

12

13

can put Mike i s problem back on the books to put

"motion" singular again. "An application filed

14 prior to the rul ing on all t imely-f iled motions
15 for rehearing shall be deemed to have been filed

16 on the date but subs equent to the rul ing on"--
17 "the last ruling on any such motion~" Okay.

18 Did I get it?
19

20

21

22

23

24

25

JUDGE HECHT: Uh-huh.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any opposi tion to

this as we have got it marked up? Okay. 'lhere

being no opposition, it is unanimously approved

The next one, the Court has changed its

practice. ~t now enhances its judgments and

orders through the clerk and not from the bench
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1 Any opposition to this? It's unanimous 1 y

2 approved ..

3

4:

5

N01~f Harry, 'ÇH~ need a report from

you on 'trÑO things. First, I guess this-- on

6

159, this input from Aaron Jackson

ready to report on that?

Are you

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

î-1R. TINDALL Yes. I called Aaron.

and talked with him and told him that we were

concerned that his proposal would be, perhaps,

viewed as too limiting in terms of methods to

attack a judgment. He agreed, and I called him

back on Monday after our meeting. He agreed

that-- I think Rusty made the observation i and

tha tit needed reworking. I have not heard back

from him So in view of that, I move this
matter be tabled.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Since we're trying
to dispose of our docket, let me ask you if we

could alternatively move to reject this at this

time and return it to Mr. Jackson for such

revision as he may choose to make and resubmit

it to Committee?

23 lYlR. TINDALL: Yes. I think it' s
24 worth pursuing. He has this article attached

25 here, you know, going through all of the progeny
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1 of Sunshine Bus Lines. And he has got some good

2 points i but I think Rusty said-- well, the way
3 he has it, Rule 329 and the following rule shall

4 be exclusive rules for a motion for a new trial;

5 and Rusty had said, "Well, that is not the only

6 i~ay" So I would like to keep it alivei but
7 it' s not as well written as it is here.
8

9 329 (c).

10

11

CHAIRMAN SOULES: He is propos ing a

MR. TINDALL: That's right.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is he proposing a

12 new 329(c)?

13 liIR. TINDALL: T hat's r ig h t . It
14 would try to bring together all of the confusing
15 case law about when you have had a default

16 judgment, what is the burden and the counter
17 affidavits and so forth on a default judgment
18 CHAIRI'iAN SOULES: So he has done a

19 lot of work on this but it still looks a little
20 bit incomplete to you?

21

22

lYIR TINDALL: That's correct.
CHAIRMAN SOULES: And he is in

23 agreement?

24 IIlR. TINDALL He is in agreement.

25 When I mentioned Rusty's observation about the
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1

2

3

-4

statutory writ of error--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Well, in order to

5

clear our docket of this, I submit that we--I

suggest that we reject this at this time with a

letter to him t to Mr. Jackson, that we invite

him to do such adjusting as he may feel to e

appropriate to this suggestion and

for our consideration

next agenda.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1,4

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

that? Okay. Well, we will send . J

MR. TINDALL: I would support t t.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Any opp ti

that information, also suggesting

reminding him that

that action.

indica ted

page 1511

MIL TI L

CHAI

we have a eady

mostly from an inability

you may be able to--

MR. TINDALL: 11.
talked to Skipper Lay. He. s a
mine. And evidently. the oil,

law section lobbied something through the

legislature that takes care of their concerns in
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i

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

this regard So he says, nDon' t worry about

it."
CHAIRMAN SOULES: It has been

withdrawn by the proponent.

MR. TINDALL: So that one can be

pulled down.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Okay. We're going

to make a note, then, tha t this proposal for a

new 329 (d) has been withdrawn by its proponent.

¡VIr Lay.

MR. BEARD: If it is still something

You said it.

ed

that's statutory now, we ought to get that-- it

would be here.

these statutes.
CHAIRMAN SOULES:

That's the problem with all of

anyone have anything on the agenda tha t we
not addressed? Let's go to Badley' ø--
97 i I guess He has seen some new session

that are in conflict with e Rules.

this family law citation matter

you-all keep going and getting statutes aha

that conflict with our Rules?

MR. TINDALL: Well, I thought-- see (

our Family Code had the old language on the

notice of citation, and we have added i in
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1 detail, about appearing on-- and! thought we

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

only conformed it to the language of the Rules

of Civil Procedure. Let me--

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Why don l t you do

it that way. Say "Citati~n as provided in the

Texas Rules of Civil Procedure?"

MR. TINDALL. Well. we considered

that; but it has been-- since 1973, it has been

very specifically set forth in the Family Code;

10 so we just took what was in that Rule-- 99, is
11 it-- and folded it over in the Family Code. Let

12 me read this.
13 MR. McMAINS: We changed that rule
14 last time.
15

16

MR. TINDALL: We changed it in l 87.

MR. McMAINS But we just got

17 through changing it.
18

19

20

21

22

23

CHAIRMAN SOULES: No. We did in

i 87.

MR McMAINS: I thought we just--

CHAIRMAN SOULES I propose a

resolution from this committee-- your

committee-- that revisions to the Family Code

24 are made that areprocedurai that you-all
25 propose to conform-- to just adopt the Rules of
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1 Civil Procedure in the Family Code so that ~hen

2 those rules are adjusted by the court system

3 statewide from time to time by thi s Commi ttee ,

4 the adjustments flow automatically to your

5 litigation as well as all other state
6 litigation.
7 l'1R TINDALL I wouid agree wi th

8 that i and that is certainly what was the intent
9 of Senate bill 307, which was a technical

10 corrections bill; and one of those was to
11 conform it to the '87 change. Now, you say you
12 have changed it again?
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES. I don' t know if we

14 have.
15 filR. l'1cMAIl\IS: I don i t remember.

16 CHAIRMAN SOULES: We just got

17 through changing some J. P. rules, I guess, is
18

19

20

al i.

lVIR McMAINS: 'rha t may be.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Who pushes the

21 procedural changes in the Family Code? Is that

22 the family counsel?
23 MR ff TINDALL That is the Family Law

24 Counsel.

25 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Is there a.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

resolution-- would this committee accept a

resolution directed to that counsel when they

amend their code so far as practicable to simply

reference the Rules of Civil Procedure for

procedural guidance? Is that a unanimous

consensus here?

! willi as Chair prepare that

resolution and submit it to the State Bar :I'amily

Law Counsel.

lilR. TINDALL That would be easier

13

14

I don i t know why it was done that way in '13.

It was a detailed citation i rules all set out in

the code.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Unless I hear :from

the Supreme Court to the contrary?

JUDGB HECHT: No.

IRMAN SOULES: No objection from

e court that you re on, Judge?

JUDGE HECHT I don't think there

will be an objection to that.
t1R. TINDALL: Where is the new 991

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Oh, it's in the

rule book. We don't have a 99. I was wrong.

24 We didn ¡ t change it. We have been dealing with

25 e service rules in the J. P. courts.
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1 His other point is-- on 96-- that we

2 have got a statute that requires 12-person

3 juries in two Montogomery county courts of law.

4 I guess they have given the family law

5

6

jurisdiction. I wonder if it is 10/2.

MR. McMAINS:: Probably unanimous,

7 too.
8

9 12
10

CHAIRMAN' SOULES: Probably unanimous

MR. BEARD: That meant some

11 legislator got shafted by a six-man jury in
12 Montgomery county in a county court at law.
13 CHAIRMAN SOULES: Does anyone--

14 maybe we can--

15 MR. BEARD: We don i t know what all

16 is in that.
11

18

19

20

21

22

23

CHAIRMAN SOULES i I'11 submit that

the standing Comm~ttee on Ruies--what is

number of jurors rule? What number is that?

Okay. To the committse that deals with these

rules for study and agenda item at our next

session-- that is Hadley? Okay ~¥e'll send it

back to Hadley, and I guess we'll have to have

24 our Rules of Civil Procedure adjusted to have
25 two courts in Montgomery county
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1

2

3

MR. McMAINS: All counties other

than Montgomery county?

CHAIRlVIAN SOUl.dsS: All counties other

4 than C~unty Courts at Law Nos 1 and 2 0 f

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Montgomery county shall have six unless

otherwise provided by the legislature.

MR. McMAINS: From time to time.

MR. HATCHELL: As their whim may be.

CHAIRMAN' SOULES Let me ask now, is
everybody comfortable that we have disposed of

the docket for this Committee for this year

because if there is anything left, we won' t have

another meeting. Because we won't have another

meeting i Holly will red-line these changes out

to you right away as well as the minutes of this

meeting. We l II try to get them out next week.

We will get them-- probably get them out next

week-- Holly and Sarah.
MR. TINDALL: Can I ask ",¡hat ',,1as

done on the seal ing of records?
continually studied?

Has tha t been

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Yes. Oh i

incidentally i I should report on that. Or lando

Garcia sponsored that bill in the legislature.

He did it in a way that was very accommodating,
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1

2

3

I think. He was given a fairly specific

proposal to carry, which he did not choose to

carry. He chose to do it, and he negotiated

4 with the proponents to just get a resolution and

5 let the Supreme Court do it, which is one way to

6 do it.
7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

And we formed a committee last time

wi th Chuck Herring and Lefty Morris as chairs,

and we agreed to include other lawyers and we

have added two that are outside of this

Committee, John McElhenney, who represents

Dallas Morning News and Chip-- what is his name?

¡ViS. HA.LF ACRE Babcock.

CHAIRMAN SOULES: Babcock, ;¡¡ho I

15 think represents the Dallas Times Herald And I

16

17

18

19

20

.21

22

23

24

25

told Orlando in that conversation that we would

be happy to have the general counsel to the

state association of newspapers, whatever its

title is, as a member also there and that we

were attempting, also, to find somebody from

family law people and from criminal law and

somebody practicing juvenile law so that we can

aet a balance and that we will in every way try

to draw a line where the Constitution permits or

doesn't permi t tha t kind of record seal ing and



1

2

3

,4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

34,6

something that is acceptable to everybody.
llJ e

don't want to pass a rule that's

unconstitutional or have a statute that i S
unconstitutional. He was all in agreement w~th

that.
He asked whether or not we would

permit actual members of the press, who are not

lawyers, to be on the committee. i told him

that I would like to discourage that because we

have never had any people partiCipate this
other than to come as public members and address

us and tell Us what their concerns are.

We have had court reporters do that

and process servers do that. 'l'hat s fine. t'i'e

can hear from them. But in terms of actual

service on a subcommittee i we would prefer to

have lawyers that represent the newspapers or

the press or whomever is involved

accept that without any pr~blem

He seemed to

$0 where it stands is, we're forming

a c 0 mm:t t tee. Fuller is on it. You may on it
if you l/lish. That is the way it!s constituted

at this time, and I think it is probably going

to grow. I told Orlando that we couldn't have a

la er for every newspaper in the State of Texas
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1. on the committee. He agreed with that. So n,ye

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

had a good dialogue with him, and we'll

cooperate with him.

abou t--

What is your opinion

MR. TINDALL: Do you anticipate a

rule being adopted before the next legislative

session that will be in this batch?

CHAIRMAN" SOULES: Yes. I think tha t
that is an ad hoc project that we will-- they

can do by order. He asked me what I thought the

time frame was, and I told him that--and he

said "Do you think it's going to be about a year

pro j e c t ? .. I said, "Yes." So that didn't seem

to be a prOblem with him that it might take a

year to get it done. I think he is more

interested in being able to comfortably

represent that the work product is a product of

input from every source that has a need to have

input than to try to rush it out. Of course 1 we

are r too

We have been writing letters to

senators and to representatives that are

25

involved in the procedural processes across the

street 1 keeping them advised of what we are
doing, particularly when we are doing something
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1 that is responsive to resolutions that they have

2 ushered through. And we're doing everything we

3 can to keep communications with the legislature

in the best shape we can in this committee, the

court on rulemaking.

4

5

6 Anything else? I just can't tell

7 you thanks enough for all of the work. It i 51

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

amazing to me every time ¡ come here to see how

dedicated you all are to the work in this

Committee aDd through the efforts of the courts.

ank you, again. I guess we re adjourned

until sometime next year

Elting Closed)

23

24

25
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